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Dear colleagues, 

It’s our great pleasure to welcome you to the 2nd Conference on Biomotors, Virus Assembly, and 
Nanobiotechnology Applications (http://rnanano.osu.edu/Guo/Biomotor2019/Biomotor2019.html). The first 
conference held in 2017 attracted more than 80 distinguished invited speakers, with more than 270 
participants from 10 countries (US, China, UK, France, Denmark, Poland, Canada, China, Japan, and 
Australia). It was a great success to bring together leading scientists working in the diverse fields of 
chemistry, biochemistry, biophysics, structural biology, microbiology, cell biology, materials, single pore 
technology, RNA nanotechnology, pharmacology, cancer biology and nanotechnology to drive this 
fascinating inter-disciplinary scientific endeavor.  

As a continuation of the first conference, we are excited to bring together more than 80 distinguished 
speakers and more than 200 participants from 8 countries again for the second conference. Our hope is to 
facilitate the translation of knowledge from fundamental studies on biomotors, viral structure, viral 
assembly, DNA/RNA structure and chemistry into practical nanotechnology applications. We believe this 
conference will foster communication between researchers from many different backgrounds, so please 
take the opportunity to interact with the leading scientists in the field and establish collaborations to 
promote this field into new and exciting directions.     

We sincerely hope that you will find the presentation insightful. If you feel there is anything we can do to 
make the conference more interesting or to make your stay more enjoyable, please feel free to contact us 
at the registration desk or via the phone numbers provided. Thank you for taking the time to attend this 
meeting. 

Sincerely,  

 

 

Conference Chair: 

Peixuan Guo, The Ohio State University, USA 

Conference Co-chair: 

Ian J. Molineux, University of Texas at Austin, USA 

Sara Woodson, Johns Hopkins University, USA 

Gino Cingolani, Thomas Jefferson University, USA 

Bruce Shapiro, National Cancer Institute, USA 

Kirill Afonin, University of North Carolina-Charlotte, USA 

Welcome Letter 
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2nd Conference on Biomotors, Virus Assembly, 
and Nanobiotechnology Applications 

 

 
Monday, July 29th    
07:30 a.m. – 08:00 a.m. Registration Conference Center Lobby 
08:00 a.m. – 09:00 a.m. Opening Remarks Conference Theater 
09:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.  Session I Conference Theater 
10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Session 2a 

Session 2b 
Conference Theater 
Clinton Room  

06:10 p.m. – 06:20 p.m. Group Photo Outdoor 
12:00 p.m. – 01:00 p.m.  Lunch Grand Ballroom 
01:30 p.m. – 03:10 p.m. 
 
04:00 p.m. – 06:00 p.m. 
 
06:00 p.m. – 07:30 p.m. 
07:30 p.m. – 09:00 p.m.  

Session 3a 
Session 3b 
Session 4a 
Session 4b 
Dinner  
Poster Session and Networking  

Conference Theater 
Clinton Room  
Conference Theater 
Clinton Room  
Grand Ballroom 
Grand Ballroom 

Tuesday July 30th    
07:30 a.m. – 08:00 a.m. Registration Conference Center Lobby 
08:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Session 5 
Session 6a 
Session 6b 

Conference Theater 
Conference Theater 
Clinton Room  

12:00 p.m. – 01:00 p.m. Lunch* Grand Ballroom 
01:30 p.m. – 03:30 p.m. 
 
04:00 p.m. – 06:00 p.m.  

Session 7a 
Session 7b 
Session 8a 
Session 8b 

Conference Theater 
Clinton Room  
Conference Theater 
Clinton Room  

06:00 p.m. – 07:30 p.m. 
07:30 p.m. – 08:30 p.m. 
08:30 p.m. – 09:30 p.m. 

Banquet  
Performance  
Poster Session and Networking 

Grand Ballroom 
Conference Theater 
Grand Ballroom 

Wednesday July 31st    
07:30 a.m. – 08:30 a.m. Registration Conference Center Lobby 
08:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. Session 9 Conference Theater 
10:00 a.m. – 11:40 a.m. 
 
11:40 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.  

Session 10a 
Session 10b 
Closing Remarks and Poster 
Awards 

Conference Theater 
Clinton Room 
Conference Theater 

12:00 p.m. – 01:30 p.m. 
01:30 p.m. (optional) 

Lunch 
Tour of facilities for RNA 
nanoparticle production, single-
pore sensing, and single molecule 
biophysics in Center for RNA 
Nanobiotechnology and 
Nanomedicine, College of 
Pharmacy, College of Medicine 
and Exonano RNA, LLC. 

Grand Ballroom 
   Biomedical Research Tower 
   460 West 12th Ave 
   Columbus, Ohio 43210 

* Note: Meals are reserved for invited speakers and those who paid as registrants with food. 

Meeting Overview 
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Conference Location: 
The Fawcett Event Center 
2400 Olentangy River Road, the Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 43210, USA; Tel: (614) 292-8033 

 

Registration and Badge Pick-Up: 
Conference Theater Lobby 7:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Monday and Tuesday 

 
Conference Assistance: 

  

Congcong Xu xu.2167@osu.edu | (859) 494-1518 
Lora McBride     mcbride.366@osu.edu 

  

Mario Vieweger  mvieweger@exonanorna.com  | (812) 361-0240   
Peixuan Guo guo.1091@osu.edu   

 

Conference Times: 
 

Monday July 29, 2019 08:00 am – 09:00 pm 
Tuesday July 30, 2019 08:00 am – 09:30 pm 
Wednesday July 31, 2019 08:30 am – 01:30 pm 
   

 

General Information: 

Admission: 
Admission to all scientific sessions, poster areas, exhibits and social functions is by badge only. 

 

Free Internet Access: 
Connect to WIFI@OSU. Accept “Terms and Conditions” and you will be logged in. 

 

Free Parking: 
Parking is available in the lot surrounding the center. Please pick-up parking permit from the registration desk. 

 
Dissemination Policy: 
Abstracts, posters and presentations at this meeting are to be considered privileged communications and are not to 
be cited. Please, no photos, audio or video recordings, blogging, or other similar recording or dissemination of the 
contents presented during meeting sessions. Meetings such as this are most productive in an atmosphere of open 
discussion of results. We ask that all participants treat what they see and hear as personal communication, and that 
they not re- disseminate the information without explicit permission of the presenter/originator of the data. Please 
contact the organizers if you have questions about this approach. 

 
  

Program Agenda 
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MONDAY, JULY 29, 2019 
 

08:00 am – 08:10 am 
Opening Remarks 
Henry Mann; Dean of College of Pharmacy, The Ohio State University, USA 

08:10 am – 08:40 am 
Introduction to Biomotors, Virus Assembly and Nanobiotechnology Applications 
Peixuan Guo; Sylvan G. Franks Endowed Chair, College of Pharmacy, OSU, USA; 
President of the International Society of RNA Nanotechnology and Nanomedicine. 

 

SESSION 1: Day 1 Plenary Talks Conference Theater 

Session Chairs: Anita Hopper, Nils Walter 

08:40 am – 09:10 am KEYNOTE TALK: Wah Chiu; Stanford University, USA 
CryoEM of Biomotors 

09:10 am – 09:40 am PLENARY TALK: David Lilley; University of Dundee, UK 
RNA Structure: Nanotechnology in the Crystal and in the Cell! 

09:40 am – 10:10 am PLENARY TALK: Gabriel Lander; The Scripps Research Institute, USA 
Mechanisms of Mitochondrial Machines of Mass Destruction 

10:10 am – 10:15 am Mario Vieweger and Congcong Xu; Conference Host Staff 
Meeting Logistics 

10:15 am – 10:30 am Coffee Break Theater Lobby 
 

SESSION 2a: Mechanisms of Viral Assembly, Packaging and Ejection Conference Theater 

Session Chairs: Ian Grainge, Wen Tang 

10:30 am – 11:00 am 
Lindsay W. Black; University of Maryland, USA 
The Bacteriophage T4 DNA and Protein Packaging and Ejection Machine: Role of 
TerS 

11:00 am – 11:20 am Tracy Nixon; The Pennsylvania State University, USA 
Current Understanding of the AAA+ ATPase bEBP-NtrC1 

11:20 am – 11:40 am Elena Orlova; University of London, UK 
Progress in Structural Study of the SPP1 Nano Motor 

11:40 am – 12:00 pm 
Tao Wei; Southern Baptist University, USA 
Viral and Cellular SOS-regulated Motor Proteins: dsDNA Translocation Mechanisms 
with Divergent Functions 

SESSION 2b: RNA Function and Catalysis Clinton Room 

Session Chairs: Richard Lease, Jack Yalowich 

10:30 am – 10:50 am Ya-ming Hou; Thomas Jefferson University, USA 
3DPol Replicase for Real-time RNA Sequencing 

10:50 am – 11:10 am Robin Stanley; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, USA 
Powering Through Ribosome Assembly with Molecular Machines 

11:10 am – 11:30 am Lela Lackey; University of North Carolina – Chapel Hill, USA 
RNA Structural Ensembles at the Exon-intron Boundary In Vivo 

11:30 am – 11:50 am 
Richard Lease; The Ohio State University, USA 
Fingerloop Structures Increase Precision of RNA and DNA Self-assembly by Base 
Pairing 

11:50 am – 12:00 pm Wen Tang; The Ohio State University, USA 
Small Noncoding RNAs in the C. elegans germline 
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12:00 pm – 12:10 pm 
Daniel Binzel; The Ohio State University, USA 
Large Scale Production of Self-Assembling RNA Nanoparticles via Biological 
Approach, Automated Processing, and Column Gel Purification 

12:00 pm – 01:30 pm Lunch Break Grand Ballroom I 

12:00 pm – 01:30 pm Business Meeting Lunch Grand Ballroom II 
 

MONDAY, JULY 29, 2019 

SESSION 3a: Cryo-EM and crystal structure of viruses and biomotors Conference Theater 

Session Chairs: Li Wu 

01:30 pm – 02:00 pm 
Fred Antson; University of York, UK 
Conformational Changes during Capsid Expansion: Cryo-EM Analysis of A 
Thermophilic Virus 

02:00 pm – 02:30 pm Ian Molineux; University of Texas at Austin, USA 
Initiation of Infection by Bacteriophage P22 

02:30 pm – 02:50 pm Youdong Mao; Peking University, China 
The Working Principle of Proteasomal AAA-ATPase Motor 

02:50 pm – 03:10 pm Gunjan Agarwal; The Ohio State University, USA 
Indirect Magnetic Force Microscopy: A Multimodal Technique 

03:10 pm – 03:30 pm 
Deepak Koirala; University of Chicago, USA 
Applications of Anti-RNA Antibodies for Crystallography of Viral RNA Domains and 
Beyond 

 

SESSION 3b: RNA Bioinformatics and Computational Biology Clinton Room 

Session Chairs: Bruce Shapiro, Shi-Jie Chen 

01:30 pm – 02:00 pm 
Shi-Jie Chen; University of Missouri, USA 
Computational Modeling Meets Single Molecule Experiment: Analyzing An RNA 
Tertiary Folding Pathway 

02:00 pm – 02:30 pm 
Neocles Leontis; Bowling Green State University, USA 
Conformational Changes in Ribosomal RNA 3D Motifs Correlated with Ribosome 
Functional State 

02:30 pm – 02:50 pm Janusz Bujnicki; International Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology, Poland 
SAXS Data-driven Modeling of RNA 3D Structures 

02:50 pm – 03:10 pm Xiaolin Cheng; The Ohio State University, USA 
Towards a Computational Model of Viral DNA Packaging Motor 

03:10 pm – 03:30 pm Petr Sulc; Arizona State University, USA 
Coarse-grained Modeling of RNA for Nanotechnology 

 

03:30 pm – 04:00 pm Coffee Break Theater Lobby 
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MONDAY, JULY 29, 2019 

SESSION 4a: Biophysics Approaches and Computation Conference Theater 

Session Chairs: Gunjan Agarwal, Alex Sparreboom 

04:00 pm – 04:20 pm Hiroshi Ueno; University of Tokyo, Japan 
Digital Bioassays and Digital Gene Expression for Screening 

04:20 pm – 04:40 pm 
Andrew Neuwald; University of Maryland, USA 
Deep Analysis of Residue Constraints (DARC): Identifying Determinants of AAA+ 
ATPase Functional Specificity 

04:40 pm – 05:00 pm Jiaquan Liu; The Ohio State University, USA 
MutL Sliding Clamps Control DNA Diffusion to Activate Mismatch Repair 

05:00 pm – 05:20 pm 
Mark P. Foster; The Ohio State University, USA 
Population Shifts from Allosteric Coupling of RNA and Tryptophan in the Gene-
Regulating Ring-Shaped Protein TRAP 

05:20 pm – 05:40 pm Hanbin Mao; Kent State University, USA 
Mechanical Anisotropy of DNA G-quadruplex Structures 

05:40 pm – 05:50 pm 
Erik D. Holmstrom; The University of Kansas, USA 
Disordered Nucleocapsid Proteins Enhance Nucleic Acid folding via Local Charge 
Screening 

05:50 pm – 06:00 pm Brooke Britton; The Ohio State University, USA 
The Mechanics of ATP Binding and Hydrolysis by MutS Homologs 

 

SESSION 4b: Toxicology and Immunology of RNA Nanotechnology Clinton Room 

Session Chairs: Xue-Feng Bai, Rajgopal Govindarajan 

04:00 pm – 04:30 pm Kirill Afonin; University of North Carolina - Charlotte, USA 
Immunostimulation and Dynamicity in the Design of Nucleic Acid Nanoparticles 

04:30 pm – 05:00 pm Kuo-Hsiang Chuang; Taipei Medical University, Taiwan, China 
Tumors and Tumor Associated Fibroblasts 

05:00 pm – 05:20 pm 
Ying-Jan Wang; National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan, China 
Toxic Effects of Silver Nanoparticle with Regard to Hazard Identification and Safety 
Evaluation 

05:20 pm – 05:40 pm Hirohide Saito; Kyoto University, Japan 
Synthetic RNA Technologies to Control Cell Fate 

05:40 pm – 05:50 pm Weina Ke; University of North Carolina – Charlotte, USA 
Dynamic RNA and DNA Nanoassemblies with Controlled Immunological Properties 

05:50 pm – 06:00 pm Zhiwei Hu; The Ohio State University Medical Center, USA 
Tissue Factor as a New Target for Triple-Negative Breast Cancer Immunotherapy 

 

06:00 pm – 07:30 pm Dinner Grand Ballroom 

 

07:00 pm – 09:00 pm Poster Session and Networking Social Grand Ballroom 
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TUESDAY, JULY 30, 2019 

SESSION 5: Day 2 Plenary Talks Conference Theater 

Session Chairs: Vicki Wysocki, Anil Sood 

08:00 am – 08:30 am 
KEYNOTE TALK: Anil K. Sood; The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer 
Center, USA 
Advances and Obstacles in RNAi therapy 

08:30 am – 09:00 am PLENARY TALK: Gino Cingolani; Thomas Jefferson University, USA 
Structural Studies on Pseudomonas Aeruginosa Phage PaP3 Terminase Subunits 

09:00 am – 09:30 am PLENARY TALK: Sarah Woodson; Johns Hopkins University, USA 
Dynamics of Small RNA Target Search by the RNA Chaperone Hfq 

09:30 am – 10:00 am Coffee Break, Conference Theater Lobby 

 

SESSION 6a: Biomotors and Single Pore for Sensing and Nanobiotechnology Conference Theater 

Session Chairs: Renzhi Han, Hua Zhu 

10:00 am – 10:30 am Haichen Wu; Institute of Chemistry, CAS, China 
DNA-based Nanopore Sensing 

10:30 am – 11:00 am Lakmal Jayasinghe; Oxford Nanopore Technologies Ltd., UK 
Bringing Sequencing from Mainframe to Mobile 

11:00 am – 11:20 am Giovanni Maglia; University of Groningen, Netherlands 
Single-Molecule Enzymology and Sensing with a Nanopore Test-Tube 

11:20 am – 11:40 am Kin Fai Au; The Ohio State University, USA 
Nanopore Sequencing Reveals Epigenome at Single Long DNA Molecules 

11:40 am – 12:00 am 
Xueyun Gao; Beijing University of Technology, China 
The Precise Diagnosis of Cancer Invasion/Metastasis via 2D Laser Ablation Mass 
Mapping of Metalloproteinase in Primary Cancer Tissue 

12:00 am – 12:10 pm Dana Driver; The Ohio State University, USA 
Nano-Channel of Viral DNA Packaging Motor for the Differentiation of Peptides 

SESSION 6b: RNA Biophysics Clinton Room 

Session Chairs: Jianjie Ma 

10:00 am – 10:20 am Soma Dhakal; Virginia Commonwealth University, USA 
Single-molecule Protein-DNA Interactions and Sensing 

10:20 am – 10:40 am Vicki Wysocki; The Ohio State University, USA 
Native MS/MS Characterization of Protein and Nucleoprotein Complexes 

10:40 am – 11:00 am 
Ning Fang; Georgia State University, USA 
Biophysical and Bio-Nano-Mechanical Insights from Single Particle Tracking in 
Living Cells 

11:00 am – 11:20 am Yao-Gen Shu; Institute of Theoretical Physics, CAS, China 
Deformation Theory of An Artificial Stomatocyte 

11:20 am – 11:40 am 
Emanuele Cocucci; The Ohio State University, USA 
Visualization of Extracellular Vesicle-Mediated Intercellular Communication by 
Lattice Light Sheet Microscopy 

11:40 am – 12:00 pm Hamza Balci; Kent State University, USA 
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Single-Molecule Investigations of Small Molecule, G-Quadruplex, and Protein 
Interactions 

12:00 pm – 01:00 pm Lunch Break Grand Ballroom 

 

TUESDAY, JULY 30, 2019 

01:00 pm – 01:30 pm Group Picture Outside Grand Ballroom 

SESSION 7a: Nanobiotechnology, Nanomedicine and Applications Conference Theater 

Session Chairs: Carlos Castro, Keli Hu 

01:30 pm – 02:00 pm 
Jungshan Chang; Taipei Medical University, China 
Rapid In Vivo Screening of Anticancer Drugs Using Electrospun Polylactic Acid 
(PLLA) Microtube Array Membrane (MTAM) 

02:00 pm – 02:30 pm Renzhi Han; The Ohio State University, USA 
Genome Editing Therapy for Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy 

02:30 pm – 02:50 pm 
Jessica Rouge; University of Connecticut, USA 
Using Enzymes to Build, Break And Read Hybrid DNA and RNA Nanomaterials: 
from Nanoscale Self-Assembly to Intracellular Gene Regulation 

02:50 pm – 03:10 pm 
Arturo Linan; Instituto de Biotecnologia, Mexico 
Effect of Rotavirus VP6 Nanotubes on the Humoral Immune Response against ZIKA 
Virus Envelope Protein 

03:10 pm – 03:20 pm 
Thomas Bodnar; The Ohio State University, USA 
Key Facilitator Proteins that Mediate Sarcolemma Membrane Repair Have Potential 
as Therapeutics for Muscle Disease Injury 

03:20 pm – 03:30 pm Rajgopal Govindarajan; The Ohio State University, USA 
Nucleoside Transporters and Stem Cell Homeostasis 

 

SESSION 7b: RNA-based drug delivery Clinton Room 

Session Chairs: Yizhou Dong, Kirill Afonin 

01:30 pm – 02:00 pm 
Anu Puri; National Cancer Institute, USA 
Light-triggered DsiRNA Delivery using Photosensitizer-Conjugated Sulfonated 
Polyplexes  

02:00 pm – 02:30 pm 
Bruce Shapiro; NIH/NCI Center for Cancer Research, USA 
Nucleic Acid Based Switches: A Set of Context Sensitive Logic Systems for 
Controlled Release of Oligonucleotides 

02:30 pm – 02:50 pm Senny Nordmeier; System Biosciences, USA 
EVs as siRNA Delivery Vehicles for Functional Knockdown in Cells 

02:50 pm – 03:10 pm 
Fengmei Pi; ExoNanoRNA, USA 
RNA Nanotechnology to Display Ligand on Extracellular Vesicles for Cancer 
Regression 

03:10 pm – 03:30 pm 
Sean Bedingfield; Vanderbilt University, USA 
“Joint Ventures” – Delivery Strategies of siRNA and Protein for Treating 
Osteoarthritis 

03:30 pm – 04:00 pm Coffee Break Theater Lobby 
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TUESDAY, JULY 30, 2019 

SESSION 8a: RNA Nanomedicine and Therapeutics I Conference Theater 

Session Chairs: Xiaoting Zhang, Sharyn Baker 

04:00 pm – 04:30 pm Yizhou Dong; The Ohio State University, USA 
Development of Nanomaterials for mRNA Therapeutics and Genome Editing 

04:30 pm – 05:00 pm Tae Jin Lee; UTHealth Medical School, USA 
RNA Nanoparticle Based Targeted Therapy for Glioblastoma 

05:00 pm – 05:20 pm 
Xiaoting Zhang; University of Cincinnati, USA 
Overcoming Therapeutic Resistance of Human Breast Cancer by RNA 
Nanotechnology 

05:20 pm – 05:40 pm 
Steven Qian; North Dakota State University, USA 
Specific Delivery of Delta-5-desaturase siRNA via RNA Nanoparticle Supplemented 
with Dihomo-γ-linolenic Acid for Colon Cancer Suppression 

05:40 pm – 06:00 pm 
Hua Lou; Case Western Reserve University, USA 
Circadian Regulation of Alternative Splicing of Neurofibromatosis Type 1 Exon 23a 
in the Mouse Brain 

 

SESSION 8b: RNA Nanobioengineering Clinton Room 

Session Chairs: Luc Jaeger,  

04:00 pm – 04:30 pm Carlos Castro; The Ohio State University, USA 
DNA Nanodevices to Probe and Control Biomolecules and Nanomaterials 

04:30 pm – 05:00 pm 
Haijun Su; The Ohio State University, USA 
Design of DNA Nanomechine and Nanorobots from a Mechanical Engineering 
Perspective 

05:00 pm – 05:20 pm Hui Wei; Nanjing University, China 
Rational Design of Transition Metal Oxides-based Peroxidase Mimics 

05:20 pm – 05:40 pm 
Jesse Zalatan; University of Washington, USA 
Regulating the Recruitment of Effector Proteins to A CRISPR-Cas Complex with An 
Engineered Allosteric Switch that Senses DNA Binding 

05:40 pm – 06:00 pm Besik Kankia; The Ohio State University, USA 
Quadruplex-based Technologies for Point-of-care DNA Diagnostics 

 

06:00 pm – 07:30 pm Banquet Grand Ballroom 

07:30 pm – 08:30 pm Dance and Music Performance Conference Theater 

 

08:30 pm – 09:30 pm Poster Session and Networking Social Grand Ballroom 
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 31, 2019 
 

SESSION 9: Day 3 Plenary Talk Conference Theater 

Session Chairs: William Carson, Sarah Woodson 

08:30 am – 09:00 am 
PLENARY TALK: Nils Walter; University of Michigan, USA 
The RNA Nanomachines of Gene Expression Dissected at the Single Molecule 
Level 

09:00 am – 09:30 am 
PLENARY TALK: Karin Musier-Forsyth; The Ohio State University, USA 
Dynamics and Regulation of an RNA Conformational Switch Critical for HIV-1 
Replication 

09:30 am – 10:00 am Coffee Break, Conference Theater Lobby 

SESSION 10a: RNA Nanomedicine and Therapeutics II Conference Theater 

Session Chairs: Qi-En Wang, Terence Williams 

10:00 am – 10:30 am 
Xiaoming He; University of Maryland, USA 
NIR-activated mitochondria-targeting hybrid nanoparticles for regulating ATP-driven 
transmembrane efflux pumps to overcome cancer drug resistance 

10:30 am – 11:00 am Linlin Yang; The Ohio State University, USA 
Exosomes Facilitate Therapeutic Targeting of Survivin in NSCLC   

11:00 am – 11:20 am 
Mario Vieweger; ExoNanoRNA, USA 
RNA Nanoparticles Improve Paclitaxel Solubilization and Loading Capacity in Breast 
Cancer Therapy with Undetectable Toxicity 

11:20 am – 11:40 am 
Zhefeng Li; The Ohio State University, USA 
RNA Nanoparticles Cooperated with Exosome as Efficient in vivo RNAi Delivery for 
Cancer Treatment 

SESSION 10b: RNA Nanotechnology Applications Clinton Room 

Session Chairs: Wu Lu 

10:00 am – 10:30 am Luc Jaeger; University of California, USA 
The Ribosome: An Ancient Nano-factory? 

10:30 am – 11:00 am 
Liqing He; University of Louisville, USA 
A Mass Spectrometry-based Method for Identification of Post-transcriptional RNA 
Modifications 

11:00 am – 11:20 am 
Yi Wang; ExoNanoRNA, China 
A Novel but Simple Method to Obtain Highly Purified Exosomes with One-Step 
Ultracentrifugation 

11:20 am – 11:30 am 
Weicheng Li; The Ohio State University, USA 
Allosteric Mechanisms of The Ring-Shape Regulatory Protein TRAP via Statistical 
Thermodynamic Modeling 

11:30 am – 11:40 am 
Lanchun Lu; The Ohio State University, USA 
An Innovative Technique to Deliver Nanomedicines Locally to the Disease Site to 
Treat Early Stage Pancreatic Cancer – EOCT-Guided Therapy 

11:40 am – 12:00 pm  Closing Remarks and Poster Awards Conference Theater 

12:00 pm – 01:30 pm Lunch Break Grand Ballroom 

01:30 pm (optional) Tour of facilities for RNA nanoparticle production, single-pore sensing, and 
single molecule biophysics (For details, see Program Overview) 
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   Poster Sessions 
Monday July 29 7:30-9:00 pm and Tuesday July 30 from 8:30-9:30 pm: 
All posters will be displayed simultaneously throughout the poster sessions. Display your poster at the board # indicated below. 
If your name does not appear in the list, display your poster at the next available board. There is plenty of space available for 
additional posters. 

Poster Voting: 

1. Each attendee has one vote only. Polls close 11:59 pm on Tuesday, July 30th, 2019. 
2. Voting platform is available through https://rna.umich.edu/vote-biomotor-2019/ or scanning 

the QR code on the right. 
 

# Presenter Title 

1 Arturo Linan Effect of Rotavirus Vp6 Nanotubes on the Humoral Immune Response 
Against Zika Virus Envelope Protein 

2 Brooke Britton The Mechanics of ATP Binding and Hydrolysis by Muts Homologs 

3 Chengxiang Zhang 
Chemotherapy Drugs Derived Nanoparticles Encapsulating mRNA 
Encoding Tumor Suppressor Proteins to Treat Triple-Negative Breast 
Cancer 

4 Congcong Xu Photo-Controlled Release of Paclitaxel and Model Drugs from RNA 
Pyramids 

5 Congguang Zhang Sustainability Analysis of Solar/Biomass Energy System 

6 Craig Zirbel Fr3d:  A tool for Finding Recurrent Motifs in RNA 3d Structures 

7 Dan Shu RNA Nanotechnology for the Specific Delivery of Anti-MiRNA for 
Suppression of Breast, Prostate and Brain Cancer 

8 Dana Driver Nano-Channel of Viral DNA Packaging Motor for the Differentiation of 
Peptides 

9 Daniel Binzel Large Scale Production of Self-Assembling RNA Nanoparticles via 
Biological Approach, Automated Processing, and Column Gel Purification 

10 Divyaa Bhagdikar Comparative Analysis of Translational and Transcriptional S-Box 
Riboswitches 

11 Elaina Boyle DNA Quadruplexes for Non-Enzymatic Nucleic Acid Amplification 

12 Golam Mustafa Short Looped DNA as A force Transducer: Conversion of  Single Molecule 
Fret Signal into force information 

13 Hong Duc Phan Use of Chemical Modification and Tandem Mass Spectrometry to Identify 
RNA-Protein Contact Sites in Archaeal RNase P 

14 Hongyan Liu Targeting Egfr/Her2/Her3 With A Three-in-one Aptamer-siRNA Chimera 
Aganist Her2+ Breast Cancer 

15 Hongzhi Wang Pharmacokinetic and Biodistribution Studies of pRNA Nanoparticle by 
Fluorescent and Radioactive Markers 

16 Ila Marathe Use of Shape-Seq and Fret to Elucidate Structure-Function Relationships 
in Archaeal RNase P, An Ancient Catalytic Multi-Subunit Ribonucleoprotein 
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17 Ioulia Rouzina Self-Regulation of Single-Stranded DNA Wrapping Dynamics By E. Coli 
Ssb Mediated Through Competitive Binding 

18 Janusz Bujnicki Saxs Data-Driven Modeling of RNA 3d Structures 

19 Jungshan Chang Rapid in vivo Screening of Anticancer Drugs Using Electrospun Polylactic 
Acid (Plla) Microtube Array Membrane (Mtam) 

20 Liqing He A Mass Spectrometry-Based Method for Identification of Post-
Transcriptional RNA Modifications 

21 Lizhi Pang 
Specific Delivery of Delta-5-Desaturase SiRNA Via 3WJ RNA 
Nanoparticles Supplemented with Dihomo-Γ-Linolenic Acid for Lung Cancer 
Suppression 

22 Lorena Parlea Hybrid DNA/RNA Constructs Targeting Anti-Apoptotic Pathways in 
Epithelial-Derived Solid Tumor Carcinomas 

23 Neocles Leontis Conformational Changes in Ribosomal RNA 3d Motifs Correlated with 
Ribosome Functional State 

24 Nicholas Swanson Structural Studies on Pseudomonas Aeruginosa Phage Pap3 Terminase 
Subunits 

25 Prabesh Gyawali A Single Molecule Study of The Impact of Small Molecules on 
Intermolecular  G-Quadruplex formation 

26 Richard Lease Fingerloop Structures Increase Precision of RNA and DNA Self-Assembly 
By Base Pairing 

27 Sagun Jonchhe Decreased Water Activity in Nanoconfinement Contributes to The Folding 
of G-Quadruplex and I-Motif Structures 

28 Satheesh Ellipilli RNA Nanoparticles Delivering Therapeutics for Thyroid, Prostate, Breast 
and Brain Cancer Treatment 

29 Thomas Bodnar Key Facilitator Proteins That Mediate Sarcolemma Membrane Repair Have 
Potential as Therapeutics for Muscle Disease and injury 

30 Weicheng Li Allosteric Mechanisms of The Ring-Shape Regulatory Protein Trap Via 
Statistical Thermodynamic Modeling 

31 Weina Ke Dynamic RNA and DNA Nanoassemblies with Controlled Immunological 
Properties 

32 Weiyu Zhao Ratiometric Fluorescent Probes for Capturing Endogenous Hypochlorous 
Acid in The Lungs of Mice 

33 Wojciech Kasprzak Computational Design of Ligand-Dependent Nanostructures 

34 Xin Li RNA Dendrimers for the Delivery of RNA and Drugs to Cancer Cells 

35 Yi-Yuan Yang 
Pterostilbene Protects Uvb Combined with Zno Nanoparticles-induced Skin 
Damage Through Downregulation of Inflammasome Activation-Mediated 
Pyroptosis 

36 Zhefeng Li RNA Nanoparticles Cooperated with Exosome as Efficient in vivo RNAi 
Delivery for Cancer Treatment 

37 Long Zhang Effects of RNA Nanoparticle Size, Shape, Structure, Sequence and Surface 
Chemistry on Biodistribution, Immunogenicity and Endosome Escape 
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  Speaker Index 

Name Title Day Time Session Location 

Afonin, Kirill Immunostimulation and Dynamicity in the Design of Nucleic Acid 
Nanoparticles Mon. 16:00-

16:30 4b Clinton Room 

Agarwal, Gunjan Indirect Magnetic Force Microscopy: a Multimodal Technique Mon. 14:50-
15:10 3a Conference 

Theater 

Antson, Fred Conformational Changes during Capsid Expansion: Cyro-EM 
Analysis of a Thermophilic Virus Mon. 13:30-

14:00 3a Conference 
Theater 

Au, Kin Fai Nanopore Sequencing Reveals Epigenome at Single Long DNA 
Molecules Tue. 11:20-

11:40 6a Conference 
Theater 

Bedingfield, Sean "Joint Ventures"-Delivery Strategies of siRNA and Protein for 
Treating Osteoarthritis Tue. 15:10-

15:30 7b Clinton Room 

Binzel, Daniel 
Large Scale Production of Self-Assembling RNA Nanoparticles via 
Biological Approach, Automated Processing, and Column Gel 
Purification 

Mon. 12:00-
12:10 2b Clinton Room 

Blaci, Hamza Single-Molecule Investigations of Small Molecule, G-Quadruplex, 
and Protein Interactions Tue. 11:40-

12:00 6b Clinton Room 

Black, Lindsay The Bacteriophage T4 DNA and Protein Packaging and Ejection 
Machine: Role of TerS Mon. 10:30-

11:00 2a Conference 
Theater 

Bodnar, Thomas Key Facilitator Proteins that Mediate Sarcolemma Membrane 
Repair Have Potential as Therapeutics for Muscle Disease Injury Tue. 15:10-

15:20 7a Conference 
Theater 

Britton, Brooke The Mechanics of ATP Binding and Hydrolysis by MutS Homologs Mon. 17:55-
18:05 4a Conference 

Theater 

Bujnicki, Janusz SAXS Data-Driven Modeling of RNA 3D Structures Mon. 14:30-
14:50 3b Clinton Room 

Castro, Carlos DNA Nanodevices to Probe and Control Biomolecules and 
Nanomaterials Tue. 16:00-

16:30 8b Clinton Room 

Chang, Jungshan Rapid in vivo Screening of Anticancer Drugs using Electrospun 
Polylactic Acid (PLLA) Microtube Array Membrane (MTAM) Tue. 13:30-

14:00 7a Conference 
Theater 

Chen, Shi-Jie Computational Modeling Meets Single Molecule Experimental 
Analyzing an RNA Tertiary Folding Pathway Mon. 13:30-

14:00 3b Clinton Room 

Cheng, Xiaolin Towards a Computational Model of Viral DNA Packaging Motor Mon. 14:50-
15:10 3b Clinton Room 

Chiu, Wah CryoEM of Biomotors Mon. 8:40-
9:10 1 Conference 

Theater 
Chuang, Kuo-

Hsiang Tumors and Tumor Associated Fibroblasts Mon. 16:30-
17:00 4b Clinton Room 

Cingolani, Gino Structural Studies on Pseudomonas aeruginosa Phage PaP3 
Terminase Subunits Tue. 8:30-

9:00 5 Conference 
Theater 

Cocucci, 
Emanuele 

Visualization of Extracellular Vesicle-Mediated Intercellular 
Communication by Lattice Light Sheet Microscopy Tue. 11:20-

11:40 6b Clinton Room 

Dhakal, Soma Single-Molecule Protein-DNA Interactions and Sensing Tue. 10:00-
10:20 6b Clinton Room 

Dong, Yizhou Development of Nanomaterials for mRNA Therapeutics and 
Genome Editing Tue. 16:00-

16:30 8a Conference 
Theater 

Driver, Dana Nano-Channel of Viral DNA Packaging Motor for the 
Differentiation of Peptides Tue. 11:40-

11:50 6a Clinton Room 

Fang, Ning Biophysical and Bio-Nano-Mechanical Insights from Single Particle 
Tracking in Living Cells Tue. 10:40-

11:00 6b Clinton Room 

Foster, Mark Population Shifts from Allosteric Coupling of RNA and Tryptophan 
in the Gene-Regulating Ring-Shaped Protein TRAP Mon. 17:00-

17:20 4a Conference 
Theater 

Govindarajan, 
Rojgopal Nucleoside Transporters and Stem Cell Homeostasis Tue. 15:20-

15:30 7a Conference 
Theater 

Han, Renzhi Genome Editing Therapy for Duchene Muscular Dystrophy Tue. 14:00-
14:30 7a Conference 

Theater 
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He, Liqing A Mass Spectrometry-Based Method for Identification of Post-
Transcriptional RNA Modifications Wed. 10:30-

11:00 10b Clinton Room 

He, Xiaoming 
NIR-activated mitochondria-targeting hybrid nanoparticles for 
regulating ATP-driven transmembrane efflux pumps to overcome 
cancer drug resistance 

Wed. 10:00-
10:30 10a Conference 

Theater 

Holmstrom, Erik Disordered Nucleocapsid Proteins Enhance Nucleic Acid Folding 
via Local Charge Screening Mon. 17:45-

17:55 4a Conference 
Theater 

Hou, Ya-Ming 3DPol Replicase for Real-Time RNA Sequencing Mon. 10:30-
10:50 2b Clinton Room 

Hu, Zhiwei Tissue Factor as a New Target for Triple-Negative Breast Cancer 
Immunotherapy Mon. 17:50-

18:00 4b Clinton Room 

Jaeger, Luc The Ribosome: an Ancient Nano-Factory? Wed. 10:00-
10:30 10b Clinton Room 

Jayasinghe, 
Lakmal Bringing Sequencing from Mainframe to Mobile Tue. 10:30-

11:00 6a Conference 
Theater 

Kankia, Besik Quadruplex-Based Technologies for Point-of-Care DNA 
Diagnostics Tue. 17:40-

18:00 8b Clinton Room 

Ke, Weina Dynamic RNA and DNA Nanoassemblies with Controlled 
Immunological Properties Mon. 17:40-

17:50 4b Clinton Room 

Koirala, Deepak Applications of Anti-miRNA Antibodies for Crystallography of Viral 
RNA Domains and Beyond Mon. 15:10-

15:30 3a Conference 
Theater 

Lackey, Lela RNA Structural Ensembles at the Exon-Intron Boundary in vivo Mon. 11:10-
11:30 2b Clinton Room 

Lander, Gabriel Mechanisms of Mitochondrial Machines of Mass Destruction Mon. 14:00-
14:30 3a Conference 

Theater 

Lease, Richard Fingerloop Structures Increase Precision of RNA and DNA Self-
Assembly by Base Pairing Mon. 11:30-

11:50 2b Clinton Room 

Lee, Tae Jin RNA Nanoparticle Based Targeted Therapy for Glioblastoma Tue. 16:30-
17:00 8a Conference 

Theater 

Leontis, Neocles Conformational Changes in Ribosomal RNA 3D Motifs Correlated 
with Ribosome Functional State Mon. 14:00-

14:30 3b Clinton Room 

Li, Weicheng Allosteric Mechanisms of the Ring-Shape Regulatory Protein 
TRAP via Statistical Thermodynamic Modeling Wed. 11:20-

11:30 10b Clinton Room 

Li, Zhefeng RNA Nanoparticles Cooperated with Exosome as Efficient in vivo 
RNAi Delivery for Cancer Treatment Wed. 11:20-

11:40 10a Conference 
Theater 

Lilley, David RNA Structure: Nanotechnology in the Crystal and in the Cell! Mon. 9:10-
9:40 1 Conference 

Theater 

Linan, Arturo Effect of Rotavirus VPP6 Nanotubes on the Humoral Immune 
Response Against ZIKA Virus Envelope Protein Tue. 14:50-

15:10 7a Conference 
Theater 

Liu, Jiaquan MutL Sliding Clamps Control DNA Diffusion to Activate Mismatch 
Repair Mon. 16:40-

17:00 4a Conference 
Theater 

Lou, Hua Circadian Regulation of Alternative Splicing of Neurofibromatosis 
Type I Exon 23a in the Mouse Brain Tue. 17:40-

18:00 8a Conference 
Theater 

Lu, Lanchun 
An Innovative Technique to Deliver Nanomedicines Locally to the 
Disease Site to Treat Early Stage Pancreatic Cancer -EOCT-
Guided Therapy 

Wed. 11:30-
11:40 10b Session 10b 

Maglia, Giovanni Single-Molecule Enzymology and Sensing with a Nanopore Test-
Tube Tue. 11:00-

11:20 6a Conference 
Theater 

Mao, Hanbin Mechanical Anisotropy of DNA G-Quadruplex Structures Mon. 17:20-
17:40 4a Conference 

Theater 

Mao, Youdong The Working Principle of Proteasomal AAA-ATPase Motor Mon. 14:30-
14:50 3a Conference 

Theater 

Molineux, Ian Initiation of Infection by Bacteriophage P22 Mon. 9:40-
10:10 1 Conference 

Theater 

Musier-Forsyth, 
Karin 

Dynamics and Regulation of an RNA Conformational Switch 
Critical for HIV-1 Replication Wed. 9:00-

9:30 9 Conference 
Theater 
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Neuwald, Andrew Deep Analysis of Residue Constraints (DARC): Identifying 
Determinants of AAA+ ATPase Functional Specificity Mon. 16:20-

16:40 4a Conference 
Theater 

Nixon, Tracy Current Understanding of the AAA+ ATPase bEPBP-NtrCl Mon. 11:00-
11:20 2a Conference 

Theater 

Nordmeier, Senny Evs as siRNA Delivery Vehicles for Functional Knockdown in Cells Tue. 14:30-
14:50 7b Clinton Room 

Orlova, Elena Progress in Structural Study of the SPP1 Nano Motor Mon. 11:20-
11:40 2a Conference 

Theater 

Pi, Fengmei RNA Nanotechnology to Display Ligand on Extracellular Vesicles 
for Cancer Regression Tue. 14:50-

15:10 7b Clinton Room 

Puri, Anu Light-Triggered DsiRNA Delivery Using Photosensitizer-
Conjugated Sulfonated Polyplexes Tue. 13:30-

14:00 7b Clinton Room 

Qian, Steven 
Specific Delivery of Delta-5-Desaturase siRNA via RNA 
Nanoparticle Supplemented with Dihomo-γ-Linolenic Acid for 
Colon Cancer Suppression 

Tue. 17:20-
17:40 8a Conference 

Theater 

Rouge, Jessica 
Using Enzymes to Build, Break, and Read Hybrid DNA and RNA 
Nanomaterials: From Nanoscale Self-Assembly to Intracellular 
Gene Regulation 

Tue. 14:30-
14:50 7a Conference 

Theater 

Saito, Hirohide Synthetic RNA Technologies to Control Cell Fate Mon. 17:20-
17:40 4b Clinton Room 

Shapiro, Bruce Nucleic Acid Based Switches: A Set of Context Sensitive Logic 
Systems for Controlled Release of Oligonucleotides Tue. 14:00-

14:30 7b Clinton Room 

Shu, Yao-Gen Deformation Theory of an Artificial Stomatocyte Tue. 11:00-
11:20 6b Clinton Room 

Sood, Anil Advances and Obstacles in RNAi Therapy Tue. 8:00-
8:30 5 Conference 

Theater 

Stanley, Robin Powering Through Ribosome Assembly with Molecular Machines Mon. 10:50-
11:10 2b Clinton Room 

Su, Haijun Design of DNA Nanomachine and Nanorobots from a Mechanical 
Engineering Perspective Tue. 16:30-

17:00 8b Clinton Room 

Sulc, Petr Coarse-Grained Modeling of RNA for Nanotechnology Mon. 15:10-
15:30 3b Clinton Room 

Tang, Wen Small Noncoding RNAs in the C. elegans Germline Mon. 11:50-
12:00 2b Clinton Room 

Ueno, Hiroshi Digital Bioassays and Digital Gene Expression for Screening Mon. 16:00-
16:20 4a Conference 

Theater 

Vieweger, Mario RNA Nanoparticles Improve Paclitaxel Solubilization and Loading 
Capacity in Breast Cancer Therapy with Undetectable Toxicity Wed. 11:00-

11:20 10a Conference 
Theater 

Walter, Nils The RNA Nanomachines of Gene Expression Dissected at the 
Single Molecule Level Wed. 8:30-

9:00 9 Conference 
Theater 

Wang, Ying-Jan Toxic Effects of Silver Nanoparticle with Regard to Hazard 
Identification and Safety Evaluation Mon. 17:00-

17:20 4b Clinton Room 

Wang, Yi A Novel but Simple Method to Obtain Highly Purified Exosomes 
with One-Step Ultracentrification Wed. 11:00-

11:20 10b Clinton Room 

Wei, Hui Rational Design of Transition Metal Oxides-Based Peroxidase 
Mimics Tue. 17:00-

17:20  8b Clinton Room 

Wei, Tao Viral and Cellular SOS-Regulated Motor Proteins: dsDNA 
Translocation Mechanisms with Divergent Functions Mon. 11:40-

12:00 2a Conference 
Theater 

Woodson, Sarah Dynamics of Small RNA Target Search by the RNA Chaperone 
Hfg Tue. 9:00-

9:30 5 Conference 
Theater 

Wu, Haichen DNA-Based Nanopore Sensing Tue. 10:00-
10:30 6a Conference 

Theater 

Wysocki, Vicki Native MS/MS Characterization of Protein and Nucleoprotein 
Complexes Tue. 10:20-

10:40 6b Clinton Room 

Yang, Linlin Exosomes Facilitate Therapeutic Targeting of Survivin in NSCLC Wed. 10:30-
11:00 10a Conference 

Theater 

Zalatan, Jesse 
Regulating the Recruitment of Effector Proteins to a CRISPR-Cas 
Complex with an Engineered Allosteric Switch the Senses DNA 
Binding 

Tue. 17:20-
17:40 8b Clinton Room 

Zhang, Xiaoting Overcoming Therapeutic Resistance of Human Breast Cancer by 
RNA Nanotechnology Tue. 17:00-

17:20 8a Conference 
Theater 
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Pre-conference Information 

 
General Meeting Logistics: 
 
Emergency Conference Contact Information:  
Phone: (859)494-1518, (812)361-0240    Email: xu.2167@osu.edu, mvieweger@exonanorna.com  
 
Business Meeting: 
The business Meeting will be held 12:00 pm – 1:30 pm on Monday, July 29th in the Grand Ballroom I. We ask that 
all speakers, session chairs, council members, and organizers attend to discuss future installments. 
 
Poster Voting: 
Poster awards will be given out by popular vote. Each registered attendee receives one vote at our online voting 
platform: https://rna.umich.edu/vote-biomotor-2019/ 
 
Transportation and Lodging: 
Transportation is available via shuttle service is provided by each of the hotels to take conference attendees from 
the hotel to the Fawcett center and back to the hotel. The Hilton Garden Inn has agreed to provide shuttles at the 
schedule below. For all other hotels, please arrange transportation by contacting the front desk or calling the hotel 
directly at the provided phone numbers below to arrange a complimentary shuttle pickup.  
 
Pre-arranged hotel packages and transportation arrangements: 
Hilton Garden Inn Columbus-University Area (Group code: BMP)  
3232 Olentangy River Road, Columbus, Ohio 43202, USA      +1-614-263-7200  

Hilton From hotel 
From Fawcett 
Center 

Monday 7AM, 7:30AM 6PM, 7:30PM, 9PM 

Tuesday 7AM, 7:30AM 
6PM, 7:30PM, 
9:30PM 

Wednesday 7:30AM, 8AM 12PM, 1:30PM 
 Additional shuttle pickups can be arranged by contacting the front desk or calling the hotel. 
 
Hampton Inn & Suites Columbus University Area (Group code: BMP)  
3160 Olentangy River Road, Columbus, Ohio 43202, USA      +1-614-268-8700 
 Please contact the front desk or call the hotel to arrange complimentary shuttle pickup. 
 
Holiday Inn Express & Suites OSU (Group code: BMC)  
3045 Olentangy River Road, Columbus, Ohio 43202, USA      +1-614-447-1212 
 Please contact the front desk or call the hotel to arrange complimentary shuttle pickup. 
 
Staybridge Suites OSU (Group code: BIO)    
3125 Olentangy River Road Columbus, Ohio 43202, USA      +1-614-262-6900 
 Please contact the front desk or call the hotel to arrange complimentary shuttle pickup. 
 
Information on oral presentations: 
We have an excellent lineup of presentations this year with a very tight session schedule. To ensure a fair 
distribution of presentation time, we have to insist that each presenter strictly stays to within their allotted time 
window. To this end we will provide countdown timers and timekeepers that will indicate when the allotted time 
window comes to an end. Due to the tight schedule, we have to stop presentations that go over time to ensure the 
conference schedule stays on time. We ask all presenters to make sure they are aware of the allotted time and 
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format of their presentation. Please review the latest version of the Scientific Program for your presentation 
assignment.  

Meeting Sessions: 
Morning sessions feature plenary talks in the Conference Theater 
All other presentations are held in parallel sessions in one of our two rooms: 
 Conference Theater 
 Clinton Room 
Please ensure you are aware which room your presentation will be held in. 
Presentation formats are as follows: 

• 30-minute slot: 25 minute presentation + 5 minute Q&A 
• 20-minute slot: 15 minute presentation + 5 minute Q&A 
• 10-minute slot: 10 minute presentation – no Q&A 

 Presentation setup: 
• Consult IT staff 20 minutes prior to session start regarding setup  
• Bring your presentation in .ppt or .pdf on a USB drive 
• Alternatively, use your own laptop (please make sure you have necessary adapters to convert to 

DVI or HDMI) 
 
Information on Poster Presentations: 
The poster session is scheduled for Monday July 29 7-9pm in the Grand Ballroom. Poster setup is available 
immediately following registration on Monday morning. Posters can remain on display throughout the entire 
conference (July 29th 8:00 am – July 31st 1:00 pm). Please remove your posters before the end of the conference 
on Wednesday. The best posters will receive awards based on popular vote. The University of Michigan is assisting 
in setting up an online voting platform which will allow every registered attendee to cast one vote for the best poster 
overall. 

Poster setup: Monday, July 29th between 08:00 am and 01:30 pm 
Poster session: Monday, July 29th from 7:00 pm until 9:00 pm 
Poster removal: Wednesday, July 31st before 1:00 pm 
Poster voting: One vote per registered attendee cast via https://rna.umich.edu/vote-biomotor-2019/ before 
11:59 pm on Tuesday July 30th. 
Poster awards: Wednesday, July 31st 

 
Group Photo 
The Group Photo will be taken on Tuesday, July 30th at 1:00 pm right outside the Grand Ballroom. 
 
Business Meeting 
The Business Meeting will be held on Monday, July 29th during the lunch break to address questions relating to 
future installments of the conference. All speakers, session chairs and organizers are invited to attend the meeting.  

Location: Grand Ballroom I 
Time: Monday, July 29th, from 12:00 pm – 1:30 pm 
Meeting Agenda: 

I. Selection of Chair and Co-Chair for the next conference 
II. Discussion of ISRNN Journal initiation 
III. Discussion of location and time for the next conference 
IV. Discussion of conference name modification 
V. Discussion of change in conference organization 

 
Banquet and Performance 
We have arranged a banquet and performance of Chinese dance and music for the evening of Tuesday, July 30th. 
We hope that everyone will be able to attend. A program will be available at registration. 
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Optional Tour of the OSU Center for RNA Nanotechnology and Nanomedicine and RNA production 
facilities 
Following the conference, we would like to offer an optional tour of the OSU Center for RNA Nanotechnology and 
Nanomedicine and RNA production facilities. This tour will commence on Wednesday, July 31st at 1:30 pm after 
conclusion of the meeting. Due to limited space we will require RSVPs. A signup sheet will be available at the 
registration desk throughout the conference. You are welcome to register ahead of time via email to 
mcbride.366@osu.edu. 
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          Fawcett Center Floor Plan & Transportation: 
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Issued ByEvent Name

Valid Starting Date MM/DD/YY

Fawcett Center 
Event Permit

Display this permit on vehicle dashboard with valid dates visible through the windshield.

Pass is not valid unless all fields are filled out completely. 

Any attempt to alter this permit will immediately invalidate the permit, and the vehicle is subject to 
impoundment at the owner’s expense. 

Use of this permit by anyone other than the registered permit holder is strictly prohibited and 
subject to permit revocation and/or fines.

This permit is non-transferable.

This permit is not valid on Football Saturdays.

All CampusParc parking regulations apply to the use of this permit. See osu.campusparc.com for complete listing 

of parking regulations.

This permit is only valid in the Fawcett Center parking lot.  Parking is not permitted in spaces with reserved signs 

(except disability accessible with appropriate permit).

Valid Through Date MM/DD/YY

PLACE FACE UP ON DASH
NOT VALID UNLESS ALL FIELDS COMPLETED

The Fine Print
Fold Here
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Fawcett Center – Conference Theater/Clinton Room 
The Ohio State University, Columbus OH, USA 

July 29-31, 2019 
 

 

Oral Abstracts 
In order of presentation 
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Oral Presentation 1:  

Introduction to Biomotors, Virus Assembly and 
Nanobiotechnology Applications 

 
Presenter: Peixuan Guo; Sylvan G. Franks Endowed Chair, College of Pharmacy, OSU, USA; 
President of the International Society of RNA Nanotechnology and Nanomedicine. 

Abstract: Biomotors are ATPases involved in countless vital active processes in living systems.  
They are nanoscale motion machines that are classified into three categories based on the motion 
mechanisms in transporting substrates: linear, rotating, and the recently discovered revolving 
motors 
(https://rnanano.osu.edu/Guo/news/UK/Discovery%20of%20first%20motor%20with%20revolutio
n%20motion%20in%20a%20virus-killing%20bacteria.pdf). By analogy, rotation resembles the 
Earth rotating on its own axis for one cycle every 24 hours, while revolution resembles the Earth 
revolving around the Sun one cycle per year but without rotation. When translocating the lengthy 
genomic dsDNA, the revolution mechanism avoids dsDNA coiling and tangling. Motion and 
regulation of multi-subunit ring-shaped structures of ATPase depends on ATP hydrolysis to 
generate forces. An intriguing question is how these biomotors control the motion direction and 
regulate the sequential action of their multiple subunits. We used crystal structure, Cryo-EM, 
single molecule TIRF, optical tweezers, biotechnology, ATP analogue blockage and other 
biophysical approaches to illuminate the mechanisms of the motion direction control, inter-subunit 
interactions and sequential movements of individual subunits. Firstly, many, but not all, ATPases 
are hexamer containing a conserved arginine finger in each subunit to control the direction of 
motion and coordinating the interactions of adjacent subunits. The conclusion was supported by 
the asymmetrical hexamer structure with one dimer and four monomers in the high-resolution 
structures of many ATPases. The trans-acting arginine residue is situated at the interface of two 
subunits and extends into an ATP binding pocket of the downstream subunit. Additionally, channel 
chirality and channel size are distinct between revolving or rotating biomotors. Lastly, the 
conformational changes and entropy alternation triggered by ATP binding and hydrolysis will be 
presented as a new mechanism that deviates from the traditional concept of power-stroke from 
ATP-mediated mechanochemical energy coupling. The elucidation of motor structure, motion 
mechanism and direction control of polygon-shaped ATPases not only provides a prototype for 
the fabrication of new types of motors in nanotechnology or at macro level, but also is applicable 
to single molecule fingerprinting, early disease diagnosis, and therapeutic drug development.  

Reference: Guo P, Driver D, Zhao Z, Zheng Z, Chan C, Cheng X. Controlling the Revolving and 
Rotating Motion Direction of Asymmetric Hexameric Nanomotor by Arginine Finger and Channel 
Chirality. ACS Nano. 2019. 13:6207, Invited review. 
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Oral Presentation 2:  

Cryo-EM of Biomotors 

 
Presenter: Wah Chiu; Stanford University, USA 

Abstract: Cryo-EM is a mature methodology to determine structures of molecular machines at 
1.5- 4 Å. resolution equivalent to X-ray crystallography. A unique niche of cryo-EM is its capability 
of resolving multiple structures from a single specimen preparation inherently with either 
conformational or compositional heterogeneity. I will present examples of what cryo-EM structures 
of channel and protein-RNA complex can lead to insights of their respective functional 
mechanisms. 
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Oral Presentation 3:  

RNA Structure: Nanotechnology in the Crystal and in the Cell! 

 
Presenter: David Lilley; University of Dundee, UK 

Abstract: The k-turn is nature’s key building block for RNA nanotechnology in the cell, that 
mediates tertiary interactions in the ribosome and riboswitches, and is an important element in 
the structures of box C/D snoRNP and the pre-catalytic spliceosome. An RNA structure containing 
two k-turns related by two-fold symmetry associates to form dimer, trimer and tetramer nano-
assemblies in the crystal, and a single RNA molecule containing six k-turns forms a triangular 
structure in the crystal. We have determined the crystal structure of the guanidine-II riboswitch. It 
comprises two stem-loop structures that associate by loop-loop interaction to create two 
guanidine binding sites, each with a side opening. The structure suggested that a C4-linked 
diguanidine would also bind to the RNA. This was synthesized and found to bind with elevated 
affinity. We have now combined the k-turn and the guanidine-II riboswitch stem-loops to create a 
building block for ligand-dependent nano assembly. We have determined crystal structures for 
these species. Depending upon the RNA length in the helical arms, these assemblies form either 
discrete rectangular structures comprising four complete k-turn : guanidine-II units, or an 
extended planar array. 

References: L. Huang and D. M. J. Lilley The kink turn in the structural biology of RNA. Quart. 
Rev. Biophys. 51, 1-32 (2018). L. Huang and D. M. J. Lilley A quasi-cyclic RNA nano-scale 
molecular object constructed using kink turns. Nanoscale 8, 15189-15195 (2016). L. Huang, J. 
Wang and D. M. J. Lilley The structure of the guanidine-II riboswitch Cell Chem. Biol. 24, 695–
702 (2017). L. Huang, J. Wang, T. J. Wilson and D. M. J. Lilley Structure-guided design of a high 
affinity ligand for a riboswitch. RNA 25, 423-430 (2019). 
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Oral Presentation 4:  

Mechanisms of Mitochondrial Machines of Mass Destruction 

 
Presenter: Gabriel Lander; The Scripps Research Institute, USA 

Abstract: Mitochondrial AAA+ quality control proteases regulate diverse aspects of mitochondrial 
biology through specialized protein degradation, but the underlying molecular mechanisms that 
define the diverse activities of these enzymes remain poorly defined. The mitochondrial AAA+ 
proteases YME1 and AFG3L2 reside in the inner mitochondrial membrane, but expose their 
enzymatic domains to the intermembrane space and matrix, respectively. Using cryo-EM, we 
have shown that these hexameric complexes carry out a hand-over-hand mechanism of substrate 
translocation using a conserved sequential ATP hydrolysis cycle. Given the strong structural 
commonalities shared by AAA+ proteases, the basic translocation mechanism we describe is 
likely to be evolutionarily conserved from bacteria to humans. AFG3L2 is of particular interest, as 
genetic mutations localized throughout AFG3L2 are linked to diverse neurodegenerative 
disorders. We used cryo-EM to determine a substrate-bound structure of the catalytic core of 
human AFG3L2. This structure identifies multiple specialized structural features within AFG3L2 
that integrate with conserved structural motifs required for hand-over-hand ATP-dependent 
substrate translocation to engage, unfold, and degrade targeted proteins. Mapping disease-
relevant AFG3L2 mutations onto our structure demonstrates that many of these mutations localize 
to these unique structural features of AFG3L2 and distinctly influence its activity and stability. Our 
results provide a molecular basis for neurological phenotypes associated with different AFG3L2 
mutations, and establish a structural framework to understand how different members of the AAA+ 
superfamily achieve specialized, diverse biological functions. 
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Oral Presentation 5:  

The bacteriophage T4 DNA and protein packaging and 
ejection machine: Role of TerS 

 
Presenter: Lindsay Black; University of Maryland, USA 

Abstract: Viral genome packaging into capsids is powered by ATP driven high-force-generating 
motor proteins. In vitro the phage T4 terminase large subunit TerL packages linear 20bp to 170kbp 
DNAs of any sequence efficiently through the portal channel containing proheads without the 
small terminase subunit TerS. Several independent lines of evidence show TerL translocates 
DNA by “crunching” it transiently from B- to A-form. These studies support a DNA compression 
motor in which DNA enters the procapsid in A-form steps. Large proteins containing a capsid 
targeting sequence (CTS) including beta-galactosidase and Alt are packaged before the DNA into 
the prohead by protein-protein interactions but are ejected through the tail together with the DNA 
into a host bacterium 2,3,4. The TerS small subunit is required in vivo for recognition and 
packaging of concatemeric DNAs by “synapsing” two homologous pac site containing dsDNA 
sequences. This gauges concatemer maturation sufficient to initiate DNA packaging by TerS 
handing off to TerL for pac site cutting followed by translocation. Genetics and purified protein 
structural work support the model by showing T4 TerS single and double protein-only rings 
proposed to be non-planar lock washer-like structures. Both ends of TerS can accept protein 
fusions without loss of function. We have replaced in the T4 genome the TerS gene with 
fluorescent fusion protein genes coding for TerS-GFP and TerS-mCherry without loss of function. 
FRET measurements of mixed infected bacteria show that the T4 genome also produces small 
subunit fusion protein complexes comparable to the purified rings proteins in vivo. In vitro purified 
ts TerS proteins are defective in ring formation at 42 0C but not 20 0C as shown by temperature 
regulated FRET, showing ring-like structures are essential for TerS function. Super resolution 
optical microscopy supports synapsed twin dsDNA plus fluorescent TerS rings formation in vivo. 
Multiple size nucleosome-like twin rings apposing double pac sites could help explain high 
variability found in different pac site phages’ TerS crystal ring structures. Preliminary smFRET 
work supports Holiday Junction formation between homologous pac sites and accounts for TerS 
(gp16) initiated gene amplification (2->6 fold multi-gene (16 to 19) copies) between TerS (gene 
16) and gene 19 pac homology sites under strong genetic selection for increased TerL (gp17) 
synthesis. The TerS dependent and initiated TerL (17) gene amplification also requires knockout 
of a portal bound nonessential Alt protein to promote assembly of a larger T4 capsid to contain 
the extra T4 DNA, as well as other T4 recombination proteins such as uvsX to complete the 
intrachromosomal amplifications1. 

References: 1Ray, Dixit, and Black, Virology (2019) accepted for publication; 2Black, Old, new, 
and widely true: The bacteriophage T4 DNA packaging mechanism, 60th Anniversary Review, 
Virology, 479-480 (2015); 3Hong & Black, (Virology) 1993;4Mullaney &Black, (2014). 
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Oral Presentation 6:  

Current Understanding of the AAA+ ATPase bEBP-NtrC1 

 
Presenter: Tracy Nixon; The Pennsylvania State University, USA 

Abstract: Lessons learned from biochemical and structural studies of the bacterial enhancer 
binding protein NtrC1 will be presented. This AAA+ ATPase is a model protein for a large family 
of transcriptional activators that bacteria use to direct many adaptive responses. Via X-ray 
crystallography it has been captured in closed, heptameric psuedo-symmetric ring and gapped, 
hexameric asymmetric ring forms. The prior model for how this ATPase delivers mechanical work 
to remodel the s54-form of bacterial RNA polymerase will be reviewed in the context of new 
studies aiming to integrate bioinformatics with known structures and molecular dynamic 
simulations to reveal allosteric networks. 

References: Chen B, Sysoeva TA, Chowdhury S, Guo L, De Carlo S, Hanson JA, Yang H, Nixon 
BT. 2010. Engagement of arginine finger to ATP triggers large conformational changes in NtrC1 
AAA+ ATPase for remodeling bacterial RNA polymerase. Structure. 2010 Nov 10;18(11):1420-
30. doi: 10.1016/j.str.2010.08.018. PMID: 21070941 Sysoeva TA, Chowdhury S, Guo L, Nixon 
BT. 2013. Nucleotide-induced asymmetry within ATPase activator ring drives σ54-RNAP 
interaction and ATP hydrolysis. Genes Dev. 2013 Nov 15;27(22):2500-11. doi: 
10.1101/gad.229385.113. PMID: 24240239 
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Oral Presentation 7:  

Progress in Structural Study of the SPP1 Nano Motor 

 
Presenter: Elena Orlova; University of London, UK 

Abstract: A cryo technique for sample preparation was introduced about four decades ago. It 
allows studying structural organisation of bio-complexes at nearly native conditions. The advent 
of direct digital detectors used in electron microscopy and automated collection of large numbers 
of images enable us to obtain structures at nearly atomic resolution. Cryo electron microscopy 
empowered us to reveal molecular dynamics of the complexes by analysis of samples in solution. 
A portal complex of bacteriophages represents one of the most powerful biological nano-
machines responsible for the DNA packaging into the capsid at high pressure. In the mature 
phages the portal complex (connector) regulates the DNA delivery into the host cell. We have 
done studies of the SPP1 connectors for the number of years and now have achieved a nearly 
atomic resolution of the portal connector using achievements of modern cryo-EM. That permitted 
us to determine links between different proteins that form the phage connector. The atomic 
models of three proteins components helps us to refine the hypothesis of the DNA packaging and 
signalling for the DNA ejection in the phage. 
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Oral Presentation 8:  

Viral and Cellular SOS-regulated Motor Proteins: dsDNA 
Translocation Mechanisms with Divergent Functions 

 
Presenter: Tao Wei; Southern Baptist University, USA 

Abstract: DNA damage attacks on bacterial cells have been known to activate the SOS response, 
a transcriptional response affecting chromosome replication, DNA recombination and repair, cell 
division and prophage induction. All these functions require double-stranded (ds) DNA 
translocation by ASCE hexameric motors. This review seeks to delineate the structural and 
functional characteristics of the SOS response and the SOS-regulated DNA translocases FtsK 
and RuvB with the phi29 bacteriophage packaging motor gp16 ATPase as a prototype to study 
bacterial motors. While gp16 ATPase, cellular FtsK and RuvB are similarly comprised of 
hexameric rings encircling dsDNA and functioning as ATP-driven DNA translocases, they utilize 
different mechanisms to accomplish separate functions, suggesting a convergent evolution of 
these motors. The gp16 ATPase and FtsK use a novel revolution mechanism, generating a power 
stroke between subunits through an entropy-DNA affinity switch and pushing dsDNA inward 
without rotation of DNA and the motor, whereas RuvB seems to employ a rotation mechanism 
that remains to be further characterized. While FtsK and RuvB perform essential tasks during the 
SOS response, their roles may be far more significant as SOS response is involved in antibiotic-
inducible bacterial vesiculation and biofilm formation as well as the perspective of the bacteria-
cancer evolutionary interaction. 
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Oral Presentation 9:  

3DPol Replicase for Real-Time RNA Sequencing 

 
Presenter: Ya-Ming Hou; Thomas Jefferson University, USA 

Abstract: 3DPol replicase has several desirable properties for use in real time sequencing of RNA 
including high processivity and a rapid elongation rate. We have purified strep-tagged 3DPol to 
homogeneity and studied its replication properties using short well-defined RNA substrates. While 
this replicase can initiate RNA synthesis using a primer, it prefers to use 3י-RNA hairpins. We 
envision using 3DPol to catalyze real time sequencing of total mRNA in a zero mode waveguide 
supplied with fluorescent rNTPs. Prior to sequencing, poly(rA)-tailed mRNA will be ligated to a 
synthetic 3י-RNA hairpin to support 3DPol replication. 
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Oral Presentation 10:  

Powering Through Ribosome Assembly with Molecular 
Machines 

 
Presenter: Robin Stanley; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, USA 

Abstract: Ribosomes are large ribonucleoprotein machines that carry out the final stage of the 
central dogma by translating mRNA into proteins. High resolution structures of the ribosomes and 
associated translation factors have provided invaluable information about how ribosomes turn 
RNA into protein. One critical aspect of ribosome biology and the central dogma that is still poorly 
understood is the production of ribosomes. The assembly of ribosomes is an intricate process 
that relies on the aid of hundreds of ribosomal assembly factors, including many large molecular 
machines such as AAA-ATPases and endo and exo-ribonucleases. While these molecular 
machines are required for ribosome production, how they regulate ribosome assembly remains 
largely unknown. I will present recent high-resolution cryo-EM structures which reveal how these 
molecular machines regulate the early stages of ribosome assembly(1-4). 

References: 1. Lo, Y.H., Sobhany, M., Hsu, A.L., Ford, B.L., Krahn, J.M., Borgnia, M.J. and 
Stanley, R.E. (2019) Cryo-EM structure of the essential ribosome assembly AAA-ATPase Rix7. 
Nat Commun, 10, 513. 2. Pillon, M.C., Sobhany, M. and Stanley, R.E. (2018) Characterization of 
the molecular crosstalk within the essential Grc3/Las1 pre-rRNA processing complex. RNA, 24, 
721-738. 3. Pillon, M.C., Sobhany, M., Borgnia, M.J., Williams, J.G. and Stanley, R.E. (2017) 
Grc3 programs the essential endoribonuclease Las1 for specific RNA cleavage. Proc Natl Acad 
Sci U S A, 114, E5530-E5538. 4. Lo, Y.H., Romes, E.M., Pillon, M.C., Sobhany, M. and Stanley, 
R.E. (2017) Structural Analysis Reveals Features of Ribosome Assembly Factor Nsa1/WDR74 
Important for Localization and Interaction with Rix7/NVL2. Structure, 25, 762-772 e764. 
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Oral Presentation 11:  

RNA Structural Ensembles at the Exon-Intron Boundary in 
vivo 

 
Presenter: Lela Lackey; University of North Carolina – Chapel Hill, USA 

Abstract: The process of splice site selection by the spliceosome is dependent on the recognition 
of cis-sequence elements by trans-factors. These cis-elements include accessory sequences, like 
splicing enhancers or silencers, which are modulated by RNA structure around functional 
elements. RNA structures can promote or block trans-factor recognition and modify the 
effectiveness of cis-elements. The majority of disease-associated single nucleotide variants 
(SNVs) that occur close to splice junctions in intronic sequences cannot be explained by direct 
disruption of a cis-element. SNVs that change the structure of the RNA and impair splicing 
elements, but do not directly alter canonical splicing elements, are the focus of our study. Of 
127,445 disease-associated SNVs within the Human Gene Mutation Database we predicted that 
13.1% are predicted to disrupt splicing, and 1.6% (>2,000 SNVs) of those are likely to function by 
changing RNA secondary structure. One particularly salient example is in MAPT, a gene that 
codes for the Alzheimer’s associated Tau protein. MAPT mRNA transcripts exist as 3R and 4R 
isoforms, based on exon skipping, which is thought to be in part regulated by an RNA hairpin 
forming at the exon-intron junction. Using MAPT as a model system for understanding how SNVs 
affect RNA structure and splicing, we determined pre-RNA secondary structure using chemical 
probing techniques, in vivo, with a novel pre-mRNA read sorting strategy that leverages the 
unique Mutational-Profiling (MaP) read-through reverse transcription step. Using mutational and 
ensemble-guided structural data, we have developed a quantitative model documenting how RNA 
structure, intronic and exonic splicing elements interplay to control the ratio of 3R to 4R MAPT 
isoforms. This model is unique in that it considers the ensemble of suboptimal structures existing 
in vivo as opposed to the minimum free energy of folding, and as such provides a structurally 
rigorous framework to reconcile splicing cis and trans elements with RNA structural ensemble 
characterization in vivo. 
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Oral Presentation 12:  

Fingerloop Structures Increase Precision of RNA and DNA 
Self-assembly by Base Pairing 

 
Presenter: Richard Lease; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: Self-assembly of single-stranded nucleic acid sequences can be programmed by using 
complementary base pairing rules to join components together. For example RNAs can be 
directed to self-assemble into a nanoparticle by base pairing, or an engineered antisense 
regulatory RNA can be programmed to bind an mRNA and form a complex that alters mRNA 
translation. However, tolerance for mismatched base pairs can lead to incorrect RNA-RNA 
complex formation, with the consequence of off-target binding, diminished particle yield and 
selectivity, and potential side effects in the cell. To address this mismatch pairing problem we 
developed a modular stem-loop structured-antisense motif derived from a bacterial small 
regulatory sRNA. This RNA "fingerloop" motif can be directed to pair with an arbitrary target RNA 
by base pairing rules. We assayed fingerloops by expressing these sequences in a bacterial 
regulatory sRNA scaffold. The antisense regulatory sRNA base pairs with an mRNA that encodes 
a fluorescent reporter and antagonizes reporter translation, decreasing the fluorescent 
signal.(1,2) Using this assay system, we further demonstrated that base mismatches in the target 
mRNA are tolerated by an unstructured antisense sequence, but that mismatches corresponding 
to the loop region of a fingerloop strongly reduce RNA-RNA complex formation. We also 
established tunability of the fingerloop interaction in vivo by expressing fingerloops with different 
loop lengths and stem stabilities. Extending this observation to other nucleic acids, we used an in 
vitro binding and gel-migration assay to determine that the mismatch-exclusion feature of RNA 
fingerloop helices also holds true for DNA fingerloop-ssDNA interactions. As our understanding 
of the biophysical properties of fingerloops develops, we anticipate applications in detection 
technologies such as PCR and molecular beacons, and enhanced fidelity of nucleic acid 
nanoparticle self-assembly. 

References: (1) Lahiry, A., Stimple, S.D., Wood, D.W., and Lease, R.A. (2017) Retargeting a dual-
acting sRNA for multiple mRNA transcript regulation. ACS Synth. Biol. 6:648-658. DOI: 
10.1021/acssynbio.6b00261 (2) Stimple, S.D., Lahiry, A., Taris, J.E., Wood, D.W. and Lease, 
R.A. (2018) A Modular Genetic System for High-Throughput Profiling and Engineering of Multi-
Target Small RNAs  In Arluison, V. and Valverde, C. (Eds.), Bacterial Regulatory RNA: 
Methods and Protocols. Meth. Mol. Biol. 1737:373-391 (ISBN 978-1-4939-7633-1; DOI: 
10.1007/978-1-4939-7634-8_21). 
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Oral Presentation 13:  

Small Noncoding RNAs in the C. elegans Germline 

 
Presenter: Wen Tang; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: In the animal germline, maintenance of genome integrity requires Piwi, an ancient 
member of the Argonaute family, and Piwi-interacting small RNAs (piRNAs). Compared to other 
types of small RNAs (e.g., microRNAs), piRNA biogenesis remains mysterious largely due to their 
exclusive expression in the germline and incredible sequence diversity between organisms. The 
nematode C. elegans genome encodes over 20,000 piRNA genes, which constitute the largest 
gene family. We are interested in determining the genomic organization and transcriptional 
program of piRNA-producing loci. To this end, we identified a set of several novel chromatin 
factors using proteomics approaches. Depletion of each candidate reduces levels of piRNAs and 
piRNA precursors, suggesting that these factors function at the transcription step of piRNA 
biogenesis. To study the function of these chromatin factors in great detail, we have been inserting 
GFP sequences into the endogenous genomic loci of each candidate gene using CRISPR/CAS9 
genome-editing tools. We will determine the sequential order in their association with piRNA 
clusters. Further work will be focused on mapping their binding sites and investigating their 
function in Pol II recruitment. 
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Oral Presentation 14:  

Large Scale Production of Self-Assembling RNA 
Nanoparticles via Biological Approach, Automated 
Processing, and Column Gel Purification 

 
Presenter: Daniel Binzel; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: RNAs have proven their importance in gene regulation and cellular activities. Thus it 
has been predicted the third milestone in drug development is RNA as drugs or drugs targeting 
RNA behind chemical and protein drugs. Currently the yield and cost of RNA nanoparticle or RNA 
drug production has been a barricade for the advancement of the RNA field in both research and 
clinical translation due to the multiple tedious manufacturing steps. The pRNA-3WJ, of the Phi29 
DNA packaging motor, has been developed into a nanoparticle platform and its folding mechanics 
was examined by Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR). Kinetic studies found the 3WJ self-
assembled at a rapid rate creating a single-step three component collision with a lack of dimer 
intermediate forming. This strong folding allowed for the continuous production of RNA 
nanoparticles by rolling circle transcription (RCT) using circular dsDNA templates. Self-assembled 
RNA nanoparticles were self-processed and cleaved from long concatemers through the inclusion 
of RNA ribozymes. RNA nanoparticles produced in a large scale were purified by column gel 
electrophoresis, significantly improving the purity of products while retaining the folding of RNA 
nanoparticles. As a result pure RNA nanoparticles were produced with a significantly increased 
yield of production, in a single step, allowing for the scaled up production of RNA nanoparticles 
by in vitro processes. This work aids in realizing the prediction of RNA serving as a third milestone 
in drug development. 

References:  
1. Binzel DW, et al, Guo P. Mechanism of three-component collision to produce ultrastable pRNA 
three-way junction of Phi29 DNA-packaging motor by kinetic assessment. RNA. 2016;22:1710-
18. 2. Jasinski DL, Binzel DW, Guo P. One-Pot Production of RNA Nanoparticles via Automated 
Processing and Self-Assembly. ACS Nano. 2019;13:4603-12. 3. Shu Y, et al, Guo P. Stable RNA 
nanoparticles as potential new generation drugs for cancer therapy. Adv Drug Deliv Rev. 
2014;66C:74-89. 4. Guo P. The emerging field of RNA nanotechnology. Nat Nanotechnol. 
2010;5:833. 
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Oral Presentation 15:  

Conformational changes during capsid expansion: cryo-EM 
analysis of a thermophilic virus 

 
Presenter: Fred Antson; University of York, UK 

Abstract: Virus assembly is a highly coordinated process that for most dsDNA viruses initiates 
from formation of empty icosahedral capsids, with a unique vertex containing a portal protein. 
DNA translocation into the cpasid is accompanied by capsid expansion, the process during which 
the internal volume of the capsid doubles. To understand the mechanism of capsid expansion, 
we determined cryo-EM structure for both unexpanded and expanded capsids of the thermostable 
bacteriophage P23-45 of Thermus thermophilus, revealing conformational changes during capsid 
expansion. Reconstructions of the procapsid and the expanded capsid defined the structure of 
the single vertex containing the portal protein. These reconstructions indicate that capsid 
expansion affects the conformation of the portal protein, while still allowing DNA to be packaged. 
The data suggest a mechanism by which structural events inside the capsid can be 
communicated to the outside. 

References: Bayfield OW, Klimuk E, Winkler DC, Hesketh EL, Chechik M, Cheng N, Dykeman 
EC, Minakhin L, Ranson NA, Severinov K, Steven AC, Antson AA*: Cryo-EM structure and in vitro 
DNA packaging of a thermophilic virus with supersized T=7 capsids. PNAS, 2019, 116:3556-
3561. 
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Oral Presentation 16:  

Initiation of Infection by Bacteriophage P22 

 
Presenter: Ian Molineux; University of Texas at Austin, USA 

Abstract: P22 virions undergo major structural transitions during infection initiation. A number of 
intermediate structures have been captured by cryo-electron tomography, including formation of 
an extended tail of P22 that spans the outer membrane and periplasm of its host cell Salmonella 
typhimurium. 
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Oral Presentation 17:  

The Working Principle of Proteasomal AAA-ATPase Motor 

 
Presenter: Youdong Mao; Peking University, China 

Abstract: The proteasome is an ATP-dependent, 2.5-megadalton molecular machine that is 
responsible for selective protein degradation in eukaryotic cells. In this talk, I will discuss cryo-
electron microscopy structures of the substrate-engaged human proteasome in seven 
conformational states at 2.8–3.6 Å resolution, captured during breakdown of a polyubiquitylated 
protein. These structures illuminate a spatiotemporal continuum of dynamic substrate–
proteasome interactions from ubiquitin recognition to substrate translocation, during which ATP 
hydrolysis sequentially navigates through all six ATPases. There are three principal modes of 
coordinated hydrolysis, featuring hydrolytic events in two oppositely positioned ATPases, in two 
adjacent ATPases and in one ATPase at a time. These hydrolytic modes regulate 
deubiquitylation, initiation of translocation and processive unfolding of substrates, respectively. 
Hydrolysis of ATP powers a hinge-like motion in each ATPase that regulates its substrate 
interaction. Synchronization of ATP binding, ADP release and ATP hydrolysis in three adjacent 
ATPases drives rigid-body rotations of substrate-bound ATPases that are propagated 
unidirectionally in the ATPase ring and unfold the substrate. 

References: 1. Dong Y, Zhang S, Wu Z, Li X, Wang W, Zhu Y, Stoilova-McPhie S, Lu Y, Finley 
D, Mao Y*. Cryo-EM structures and dynamics of substrate-engaged human 26S proteasome. 
Nature 2019; 565: 49-55. doi: 10.1038/s41586-018-0736-4. 2. Zhu Y, Wang WL, Yu D, Ouyang 
Q, Lu Y*, Mao Y*. Structural mechanism for nucleotide-driven remodeling of the AAA-ATPase 
unfoldase in the activated human 26S proteasome. Nat. Commun. 2018; 9: 1360. doi: 
10.1038/s41467-018-03785-w. 3. Lu Y, Wu J, Dong Y, Chen S, Sun S, Ma YB, Ouyang Q, Finley 
D, Kirschner MW*, Mao Y*. Conformational landscape of the p28-bound human proteasome 
regulatory particle. Mol. Cell 2017; 67: 322-333.e6. doi: 10.1016/j.molcel.2017.06.007. 4. Chen 
S, Wu J, Lu Y, Ma YB, Lee BH, Yu Z, Ouyang Q, Finley D, Kirschner MW*, Mao Y*. Structural 
basis for dynamic regulation of the human 26S proteasome. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 2016; 
113: 12991-12996. doi: 10.1073/pnas.1614614113. 
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Oral Presentation 18:  

Indirect Magnetic Force Microscopy: a multimodal technique 

 
Presenter: Gunjan Agarwal; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) is an atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based 
technique to map magnetic domains in a sample. MFM is widely used to characterize magnetic 
recording media, magnetic domain walls in materials, nanoparticles and more recently iron 
deposits in biological samples. However, conventional MFM requires multiple scans of the 
samples, suffers from various artifacts and is limited in its capability for multimodal imaging or 
imaging in a fluid environment. We propose a new modality, namely indirect magnetic force 
microscopy (ID-MFM), a technique that employs an ultrathin barrier between the probe and the 
sample. Using fluorescently conjugated superparamagnetic nanoparticles, we demonstrate how 
ID-MFM can be achieved using commercially available silicon nitride windows, MFM probes and 
AFM equipment. The MFM signals obtained using ID-MFM were comparable to those obtained 
using conventional MFM. Further, samples prepared for ID-MFM were compatible with multi-
modal imaging via fluorescence and transmission electron microscopy. Thus ID-MFM can serve 
as a high-throughput, multi-modal microscopy technique which can be especially attractive for 
detecting magnetism in nanoparticles and biological samples. 
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Oral Presentation 19:  

Applications of Anti-RNA Antibodies for Crystallography of 
Viral RNA Domains and Beyond 

 
Presenter: Deepak Koirala; University of Chicago, USA 

Presenter: Defining RNA 3-dimensional structures can facilitate understanding of how an RNA 
molecule performs its function and may provide insight for developing targeted therapeutics. 
Nevertheless, only a small fraction (<5%) of all deposited structures in the PDB database 
represents RNA and RNA-protein structures, underscoring the challenges and difficulties 
associated with the RNA structure determination. We have developed RNA binding antibody 
fragments (Fabs) and used them as chaperones for crystallization and structure determination of 
numerous RNA molecules of biological relevance. In each case, Fabs facilitated the crystallization 
by mediating the majority (>85%) of the crystal lattice contacts and helped structure determination 
by serving as initial molecular replacement models. In addition to selecting Fabs to bind specific 
RNA targets using phage display selection, we have developed a suite of portable Fab-RNA 
modules that can be easily engineered into an RNA of interest as affinity tags, which would have 
applications in RNA crystallography as well as in RNA imaging and immunoprecipitation. 
Continuing the chaperone assisted RNA crystallography approach for several new targets, 
recently, we have determined the structures of domain V of hepatitis A virus (HAV) and junction 
IIIabc of hepatitis C virus (HCV) internal ribosome entry sites (IRESs), revealing the well-
structured and pre-organized architectures of these RNAs. As these domains represent highly 
conserved regions among strains and isolates of the respective viruses, their high-resolution 
structures could offer a suitable platform for designing RNA structure-based antiviral drugs. We 
also demonstrated that anti-IRES Fabs can specifically inhibit IRES-driven translation, suggesting 
that anti-IRES antibodies themselves have potential as a new class of translation inhibitors for 
developing the antiviral therapeutics. 
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Oral Presentation 20:  

Computational modeling meets single molecule experiment: 
Analyzing an RNA tertiary folding pathway 

 
Presenter: Shi-Jie Chen; University of Missouri, USA 

Abstract: RNA functions depend on precisely folded RNA structures. However, currently, the 
number of available structures deposited in the structure database such as PDB is only a small 
fraction of all the structures that we would like to know. This gap has to be closed by computational 
methods. We have systematically developed a data-driven and data-drive/physics-based hybrid 
methods for important RNA biology problems such as the modeling of three-dimensional RNA 
structures from the sequence. One of the approaches that we developed is a coarse-grained 
molecular dynamics simulation for RNA folding. Recently, in collaboration with single-molecule 
nanopore experimental lab, we applied the coarse-grained simulation method to analyze the 
folding pathway of an RNA pseudoknot structure. The important results of the study include the 
finding of novel on-pathway and misfolded kinetic intermediates as well as a folding pathway of 
the RNA. Such a combined theory-experiment approach may offer an effective tool for the 
analysis of single-molecule experimental data. 

References: Xinyue Zhang, Dong Zhang, Chenhan Zhao, Kai Tian, Ruicheng Shi, Xiao Du, 
Andrew Burcke, Jing Wang, Shi-Jie Chen, and Li-Qun Gu (2017) Nanopore electric snapshots of 
an RNA tertiary folding pathway. Nature Communications. 8: 1458. doi:10.1038/s41467-017-
01588-z. 
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Oral Presentation 21:  

To G or not to G, that is the question 

 
Presenter: Neocles Leontis; Bowling Green State University, USA 

Abstract: Mammalian mitochondrial (mmt) ribosomes evolved from bacterial ribosomes by 
reduction of ribosomal RNAs, increase of ribosomal protein content, and loss of guanine 
nucleotides. Guanine is the base most sensitive to oxidative damage. Comparison of high-quality, 
small ribosomal subunit RNA sequence alignments and atomic-resolution 3D ribosome structures 
from mammalian mitochondria and bacteria, we deduce rules for folding a complex RNA with the 
remaining guanines shielded from solvent. Almost all conserved guanines in both bacterial and 
mammalian mitochondrial ribosomal RNA form guanine-specific, local or long-range, RNA–RNA 
or RNA–protein interactions. Many solvent-exposed guanines conserved in bacteria are replaced 
in mammalian mitochondria by bases less sensitive to oxidation. New guanines, conserved only 
in the mitochondrial alignment, are strategically positioned at solvent inaccessible sites to stabilize 
the ribosomal RNA structure. New mitochondrial proteins substitute for truncated RNA helices, 
maintain mutual spatial orientations of helices, compensate for lost RNA–RNA interactions, 
reduce solvent accessibility of bases, and replace guanines conserved in bacteria by forming 
specific amino acid–RNA interactions. This work allows us to identify pairwise interactions formed 
by Gs with other RNA or protein components as being “G-specific,” i.e. requiring G, or “G-favored,” 
i.e. more stable when formed by G. 

References: Hosseini, M., Poorna Roy, Marie Sissler, Craig L. Zirbel, Eric Westhof, and Neocles 
Leontis. "How to fold and protect mitochondrial ribosomal RNA with fewer guanines." Nucleic 
Acids Research, Volume 46, Issue 20, 16 November 2018, Pages 10946–10968, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/nar/gky762 
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Oral Presentation 22:  

SAXS data-driven modeling of RNA 3D structures 

 
Presenter: Janusz Bujnicki; International Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology, Poland 

Abstract: The majority of known RNAs exert their functions in complexes with other molecules 
(proteins and/or small molecules). Many RNAs are known to or have been predicted to interact 
with small molecule ligands, which emphasizes their importance as potential therapeutic targets. 
However, in order to discern the molecular functions of such interactions, it is important to 
understand the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the RNA molecules, in the presence and the 
absence of the ligands. Due to the difficulties associated with the experimental determination of 
high-resolution RNA structures, experimental data-aided computational modeling has become an 
important approach in generating high-quality theoretical models1. The inherent flexibility of RNA 
molecules allows them to sample a large conformational space. This hints at the fact that the RNA 
3D structure is best represented by an ensemble of atomistic structures rather than a single 
structural model. The small angle X-ray scattering technique describes the distribution of electron 
density in a molecule and hence can be used to interpret the low-resolution envelope of a 
biomolecule. My group has developed a computational workflow for SAXS data-driven modeling 
of RNA 3D structures and their ensembles. The workflow involves exploration of the 
conformational space with the SimRNA program (using a coarse-grained representation and a 
statistical potential to generate physically realistic structures)2 to generate large sets of plausible 
conformations of the target RNA structure. The large sets of generated decoys are scored against 
experimental SAXS data using CRYSOL3,4, followed by clustering, ensemble optimization5, and 
refinement with QRNAS. The structural ensemble collectively explains the scattering pattern of 
the RNA molecule. The workflow also allows the use of data from other sources, such as 
information about RNA secondary structure from computational predictions or experimental 
probing6. Our method is capable of modeling 3D structures of RNA molecules, as well as those 
of RNA-protein and RNA-ligand complexes. In case of complexes, this method in conjunction with 
experimental restraints from other techniques, also allows us to identify a predominant binding 
mode of the RNA and its partner. We have applied our methods to case studies involving various 
viral RNA molecules and complexes of different size. 

References: 1 Ponce-Salvatierra, A. et al. Biosci. Rep. 39, BSR20180430 (2019) 2 Boniecki, M. 
J. et al. Nucleic Acids Res. 44, e63 (2016) 3 Svergun, D. et al. J. Appl. Crystallogr. 28, 768–773 
(1995) 4 Konarev, P. V. et al. J. Appl. Crystallogr. 39, 277–286 (2006) 5 Tria, G. et al. IUCrJ 2, 
207–217 (2015) 6 Patel, T. R. et al. Methods 118-119, 146–162 (2017) 
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Oral Presentation 23:  

Towards a Computational Model of Viral DNA Packaging 
Motor 

 
Presenter: Xiaolin Cheng; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: Bacteriophage phi29 packaging motor packages DNA into a preformed capsid. The 
motor consists of three components: 1) a connector protein (gp10), 2) a phage encoded structural 
RNA (pRNA), and 3) an ATPase (gp16) that provides the energy for packaging. These three 
components are arranged as three stacked rings, forming a continuous channel for the double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA) to translocate powered by gp16. Extensive genetic, biochemical, and 
structural studies have shed significant light on how the motor works in such an efficient way, but 
the molecular details regarding how the different motor components interact with each other and 
how their activities are coordinated to translocate dsDNA remain elusive. The elucidation of the 
structure and mechanism of the motor is of interest both therapeutically and as potential nano-
machines. Here, we present a computational model of the complete bacteriophage phi29 
packaging motor, which was assembled by integrating structural and biochemical data from 
various sources. We identify a few mutations that are predicted to affect ATPase activity, DNA 
binding or packaging activity. We further use this model to provide insight into the linkage between 
ATP hydrolysis and DNA translocation. The molecular simulations of the motor in action illuminate 
how ATP hydrolysis, arginine finger action, and tight binding of the gp16 protomers and DNA 
movement are coordinated during translocation. 
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Oral Presentation 24:  

Coarse-grained Modeling of RNA for Nanotechnology 

 
Presenter: Petr Sulc; Arizona State University, USA 

Abstract: We present a coarse-grained model of RNA, oxRNA. The model is parametrized to 
reproduce basic structural, mechanical and thermodynamic properties of RNA. We will give 
examples of applications of the model, ranging from basic RNA biophysics (such as study of RNA 
plectoneme formation, RNA strand displacement and hairpin unzipping) to applications to large 
RNA nanostructures such as RNA nanotile assembly and ssRNA origami. 
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Oral Presentation 25:  

Digital Bioassays and Digital Gene Expression for Screening 

 
Presenter: Hiroshi Ueno; University of Tokyo, Japan 

Abstract: We developed femto-liter reactor array device (FRAD) that display over million water-
in-oil droplets with size of femto-liter range. One can readily encapsulate bio- or non-biological 
molecules into the FRAD reactors, by spreading assay mixture on the device and sealing the 
reactors with oil. The extremely small volume features of the reactors on FRAD allows very 
sensitive bioassay at single-molelule referred as to ‘digital bioassay’. The massive number of the 
reactor enables to select highly active but very rare functional molecules among a large numbers 
of library. The high biocompatibility of FRAD reactors also allows the reconstitution of molecular 
systems such as cell-free gene expression and replication. In this presentation, I will firstly 
introduce the concept of FRAD in the context of synthetic biology, and show some applications 
including enzyme screening for the engineering of alkaline phosphatase to enhance kcat. The 
last part of the talk includes the implementation of large DNA amplification system and/or cell-free 
gene expression system in FRAD with the attempt for cell-free DNA assembly and/or cell-free 
gene cloning systems. 
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Oral Presentation 26:  

Deep Analysis of Residue Constraints (DARC): Identifying 
Determinants of AAA+ ATPase Functional Specificity 

 
Presenter: Andrew Neuwald; University of Maryland, USA 

Abstract: Protein functional constraints show up as superfamily and functional-subgroup 
conserved residues, and as pairwise correlations. Deep Analysis of Residue Constraints (DARC) 
visualizes these constraints, characterizes how they correlate with each other and with structure, 
and estimates statistical significance. This identifies likely protein functional determinants, as 
illustrated for two types of AAA+ ATPases: bacterial enhancer binding proteins and DNA clamp 
loaders. DARC identifies, as the most distinctive clamp loader feature, a trans-acting hydroxyl 
group that interacts with an adjacent active site and that 99% of other AAA+ proteins lack. 
Mutation of this hydroxyl to a methyl group impedes clamp binding and opening, DNA binding, 
and ATP hydrolysis—indicating a remarkably clamp-loader-specific function. A program 
implementing DARC is freely available. 
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Oral Presentation 27:  

MutL Sliding Clamps Control DNA Diffusion to Activate 
Mismatch Repair 

 
Presenter: Jiaquan Liu; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: Mismatched nucleotides arise from polymerase misincorporation errors, recombination 
between heteroallelic parents and chemical or physical DNA damage. Highly conserved MutS 
(MSH) and MutL (MLH/PMS) homologues initiate mismatch repair and, in higher eukaryotes, act 
as DNA damage sensors that can trigger apoptosis. Defects in human mismatch repair genes 
cause Lynch syndrome or hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer and 10–40% of related 
sporadic tumours. However, the collaborative mechanics of MSH and MLH/PMS proteins have 
not been resolved in any organism. We visualized Escherichia coli (Ec) ensemble mismatch repair 
and confirmed that EcMutS mismatch recognition results in the formation of stable ATP-bound 
sliding clamps that randomly diffuse along the DNA with intermittent backbone contact. The 
EcMutS sliding clamps act as a platform to recruit EcMutL onto the mismatched DNA, forming an 
EcMutS–EcMutL search complex that then closely follows the DNA backbone. ATP binding by 
EcMutL establishes a second long-lived DNA clamp that oscillates between the principal EcMutS–
EcMutL search complex and unrestricted EcMutS and EcMutL sliding clamps. The EcMutH 
endonuclease that targets mismatch repair excision only binds clamped EcMutL, increasing its 
DNA association kinetics by more than 1,000-fold. The assembly of an EcMutS–EcMutL–EcMutH 
search complex illustrates how sequential stable sliding clamps can modulate one-dimensional 
diffusion mechanics along the DNA to direct mismatch repair. 
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Oral Presentation 28:  

Population Shifts from Allosteric Coupling of RNA and 
Tryptophan in the Gene-Regulating Ring-Shaped Protein 
TRAP 

 
Presenter: Mark Foster; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: Heterotropic allostery pervades macromolecular function, providing a means for 
regulating molecular properties. The un-decameric (11-mer) protein TRAP from Bacillus spp. 
participates in a feedback regulatory mechanism in which excess free tryptophan (Trp) activates 
TRAP to bind a specific mRNA sequence, resulting in attenuated expression of the trp operon. 
Thus, Trp and RNA are heterotropically coupled through their mutual interaction with TRAP. 
Understanding the mechanism by which the Trp ligand regulates the RNA binding activity of TRAP 
requires quantifying the structural and thermodynamic coupling between the bound Trp ligands 
(up to 11), and between the Trp ligands and RNA at the microscopic level. However, this goal is 
complicated because allosteric effects can distort the proportionality between populations and 
traditional experimental observables. We will illustrate the utility of nearest neighbor (NN) 
statistical thermodynamic models to obtain microscopic thermodynamic parameters from binding 
data and to predict shifts in population distributions that explain macromolecular function. 
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Oral Presentation 29:  

Mechanical Anisotropy of DNA G-quadraplex Structures 

 
Presenter: Hanbin Mao; Kent State University, USA 

Abstract: Secondary nucleic acid structures with double-helical or tetraplex conformations are 
abundant inside cells. These structures can interfere with motor enzymes such as polymerases 
and helicases that process nucleic acids. The interaction between nucleic acid structures and 
enzymes can be understood if mechanical stabilities of the former are directly compared to the 
maximal force generated by motor enzymes. In our lab, we used optical tweezers to evaluate this 
interaction from mechanical perspectives. Using click chemistry modifications, mechanical 
stabilities of DNA G-quadruplex were directly measured at different angles. We found that the 
structural stability and folding kinetics of DNA G-quadruplex are anisotropic. The same anisotropy 
was observed when G-quadruplexes are bound by small molecule ligands. These results not only 
elucidate ligand-DNA interactions from mechanical perspectives, they also provide a premise to 
screen ligands based on mechanical affinity, which is different from the conventional screening 
using chemical affinities. 
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Oral Presentation 30:  

Disordered Nucleocapsid Proteins Enhance Nucleic Acid 
Folding via Local Charge Screening 

 
Presenter: Erik Holmstrom; The University of Kansas, USA 

Abstract: Nucleic acid chaperones are an emergent class of proteins that facilitate formation of 
natively folded RNAs and DNAs. These chaperones are involved in many nucleic acid-dependent 
processes, including critical steps in the life cycles of many viruses. Interestingly, many of these 
proteins are intrinsically disordered, raising the fundamental question of how such a chaperone 
functions without a well-defined three-dimensional structure. One such example is the 
nucleocapsid protein of the hepatitis C virus, which catalyzes genome dimerization. Recently, we 
have uncovered many of the structural and dynamical aspects of chaperone activity using a 
variety of single-molecule FRET techniques. This positively charged intrinsically disordered 
protein functions as a chaperone by acting as a flexible macromolecular counterion that locally 
screens repulsive electrostatic interactions within the nucleic acid. The resulting compaction 
biases the unfolded nucleic acid towards compact conformations that are primed for folding, 
thereby increasing the folding rate constant. Finally, molecular simulations that treat the nucleic 
acid and chaperone as a simple polyelectrolytes reproduce the experimental observations and 
support the proposed molecular mechanism of these disordered viral proteins. 
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Oral Presentation 31:  

The Mechanics of ATP Binding and Hydrolysis by MutS 
Homologs 

 
Presenter: Brooke Britton; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: DNA Mismatch repair (MMR) is a highly conserved system that primarily recognizes and 
repairs replication associated misincorporation errors in DNA replication. MMR increases the 
fidelity of DNA replication up to 1000-fold. Mutations in the human MutS homolog (MSH) HsMSH2 
or MutL homolog (MLH) HsMLH1 are the most common causes of the cancer predisposition 
Lynch syndrome or hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer. MSH clamps undergo a 
conformational change from searching clamps to stable sliding clamps upon mismatch binding 
and ADP-ATP exchange. A cycle of ATP hydrolysis must occur to return to the ADP bound 
searching clamp form. Previously, steady-state ATP hydrolysis of the MSH proteins on 
mismatched DNA has been shown to depend on ionic strength. We hypothesized the stability of 
MSH sliding clamps was similarly dependent upon ionic strength. We tested the formation, 
lifetime, frequency, and phosphate release of MSH sliding clamps through bulk biochemical 
analysis of both surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and stopped flow kinetics as well as single 
molecule total internal reflection fluorescence (smTIRF) microscopy. smTIRF analysis of labeled 
E.coli MutS was used to probe the stability and frequency of sliding clamps on an 18 kb λ-DNA 
containing a single mismatch. We observed no change in the lifetime of MutS sliding clamps while 
varying ionic strength. Bulk analysis was performed using short DNA oligos containing a mismatch 
with both blocked-end and open-ended DNAs. We saw no change in the binding or dissociation 
kinetics of the proteins. However, a clear difference was observed in the catalytic constant of 
phosphate release of blocked-end verses open-ended DNAs. Previous experiments performed 
using open-ended DNA substrates may have unknowingly biased the data by allowing MSH 
clamps to slide off the DNA and hydrolyze in solution. Trapped protein on blocked-end DNAs 
allows us to measure physiologically relevant hydrolysis on DNA. The recycling of MSH clamps 
is regulated by ionic strength. 
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Oral Presentation 32:  

Immunostimulation and dynamicity in the design of nucleic 
acid nanoparticles 

 
Presenter: Kirill Afonin; University of North Carolina – Charlotte, USA 

Abstract: The integration of nanotechnology into modern therapeutics provides additional control 
of unique physicochemical properties including size, surface charge, hydrophobicity, and the 
addition of moieties for biomedical applications. The ability to fine-tune these properties 
subsequently allows for the improved efficacy of therapeutic treatments and has implications for 
the future of personalized medicine. Nucleic acids, including both DNA and RNA, are natural 
biopolymers which offer a biocompatible and programmable therapeutic approach. By 
constructing nanoscaffolds from nucleic acids it becomes possible to precisely incorporate various 
therapeutic moieties such as siRNAs, aptamers, small molecules, and proteins while controlling 
the overall physicochemical properties of novel formulations. However, interactions between 
these nanoassemblies and the human immune system must be defined to permit the successful 
translation of this technology to the clinic. This presentation will highlight the latest discoveries in 
immunorecognition of nucleic acid nanoparticles as well as implementation of functional 
dynamicity in their design. 
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 Oral Presentation 33:  

Non-Covalent Modification of mPEGylated Nanodrugs by 
Trispecific Antibody to Simultaneously Eliminate Tumors and 
Tumor Associated Fibroblasts 

 
Presenter: Kuo-Hsiang Chuang; Taipei Medical University, Taiwan, China 

Abstract: Therapeutic strategies of mPEG-nanodrugs designed to efficiently target the tumor 
microenvironment as well as tumor cells and tumor associated fibroblasts (TAFs) would be a 
novel approach for current tumor therapy. However, chemical conjugation of antibodies or ligands 
to mPEG-nanodrugs often leads to heterogeneous orientation of the antibodies/ligands and 
difficulty in obtaining reproducible product. Here, we developed a trispecific antibody (TsAb) which 
can simultaneously bind the methoxy end of polyethylene glycol (mPEG), human epidermal 
growth factor receptor 2 (HER2), and fibroblast activation protein (FAP). Mixing Anti-HER2/anti-
FAP/anti-mPEG TsAb with the mPEG-nanodrug (mPEGylated liposomal doxorubicin, Lipo-Dox) 
allows non-covalent modification of TsAb to the mPEG chains to endow Lipo-Dox with 
HER2/FAP-specificity, thus enhancing the killing efficacy of Lipo-Dox against HER2+ breast 
cancer cells and FAP+ TAFs. Anti-HER2/anti-FAP-Lipo-Dox exhibited improved cytotoxicity not 
only against HER2+ breast cancer cells or FAP+ TAFs but also against co-culture of both cell 
lines at various cell ratios compared to BsAb-Lipo-Dox (anti-HER2-Lipo-Dox and anti-FAP-Lipo-
Dox) or non-targeting Lipo-Dox. We also demonstrated that the TsAb can efficiently target to 
HER2+ human breast tissues surround with FAP+ TAFs by immunohistochemistry. Moreover, 
TsAb-Lipo-Dox more significantly suppressed the growth of established tumors, which contained 
HER2+ breast cancer cells and FAP+ TAFs, than anti-HER2 BsAb-Lipo-Dox, anti-FAP BsAb-
Lipo-Dox, or Lipo-Dox did. The anti-tumor/anti-TAF/anti-mPEG TsAb platform provide a valuable 
tool for non-covalent modification of any mPEG-nanodrugs to efficiently target and kill tumors and 
TAFs in the clinic. 
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Oral Presentation 34:  

Toxic Effects of Silver Nanoparticle with Regard to Hazard 
Identification and Safety Evaluation 

 
Presenter: Ying-Jan Wang; National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan, China 

Abstract: Nanoparticle-induced toxicological mechanisms have become one of the most studied 
topics in toxicology during the last few years. Because of their excellent antimicrobial activity, 
silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are recognized as a promising nanomaterial with widespread 
applicability. However, the impact of AgNPs on biological systems, regarding their possible effects 
and fate in living cells are still limited. In order to assess AgNPs hazard and risk, reliable and 
reproducible screening approaches are needed to test the basic materials as well as nanoenabled 
products. In recent years, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has released 
several documents about nanotechnologies which include risk evaluation, toxicological screening 
methods and preparation of material safety data sheet etc. Currently, we applied ISO-
recommended toxicological screening methods for AgNPs hazard identification and ranking. We 
found that AgNPs can be taken into cells through endocytosis. The internalized AgNPs eventually 
accumulated in lysosomes or autophagosomes. The mechanisms of AgNPs-induced autophagy 
could be mediated by activation of oxidative stress and ER stress signaling pathways. 
Toxicological screening is part of most early tiers in weight-of-evidence-based, intelligent testing 
strategies (ITS). ITS is a process that allows the risks of nano materials to be assessed accurately 
and efficiently, thereby successful application of the ITS-NANO research prioritization will lead to 
the generation of relevant information on nano materials physicochemical characteristics, hazards 
and exposure. Therefore, the basic nanotoxicity studies are very essential for determining the 
safety or toxicity of manufactured nanoscale materials. Through the understanding of the 
hazardous mechanisms of nanomaterials and the engineering control, laborers will obtain more 
useful information for avoiding unnecessary injury and health hazards. 

References: 1. Mao B-H, Chen Z-Y, Wang Y-J*, Yan S-J*. Silver nanoparticles have lethal and 
sublethal adverse effects on development and longevity by inducing ROS-mediated stress 
responses. Sci Rep. 2018 Feb 5;8(1):2445. 2. Y-H Lee, C-Y Fang, H-W Chiu, F-Y Cheng, J-C 
Tsai, C-W Chen* and Y-J Wang*. Endoplasmic reticulum stress-triggered autophagy and 
lysosomal dysfunction contribute to the cytotoxicity of amine-modified silver nanoparticles in NIH 
3T3 cells. J. Biomed. Nanotech. 13:1-17. (2017) 3. B-H Mao, J-C Tsai, C-W Chen, S-J Yan*and 
Y-J Wang*. Mechanisms of silver nanoparticle-induced toxicity and important role of autophagy. 
Nanotoxicology. 10(8): 1021–1040 (2016) 4. Y-H Lee, F-Y Cheng, H-W Chiu, J-C Tsai, C-Y Fang, 
C-W Chen* and Y-J Wang*. Cytotoxicity, oxidative stress, apoptosis and the autophagic effects 
of silver nanoparticles in mouse embryonic fibroblasts. Biomaterials. 35(16):4706-4715 (2014) 
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Oral Presentation 35:  

Synthetic RNA Technologies to Control Cell Fate 

 
Presenter: Hirohide Saito; Kyoto University, Japan 

Abstract: The precise identification and purification of target cell types is critical to both study cell 
function and prepare cells for therapeutic applications. Gene delivery using RNA rather than DNA 
may be safer owing to a reduced risk of genomic integration. By designing microRNA (miRNA)-
responsive mRNAs, we developed a method for high-resolution identification, separation, and 
purification of target cell types with distinct miRNA activities. We designed mRNAs encoding a 
protein of interest tagged with complementary sequences of target miRNAs. These miRNA-
responsive mRNA switches can control translation of transgenes depending on endogenous 
miRNA activities and purify variety of target cells, including human ESC/iPSC-derived 
cardiomyocytes, insulin-producing cells, and neurons with high efficiency, accuracy, and safety. 
Moreover, we prepared a set of “miRNA-responsive, synthetic mRNA library” to rapidly identify 
active miRNA profiles in each cell type. For example, we newly identified several miRNAs that 
could be used as specific markers in human pluripotent stem cells. Additionally, we developed 
miRNA-responsive CRISPR-Cas9 system in which the genome editing activity of Cas9 can be 
repressed (OFF) or activated (ON) through endogenous miRNA signatures, generating “miRNA-
Cas9 OFF/ON switch” that selectively edits genome of target cells. Possible applications using 
these RNA switches will be discussed. 
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Oral Presentation 36:  

Dynamic RNA and DNA Nanoassemblies with Controlled 
Immunological Properties 

 
Presenter: Weina Ke; University of North Carolina – Charlotte, USA 

Abstract: Nucleic acid–based assemblies that interact with each other and further communicate 
with the cellular machinery in a controlled manner represent a new class of reconfigurable 
materials that is able to overcome limitations of traditional approaches and improve the potential 
therapeutic utility of nucleic acids. This strategy enables the development of novel biocompatible 
‘smart’ devices and biosensors with precisely controlled physicochemical and biological 
properties. We extend this novel concept by designing RNA–DNA fibers and polygons that are 
able to cooperate in different human cell lines and that have defined immune-stimulatory 
properties confirmed by ex vivo experiments. The mutual intracellular interactions of constructs 
result in the release of a large number of siRNAs while giving a fluorescent response through 
FRET and activating NF-kB decoy DNA oligonucleotides. Our system offers multiple advantages, 
including: (i) very simple design and assembly protocols that significantly lower the production 
costs and shorten the experimental time; (ii) released dsDNAs that are no longer nonfunctional 
byproducts, as well as embedded NF-kB decoys that restrain the immune stimulatory responses; 
(iii) the ability to change the shapes of the hybrids from long fibers to closed polygons by simply 
changing the orientation of DNA–DNA interacting parts, which in turn leads to distinguished 
physiochemical and immunological properties. In addition, such a novel strategy provides 
controlled rates of reassociation, stabilities in human blood serum, and immunorecognition. 
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Oral Presentation 37:  

Tissue Factor as a New Target for Triple-Negative Breast 
Cancer Immunotherapy 

 
Presenter: Zhiwei Hu; The Ohio State University Medical Center, USA 

Abstract: Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is a leading cause of breast cancer death and is 
often associated with BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation. Due to the lack of validated target molecules, 
no targeted therapy for TNBC is approved. Tissue factor (TF) is a common yet specific surface 
target receptor for cancer cells, tumor vascular endothelial cells and cancer stem cells [1] in 
several types of solid cancers [2], including non-triple negative breast cancer [3]. Here we report 
evidence supporting the idea that TF is a new and useful surface target in TNBC [4]. We used in 
vitro cancer lines and in vivo tumor xenografts in mice, all with BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations, 
derived from patients’ tumors. We showed that TF is over-expressed on TNBC cells and tumor 
neovasculature in 50% to 85% of TNBC patients (n = 161) and in TNBC cell line–derived 
xenografts (CDX) and patient-derived xenografts (PDX) from mice, but was not detected in 
adjacent normal breast tissue [4]. We then describe the development of a second-generation TF-
targeting immunoconjugate (called L-ICON1 [4], for lighter or light chain ICON) with improved 
efficacy and safety profiles compared to the original clinical stage ICON [5-7]. We showed that L-
ICON1 kills TNBC cells in vitro via antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity and can be used 
to treat human and murine TNBC CDX as well as PDX in vivo in orthotopic mouse models. Thus, 
TF could be a useful target for the development of immunotherapy for TNBC patients, regardless 
of their status of BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations. 

References: 
1. Hu Z, Xu J, Cheng J, McMichael E, Yu L, Carson WE, 3rd: Targeting tissue factor as a novel 
therapeutic oncotarget for eradication of cancer stem cells isolated from tumor cell lines, tumor 
xenografts and patients of breast, lung and ovarian cancer. Oncotarget 2017, 8(1):1481-1494. 2. 
Hu ZW: Therapeutic Antibody-Like Immunoconjugates against Tissue Factor with the Potential to 
Treat Angiogenesis-Dependent as Well as Macrophage-Associated Human Diseases. Antibodies 
2018, 7(1). 3. Contrino J, Hair G, Kreutzer DL, Rickles FR: In situ detection of tissue factor in 
vascular endothelial cells: correlation with the malignant phenotype of human breast disease. Nat 
Med 1996, 2(2):209-215. 4. Hu Z, Shen R, Campbell A, McMichael E, Yu L, Ramaswamy B, 
London CA, Xu T, Carson WE, 3rd: Targeting Tissue Factor for Immunotherapy of Triple-Negative 
Breast Cancer Using a Second-Generation ICON. Cancer Immunol Res 2018, 6(6):671-684. 5. 
Hu Z, Sun Y, Garen A: Targeting tumor vasculature endothelial cells and tumor cells for 
immunotherapy of human melanoma in a mouse xenograft model. Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences of the United States of America 1999, 96(14):8161-8166. 6. Hu Z, Garen 
A: Intratumoral injection of adenoviral vectors encoding tumor-targeted immunoconjugates for 
cancer immunotherapy. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States 
of America 2000, 97(16):9221-9225. 7. Hu Z, Garen A: Targeting tissue factor on tumor vascular 
endothelial cells and tumor cells for immunotherapy in mouse models of prostatic cancer. 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America 2001, 
98(21):12180-12185. 
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Oral Presentation 38:  

Targeting the Undruggable: Advances and Obstacles in RNAi 
Therapy 

 
Presenter: Anil Sood; The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, USA 

Not provided.  
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Oral Presentation 39:  

Structural Studies on Pseudomonas aeruginosa phage PaP3 
terminase subunits 

 
Presenter: Gino Cingolani; Thomas Jefferson University, USA 

Abstract: Viral genome-packaging motors are multi-subunit enzymes that power ATP-dependent 
genome encapsidation inside an empty precursor capsid, known as procapsid. In tailed 
bacteriophages and herpesviruses, the motor consists of a large (TerL) and a small (TerS) 
terminase subunit, both essential for virus viability, that bridge viral DNA recognition to packaging. 
Here, we present the first atomic structure of a Pseudomonas phage TerS that we studied in 
isolation and in complex with TerL. The structure reveals a nonameric ring, which exposes nine 
helix-turn-helix DNA-binding motifs at its N-termini, symmetrically arranged around a b-stranded 
channel, too narrow to accommodate B-DNA. Biochemical studies with purified terminase 
subunits suggest TerS function like an oligomerization chaperone of TerL, that, we posit, 
promotes the assembly of an active genome-packaging motor by stimulating ATP-hydrolysis. 
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Oral Presentation 40:  

Dynamics of Small RNA Target Search by the RNA Chaperone 
Hfq 

 
Presenter: Sarah Woodson; Johns Hopkins University, USA 

Abstract: Non-coding RNA is critical for healthy cell growth, differentiation, and stress adaptation. 
In the cell, these transcripts rapidly bind proteins that form dynamic and exchangeable RNA-
protein complexes. In E. coli, the RNA chaperone Hfq brings facilitates target recognition by small 
non-coding RNA. We have developed a single molecule fluorescence platform to follow the 
interactions of bacterial small non-coding RNAs with their target mRNAs in real time. Our platform 
resolves individual steps of the sRNA-target interaction, revealing how different surfaces of the 
Hfq chaperone drive RNA base pairing. 
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Oral Presentation 41:  

DNA-based Nanopore Sensing 

 
Presenter: Haichen Wu; Institute of Chemistry, CAS, China 

Abstract: Nanopore sensing is an attractive, label-free approach that can measure single 
molecules. Earlier work in nanopore sensing mainly focused on building sensing elements inside 
the nanopore through protein mutation and chemical modification. However, in recent years, DNA 
molecules have been used as sensing probes for the detection and quantification of a wide variety 
of analytes. In this talk, I will give examples to illustrate how the DNA probes are used to detect 
large size biomacromolecules including DNA/RNA, antigens, antibodies, enzymes, etc. in 
nanopores. 

References: 1. Guo, B.; Sheng, Y.; Zhou, K.; Liu, Q.; Liu, L.; Wu, H.-C., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 
2018, 57, 3602-3606. 2. Liu, L.; Li, T.; Zhang, S.; Song, P.; Guo, B.; Zhao, Y.; Wu, H.-C., Angew. 
Chem. Int. Ed. 2018, 57, 11882-11887. 3. Wu, X.; Guo, B.; Sheng, Y.; Zhang, Y.; Wang, J.; Peng, 
S.; Liu, L.; Wu, H.-C., Chem. Commun. 2018, 54, 7673-7676. 4. Zhang, Z.; Li, T.; Sheng, Y.; Liu, 
L.; Wu, H.-C., Small 2019, 15, DOI: 10.1002/smll.201804078. 
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Oral Presentation 42:  

Bringing Sequencing from Mainframe to Mobile 

 
Presenter: Lakmal Jayasinghe; Oxford Nanopore Technologies Ltd., UK 

Abstract: Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) aims to disrupt the paradigm of biological 
analysis by enabling the analysis of any living thing, by any person, in any environment. Flexibility 
of nanopore technology has enabled researchers to use DNA and RNA sequencing in many 
different fields including basic genome research, human genetics, environmental research, plant 
research, transcriptome analysis, animal research or in clinical research. Nanopore sequencing 
delivers ultra-long reads of DNA or RNA with rapid, straightforward library preparations. Coupled 
with flexible workflows, multiplexing, automation and real-time data analysis, ONT provides 
scalable sequencing solutions, priced for any funding scenario. The MinION is a portable, low 
cost device that has been designed to bring easy biological analyses to anyone, whether in 
scientific research, education or in a range of real world applications. The GridION X5 is a desktop 
device that includes compute module and the ability to run up to five MinION Flow Cells. Flongle 
is an adapter for MinION or GridION that enables the quickest, most accessible and cost-efficient 
sequencing system for smaller tests and experiments. PromethION offers the same real-time, 
long-read, direct DNA and RNA sequencing technology as MinION and GridION, at much larger 
scale. It is suitable for large scale projects such as population-scale sequencing or plant 
genomics, or for large scale service offerings. With an integrated compute module which allows 
real-time basecalling and onward analysis, PromethION is designed to deliver sub-$1,000 human 
genomes. All these devices are based on nanopore sequencing technology in which a biological 
nanopore is being used as the sensor to read a characteristic ‘current signal’ when a DNA or RNA 
strand is passing through the nanopore under an applied potential. 
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Oral Presentation 43:  

Single-Molecule Enzymology and Sensing with a Nanopore 
Test-Tube 

 
Presenter: Giovanni Maglia; University of Groningen, Netherlands 

Abstract: Biological nanopores are a class of membrane proteins that form nanometer-size 
apertures on lipid membranes. Under an applied potential the ionic current through nanopores is 
used to identify molecules or to follow reactions at the single-molecule level. Nanopore currents 
are advantageous because they allow fast sampling rates, they do not require labelling, and are 
easily integrated into low-cost and portable analytical devices. Here we show that folded proteins 
can be trapped inside nanopores by exploiting electrophoretic forces. The modulation of the ionic 
current allows monitoring conformational changes of native proteins for tens of minutes with 
unprecedent precision, revealing for the for the first time multiple catalytic turnovers from one 
individual enzyme. In addition, we show that molecules binding to internalized proteins can be 
identified from complex biological matrices. Hence, nanopores can be used as nanoscale reactor 
for single-molecule enzymology studies, and might be integrated in next generation home 
diagnostic devices. 
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Oral Presentation 44:  

Nanopore sequencing reveals epigenome at single long DNA 
molecules 

 
Presenter: Kin Fai Au; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: Previous studies have successfully revealed the overall roles of epigenetics status in 
regulating biological processes by studying the average patterns of nucleosome occupancy and 
chromatin accessibility at the bulk-cell level. As there are increasing amounts of evidence 
indicating the heterogeneity and importance of combinatorics of epigenetics events, the detailed 
investigation of subtle but meaningful differences of epigenomes between seemingly identical 
DNA molecules will be very helpful for better and more comprehensive understanding of the 
functional roles of multiple layers of epigenomes with detail. Here, by utilizing nanopore 
sequencing and DNA methytransferase treatment, we develop an experimental approach 
MeSMLR-seq and the corresponding bioinformatics tool to provide a new data type for 
discovering long-range combinatorics of many nucleosomes and different chromatin statuses 
spanning multiple genomic elements at single DNA molecules. By MeSMLR-seq, we reveal the 
chromatin basis of gene expression in yeast. 
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Oral Presentation 45:  

Nano-channel of Viral DNA Packaging Motor for the 
Differentiation of Peptides 

 
Presenter: Dana Driver; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: The sequencing of proteins remains challenging due to the diversity of protein size, 
shape, charge, and versatile composition. That being said, development of technology for the 
detection, differentiation, and sequencing of proteins is important in both research and clinics. 
The channel of a viral DNA packaging motor, T7, was utilized to differentiate peptides with a single 
amino acid difference. In addition, T7 channel is able to discriminate between peptides based on 
their positive or negative charge at difference locations. Explicit fingerprints or signatures were 
obtained based on the  current blockage and dwell time of individual peptides. Data from the clear 
mapping of small proteins after protease digestion suggests the potential of using T7 motor 
channel for proteomics including protein sequencing.  

 

References: 1) Ji Z, Guo P. Channel from bacterial virus T7 DNA packaging motor for the 
differentiation of peptides composed of a mixture of acidic and basic amino acids. Biomaterials. 
2019 May 21;214:119222. 2) Ji Z, Kang X, Wang S, Guo P. Nano-channel of viral DNA packaging 
motor as single pore to differentiate peptides with single amino acid difference. Biomaterials. 2018 
Nov;182:227-233. 
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Oral Presentation 46:  

Single-molecule Protein-DNA Interactions and Sensing 

 
Presenter: Soma Dhakal; Virginia Commonwealth University, USA  

Abstract: Knowledge of how biomolecules interact with one another is not only crucial for 
understanding the biological processes but also essential for the development of sensors, 
detection of diseases, designing and determining the efficacy of new drugs, and many more. The 
advancements of single-molecule techniques such as fluorescence microscopy and optical 
tweezers have enabled new approaches to investigate stochasticity of diverse molecular 
interactions with high spatiotemporal resolution. This presentation will highlight our recent findings 
on protein-DNA interactions pertaining to homologous recombination (HR), a paramount 
biological process for repairing double-strand DNA breaks, and highlight our ongoing 
fluorescence analysis of two different DNA nanoassemblies - one for multiplexed detection of 
nucleic acids and the other for the conformational analysis of a 3D DNA nanostructure. Overall, 
this presentation will highlight diverse applications of single-molecule approaches from 
investigating biomolecular interactions to development of sensors and analysis of conformational 
dynamics of nucleic acid structures. 

References: Single-molecule imaging reveals conformational manipulation of Holliday junction 
DNA by the junction processing protein RuvA. Gibbs, D.R. & Dhakal, S. (2018), Biochemistry, 57, 
3616-3624 Multiplexed nucleic acid sensing with single-molecule FRET. Kaur, A., Sapkota, K. 
and Dhakal, S. (2019), ACS Sensors, 4, 623-633 
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Oral Presentation 47:  

Native MS/MS Characterization of Protein and Nucleoprotein 
Complexes 

 
Presenter: Vicki Wysocki; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: Characterization of the overall topology and inter-subunit contacts of protein complexes, 
and their assembly/disassembly and unfolding pathways, is critical because protein complexes 
regulate key biological processes, including processes important in understanding and controlling 
disease. Tools to address structural biology problems continue to improve. Native mass 
spectrometry and associated technologies are becoming an increasingly important component of 
the structural biology toolbox. When the mass spectrometry approach is used early or mid-course 
in a structural characterization project, it can provide answers quickly using small sample amounts 
and samples that are not fully purified. Integration of sample preparation/purification with effective 
dissociation methods, ion mobility, and computational approaches provide a MS workflow that 
can be enabling in biochemical, synthetic biology, and systems biology approaches. Beyond what 
MS can provide as a stand-alone tool, MS can also guide and/or be integrated with other structural 
biology approaches such as NMR, X-ray crystallography, and cryoEM. MS can determine whether 
the complex of interest exists in a single or in multiple oligomeric states and can provide 
characterization of topology/intersubunit connectivity, and other structural features. Examples will 
be presented to illustrate the role MS and surface-induced dissociation can play in guiding a 
structural biology workflow and will include designed protein complexes and isolated or 
recombinant protein and nucleoprotein complexes. 
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Oral Presentation 48:  

Biophysical and Bio-nano-mechanical Insights from Single 
Particle Tracking in Living Cells 

 
Presenter: Ning Fang; Georgia State University, USA 

Abstract: Cell mechanics plays an important role in many essential biological activities, including 
cell migration, differentiation, wound healing, and tissue integrity. Recent studies suggest that 
after being exposed to a variety types of nanoparticles, cells show short-term to long-term 
abnormalities in their mechanical behaviors. So far, there is little evidence on the mechanisms 
that cause the mechanical behavior abnormalities. It is largely unclear whether the nanoparticles 
interfere with the cell mechanic system directly through the interaction with the cytoskeleton 
protein molecules, or profoundly through the interference with the cell gene translation and protein 
expressions, or perhaps both. Our recent efforts investigate the impact of nanoparticles on cell 
mechanics, that is bio-nano-mechanics. We have developed single particle tracking techniques 
with gold nanoparticles. Using these imaging tools, we study the intracellular transport of 
nanoparticle cargos and the interference of the diagnostic/therapeutic nanoparticle probes to the 
cytoskeleton and cell motility. 
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Oral Presentation 49:  

Deformation Theory of an Artificial Stomatocyte 

 
Presenter: Yao-Gen Shu; Institute of Theoretical Physics, CAS, China 

Abstract: We have extended the spontaneous curvature model of the equilibrium vesicle shapes 
by adding the interaction between magnetic field and the constituent molecules to investigate the 
mechanism implied in the phenomena of the reversible deformation of an artificial stomatocyte, 
which has been discovered in the experiment by P. G. van Rhee et al. (Nat. Commun., 5 (2014) 
5010). The quantitative relation between the size of the mouth of the stomatocyte and the external 
homogeneous magnetic field has been revealed. Our theoretical results, including the shape of 
the neck, shows good agreement with the experimental ones. It must be pointed that the artificial 
stomatocyte has a great potential for the application of capturing and targeted releasing of drug 
according to the mechanism presented here. 
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Oral Presentation 50:  

Visualization of Extracellular Vesicle-mediated Intercellular 
Communication by Lattice Light Sheet Microscopy. 

 
Presenter: Emanuele Cocucci; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are membrane-bound structures that cells release into the 
extracellular space. The EV membrane carries a broad variety of ligands that confer specificity 
and prevents degradation of the EV content. EV content is composed of RNAs and proteins that 
can be delivered in the cytosol of the acceptor cells upon EV fusion. EVs are involved in several 
physiological and physio-pathological functions. For instance, during breast cancer development 
EVs can either promote epithelial to mesenchymal transition, a process required to invade the 
surrounding tissue and reach the blood stream, or the reversion of this phenotype which is 
necessary to confer metastasis seeding properties to the breast cancer cells that are in circulation. 
Despite the clear importance of EV in cancer development, functional studies assessing EV-
mediated communications are lacking or flawed due to the difficulty in studying specific EV 
populations. We aim to fill this gap by elucidating the membrane trafficking steps required for 
successful EV-mediated signaling. To follow EV formation we overexpressed fluorescent 
chimeras of tetraspanins proteins in a cell model of triple negative breast cancer. We used the 
proteins CD63-EGFP and CD9-EGFP, which are specific markers of EV originating from the cell 
surface or from intracellular compartments, respectively. We quantified the number of EVs 
released per cell and we imaged living cells using lattice light sheet microscopy (LLSFM). LLSFM 
excitation is composed of an interference pattern of Bessel beams that limits out-of-focus 
excitation, reducing bleaching and phototoxicity while permitting high temporal and spatial 
resolution. LLSFM is the most appropriate approach to image membrane trafficking events that 
take place over the entire cell surface, such as EV release and internalization. Our results suggest 
that the number of EVs recovered in the extracellular space is inversely proportional to the cell 
density, and that EVs released from the surface of the cells and filopodia extensions are 
internalized by clathrin coated vesicles. 
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Oral Presentation 51:  

Single Molecule Investigations of Small Molecule, G-
Quadruplex, and Protein Interactions 

 
Presenter: Hamza Balci; Kent State University, USA 

Abstract: Guanine-rich segments of the genome are prone to folding into G-quadruplex structures 
(GQs), which are more prominent at telomeric overhangs and promoters of DNA and untranslated 
regions of RNA. Telomeric GQs have emerged as potential targets for GQ stabilizing small 
molecules that inhibit telomerase activity in cancer cells, while GQs in promoters and untranslated 
regions of RNA regulate gene expression at transcription or translation level, respectively. Due to 
their high thermal stability, GQs require protein activity to be unfolded. We present single molecule 
fluorescence measurements probing the interactions of GQs, proteins (Bloom helicase-BLM, and 
Replication Protein A-RPA), and small molecules. Using a fluorescently labeled small molecule, 
we measured the dwell time of this GQ stabilizing molecule on GQ at the single molecule level. 
We also quantified the impact of several prominent small molecules on the dynamics and steady 
state BLM-mediated GQ unfolding activities using two different approaches. We report 2-3 fold 
reduction in BLM activity due to these small molecules. Finally, we present RPA, GQ, and small 
molecule interactions while the GQ is maintained under tension using a force transducer based 
on a short looped DNA construct. We demonstrate an order of magnitude reduction in RPA-
mediated GQ unfolding in the presence of a GQ-stabilizing small molecule. 
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Oral Presentation 52:  

Rapid in vivo Screening of Anticancer Drugs Using 
Electrospun Polylactic Acid (PLLA) Microtube Array 
Membrane (MTAM) 

 
Presenter: Jungshan Chang; Taipei Medical University, China 

Abstract: The in vivo xenograft animal models are normally used for screening the putative 
antitumor drug candidates prior to clinical trial. However, two major factors including the 
immunocompromised or immunodeficient animals and time consuming limit this pre-clinical 
therapeutic in vivo assessment. In this presentation, I would like to introduce an electrospinning 
product the microtube array membrane (MTAM) used for a fast in vivo drug screening system for 
antitumor candidates to characterize their therapeutic efficacy coupled with candidate-mediated 
cytotoxicity on major organs of experimental animals. Using this drug screening platform, we 
successful acquired a candidate to inhibit triple negative breast cancer cell (TNBCs) proliferation 
and reduced vascularization/angiogenesis in less than 2 weeks. It demonstrated that the drug 
screening platform will reduce the cost; the numbers of experimental animals used and save time 
for in vivo assessments. In addition to drug screening platform, the other applications of 
electrospinning MTAM will be also addresses in this presentation. 
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Oral Presentation 53:  

Genome Editing Therapy for Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy 

 
Presenter:  Renzhi Han; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a degenerative muscle disease caused by 
genetic mutations that lead to the disruption of dystrophin in striated muscles. The curative 
treatment options for this devastating disease are limited. Previous studies from others and us 
have demonstrated that CRISPR genome editing could offer a promising therapeutic strategy to 
restore dystrophin expression and function in the skeletal muscle and heart of Duchenne 
muscular dystrophy (DMD) mouse models. However, the long-term efficacy and safety of CRISPR 
genome-editing therapy for DMD has not been well established. We packaged both SaCas9 and 
guide RNA (gRNA) together into one AAVrh.74 vector, injected two such vectors (targeting intron 
20 and intron 23, respectively) into mdx pups at day 3 and evaluated the mice at 19 months. We 
found that AAVrh.74-mediated life-long CRISPR genome editing in mdx mice restored dystrophin 
expression and improved cardiac function without inducing serious adverse effects. PCR analysis 
and targeted deep sequencing showed that the DSBs were mainly repaired by the precise ligation 
of the two cut sites. Serological and histological examination of major vital organs did not reveal 
any signs of tumor development or other deleterious defects arising from CRISPR genome 
editing. These results support that in vivo CRISPR genome editing could be developed as a safe 
therapeutic treatment for DMD and potentially other diseases. 
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Oral Presentation 54:  

Using Enzymes to Build, Break and Read Hybrid DNA and RNA 
Nanomaterials: From Nanoscale Self-assembly to Intracellular 
Gene Regulation 

 
Presenter: Jessica Rouge; University of Connecticut, USA 

Abstract: Biology has evolved the quintessential nanoscale assembly of nucleic acids, lipids and 
proteins in the form of a virus. Viruses are built from self-assembled peptide subunits surrounding 
charged nucleic acids, packaged within a lipid-like envelope. Viral coat proteins are enzymatically 
degraded, in a location-specific manner, releasing contents into the surrounding environment. 
Our lab seeks to mimic not only the assembly, but the programmed disassembly, of biomolecule-
based nanomaterials through a combination of chemical crosslinking strategies and enzymatic 
assembly steps. Using a hybrid DNA surfactant and a peptide-based self-assembly method, we 
have built a series of crosslinked micelle systems that breakdown in response to the presence of 
various stimuli, including pH and enzymes. The nanocapsule displays highly specific responses 
in the presence of closely related proteases and can be modified with inorganic nanoparticles for 
monitoring its stability using electron microscopy. Integrating natural biochemical ques into the 
assembly and degradation pathways of nanomaterials brings us one step closer to designing 
precision biomaterials, paving the road for greater accuracy in applications ranging from gene 
delivery to biosensing. 

References: (1) Towards Self-Transfecting Nucleic Acid Nanostructures for Gene Regulation,” 
Gudipati, S.; Zhang, K.; Rouge, J. L. Trends Biotechnol., 2019, in press. (2) “Enzymatically ligated 
DNA-surfactants: Unmasking Hydrophobically Modified DNA for Intracellular Gene Regulation,” 
Hartmann, A. K.; Cairns-Gibson, D. F.; Barber, H. M.; Rouge, J. L., ChemBioChem, 2018, 19, 
1734-1739. (3) “Programmable Peptide-Crosslinked Nucleic Acid Nanocapsules as a Modular 
Platform for Enzyme Specific Cargo Release,” Santiana, J. J.; Sui, B.; Gomez, N.; Rouge, J. L., 
Bioconjugate Chem., 2017, 28, 2910-2914. (4) “Nucleic Acid Nanocapsules for Enzyme-
Triggered Drug Release” Awino, J. K.; Gudipati, S.; Hartmann, A. K.; Santiana, J. J.; Cairns-
Gibson, D. F.; Gomez, N.; Rouge, J. L. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2017, 139, 6278-6281. 
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Oral Presentation 55:  

Effect of Rotavirus VP6 Nanotubes on the Humoral Immune 
Response Against Zika Virus Envelope Protein 

 
Presenter: Arturo Liñan; Instituto de Biotecnologia, Mexico 

Abstract: The Zika virus (ZikV) infection can cause congenital malformations and Guillain-Barré 
syndrome as more serious consequences. To date, there is no vaccine available against the ZikV. 
Several studies on vaccine candidates against ZikV have been reported and the envelope protein 
(E protein) has been selected as the main antigenic determinant for these candidates. On the 
other hand, the VP6 protein of rotavirus can self-assemble into tubular polymeric structures under 
certain conditions of pH and ionic strength when expressed in vitro. Recent studies have shown 
that VP6 nanotubes (VP6NT) have an adjuvant effect on the immunogenicity of norovirus (NoV) 
virus-like particles (VLPs) in mice. The main goal of this work is to evaluate the adjuvant activity 
of VP6NT on the recombinant ZikV E protein. In order to test this, VP6NT were produced in the 
insect cell-baculovirus expression system and purified as previously reported by our group. 
BALB/c mice were immunized intramuscularly with 10 μg of commercial ZikV E protein either 
alone or in combination with 5 or 10 μg of VP6NT. Serum samples were collected and evaluated 
to detect ZikV E protein-specific IgG antibodies through ELISA test. We found that VP6NT 
increase the ZikV E protein-specific IgG titers of the group that received 10 μg of ZikV E protein 
and 10 μg of VP6NT compared to the group that received 10 μg of ZikV E protein and 5 μg of 
VP6NT. Also, we found that mice immunized with 10 μg of ZikV E protein alone had a IgG titers 
higher than mice immunized with ZikV E protein plus VP6NT. 

References: Lin et al. (2018). Zika virus structural biology and progress in vaccine development. 
Biotechnology advances, 36(1), 47-53. Rodríguez-Galván et al. (2008). Scanning Tunneling 
Microscopy of Rotavirus VP6 Protein Self-Assembled into Nanotubes and Nanospheres. Journal 
of Scanning Probe Microscopy, 3(1-2), 25-31. Blazevic et al. (2011). Norovirus VLPs and rotavirus 
VP6 protein as combined vaccine for childhood gastroenteritis. Vaccine, 29(45), 8126-8133. 
Blazevic et al. (2016). Rotavirus capsid VP6 protein acts as an adjuvant in vivo for norovirus virus-
like particles in a combination vaccine. Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics, 12(3), 740-748. 
Plascencia-Villa et al. (2011). Strategies for the purification and characterization of protein 
scaffolds for the production of hybrid nanobiomaterials. Journal of Chromatography B, 879(15-
16), 1105-1111. 
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Oral Presentation 56:  

Key Facilitator Proteins that Mediate Sarcolemma Membrane 
Repair have Potential as Therapeutics for Muscle Disease and 
Injury 

 
Presenter: Thomas Bodner; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: A common aspect of many diseases and traumatic injuries affecting skeletal muscle is 
the necrotic death of muscle fibers. Necrotic death of muscle fibers involves the breakdown of the 
sarcolemmal membrane that can be exacerbated by increased fragility of the membrane or by 
compromised endogenous sarcolemmal membrane repair processes. Increasing these repair 
mechanisms could act as a therapeutic approach for a number of muscle diseases and injuries. 
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a fatal X-linked inherited neuromuscular disorder caused 
by mutations in the dystrophin gene that provides a model for muscle injury and the effects of 
membrane repair. The dystrophin protein normally serves as a shock absorber for mechanical 
stress and as a signaling platform protein in muscle fibers. When dystrophin is lacking, patients 
experience an accumulation of membrane damage that muscle fibers cannot adequately repair. 
As a result, there is an increase in fiber necrosis that exceeds the regenerative capacity of the 
muscle. This causes DMD patients to develop striated muscle deterioration that leads to eventual 
death in the third decade of life. There is currently no cure for DMD and treatments that stimulate 
the membrane repair process in muscle fibers have been greatly overlooked and underutilized as 
a potential therapeutic approach. This project investigates a novel membrane repair signaling 
cascade in skeletal muscle that utilizes glucose storage vesicles (GSVs) and their key regulators 
Akt Substrate 160 kDa (AS160) and rab G proteins as a means to close membrane wounds. 
Based on our preliminary data, we hypothesize that AS160 phosphorylation and activation of 
associating rab G proteins facilitate the translocation of intracellular GSVs to disruption sites in 
the sarcolemma membrane for wound closure. Thus, modulating the function of these proteins 
may stimulate repair and have therapeutic benefits for DMD. Through the use of mutant plasmids 
and live cell imaging, we have observed that GSVs containing the glucose transport protein 
GLUT4, as well as affiliated rabs, translocate to injury cites in C2C12 myoblasts and isolated 
mouse muscle fibers. We have also identified that AS160 phosphorylation from the 
phosphoinositide-3 kinase (PI3K)/Akt1 signaling axis regulates membrane repair in cultured 
muscle cells. Importantly, we have screened GSV associating rab G proteins and have found that 
specific rab proteins are involved in sarcolemma membrane repair in vivo, and that activating 
rab10 significantly improves membrane resealing in vivo in the muscle of a Duchenne muscular 
dystrophy mouse model (MDX). This project explores a novel signaling cascade controlling 
membrane repair that could be leveraged to develop new therapies for muscle disease and injury. 
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Oral Presentation 57:  

Nucleoside Transporters and Stem Cell Homeostasis 

 
Presenter: Rajgopal Govindarajan; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: Mutations exclusively in equilibrative nucleoside transporter 3 (ENT3), the only 
intracellular nucleoside transporter within the solute carrier 29 (SLC29) gene family, cause an 
expanding spectrum of human genetic disorders (e.g., H syndrome, PHID syndrome, and 
SHML/RDD syndrome). Here, we identify adult stem cell deficits that drive ENT3-related 
abnormalities in mice. ENT3 deficiency alters hematopoietic and mesenchymal stem cell fates; 
the former leads to stem cell exhaustion, and the latter leads to breaches of mesodermal tissue 
integrity. The molecular pathogenesis stems from the loss of lysosomal adenosine transport, 
which impedes autophagy-regulated stem cell differentiation programs via misregulation of the 
AMPK-mTOR-ULK axis. Furthermore, mass spectrometry-based metabolomics and 
bioenergetics studies identify defects in fatty acid utilization, and alterations in mitochondrial 
bioenergetics can additionally propel stem cell deficits. Genetic, pharmacologic and stem cell 
interventions ameliorate ENT3-disease pathologies and extend the lifespan of ENT3-deficient 
mice. These findings delineate a primary pathogenic basis for the development of ENT3 spectrum 
disorders and offer critical mechanistic insights into treating human ENT3-related disorders. 
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Oral Presentation 58:  

Light-triggered DsiRNA Delivery using Photosensitizer-
Conjugated, Sulfonated Polyplexes 

 
Presenter: Anu Puri; National Cancer Institute, USA 

Abstract: Translation potential of RNA interference (RNAi) nanotherapeutics remains challenging 
due to limitations such as in vivo off-target effects and poor endosomal escape. Here, we aimed 
to develop polymer-based nanoplexes for controlled intracellular delivery of dicer substrate siRNA 
(DsiRNA), using a light activation approach. We investigated polyethylenimine (PEI) or its 
sulfonated derivatives (sulfo-PEI) that are (i) covalently linked to pyropheophorbide-α (Pyro), a 
far-red photosensitizer, and (ii) bear variations in available free amines for protonation modulation. 
These pyro-PEIs were complexed with nucleic acids to generate either fluorescently-labeled DNA 
nanoplexes (Atto488DNA-NPs) for cellular uptake or DsiRNA nanoplexes (eGFP-siRNA-NPs and 
PLK1-siRNA-NPs) for gene silencing studies. Cellular uptake of Atto488DNA-NPs by human 
breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231) occurred in a dose and temperature-dependent manner, 
exhibiting reduced uptake by the sulfonated pyro-PEI as expected. Gene silencing enhancements 
upon photoactivation were tested for an oncogene Polo-like kinase 1 (PLK1) and eGFP following 
pretreatments with a 661-nm laser source. Non-sulfonated PEI/eGFP-siRNA-NPs promoted 
eGFP silencing (~30-50%) in MDA-MB-231-eGFP cells; however, no further decrease in eGFP 
levels was observed upon laser pretreatments. In contrast, sulfo-PEI/eGFP-siRNA-NPs failed to 
downregulate eGFP prior to laser treatments (~0-10%); photoactivation restored measurable 
eGFP silencing (~40-60%). In accordance with these observations, a clear reduction in PLK1 
levels in MDA-MB-231 cells was seen upon laser treatments only for sulfo-PEI/PLK1-siRNA-NPs. 
In contrast, photoactivation did not result in further reduction in PLK1 expression when non-
sulfonated PEI were used. Taken together, sulfonated pyro-PEI holds potential as a light-
controlled delivery platform for on-demand gene silencing. 
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Oral Presentation 59:  

Nucleic Acid Based Switches: A Set of Context Sensitive 
Logic Systems for Controlled Release of Oligonucleotides 

 
Presenter: Bruce Shapiro; NIH/NCI Canter for Cancer Research, USA 

Abstract: Typical methodologies that utilize RNAs as targeting agents to control diseased cells 
rely on pre-analysis of the state of cells to be targeted followed by delivery of the agent e.g. 
antisense, antimiRs or siRNAs. Thus, the therapeutic step is separate from the diagnostic step. 
We developed a set of context-sensitive RNA-based logic switches that combine both steps within 
logic constructs. This allows for the conditional activation or deactivation of the release of single-
stranded or double-stranded RNAs as a function of the presence or lack of presence of triggering 
RNAs. In addition, the constructs were designed to permit alteration of the trigger (diagnostic 
component) and the targeting agent (therapeutic component) with minimal changes to the 
remainder of the switch. The switch constructs are formed by assembly of RNA/DNA hybrid 
duplexes, thus significantly reducing the need for base modifications to protect against nucleases. 
Examples of the design and utilization of several different conditional switches will be presented. 
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Oral Presentation 60:  

EVs as siRNA Delivery Vehicles for Functional Knockdown in 
Cells 

 
Presenter: Senny Nordmeier; System Biosciences, USA 

Abstract: Introduction: In recent years, there has been an increase in the number of RNA 
candidate drugs that have progressed to human clinical trials. RNA-based therapeutics, including 
short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and antisense oligonucleotides, have gained increasing attention 
in their potential to target and regulate gene and gene products. An ongoing challenge in RNA 
therapeutics is the method of delivery of RNA molecules since they are prone to nucleic acid 
degradation, immune system activation, and difficulties in passively crossing the plasma 
membrane. Extracellular vesicles (EVs) can be utilized as a nanoparticle-based delivery vehicle 
for RNA. These 50-150 nm-sized vesicles mediate cell-to-cell communication by delivering cargo 
from secreting cells to specific tissues and recipient cells. Here we developed and optimized a 
method of loading EVs with small RNAs using a chemical transfection reagent. Methods: Isolated 
EVs from tissue culture media were loaded with siRNA using the new ExoFect siRNA/miRNA 
transfection reagent. Next, the reaction was passed through a clean-up column to remove excess 
siRNA and transfection reagent. The transfected EVs were added onto cells to knock-down 
expression of the pre-determined targets. After the incubation period, the cells were checked for 
morphology, then harvested, lysed and analyzed for target protein knock-down by Western blot. 
Additionally, RNA was isolated from cell lysates and quantified for degradation of the target by 
RT-qPCR. CCK8 assay was used to determine cell viability after delivery of EVs loaded with 
control siRNA and other siRNAs, and presence of common cytokines were examined to gauge 
the level of reagent associated toxicity, if any. Results: Fluorescent imaging showed incorporation 
of control Cy3-labeled siRNA into cells. RT-qPCR and Western blotting analyses showed results 
of concordant knock-down of the HPRT mRNA and protein, respectively, while the expression of 
the control housekeeping gene, ß2 microglobulin, remains undeterred. In another experiment, 
cells exhibited abnormal nuclear morphology after delivery of siRNA against TOR1AIP1, which 
encodes a membrane protein localized in the inner nuclear membrane. Cell viability was not 
affected while expression level of TNF-α and IFN-α remained low, indicating that cellular stress 
was not induced by our reagents and protocol. Summary/conclusions: Our results provide a 
unique method to develop and utilize EVs as siRNA delivery vehicles for the implementation of 
targeted gene silencing. 
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Oral Presentation 61:  

RNA Nanotechnology to Display Ligand on Extracellular 
Vesicles for Cancer Regression 

 
Presenter: Fengmei Pi; ExoNanoRNA, USA 

Abstract: RNA Nanotechnology is explored for directional control. Altering the orientation of arrow-
shaped RNA was made to control the display of RNA ligand on extracellular vesicle membranes 
for specific targeting. Placing membrane anchoring molecule cholesterol at the tail of the arrow 
results in display of RNA ligand on the surface of the extracellular vesicle; while placing 
cholesterol at the head of arrow results in partial loading of RNA nanoparticles into the 
extracellular vesicle. Taking advantage of the RNA ligand for specific targeting and extracellular 
vesicles for efficient membrane fusion, the resulting ligand-displaying extracellular vesicles can 
delivery siRNA specifically to cancer cells, and efficiently block tumor growth in three type of mice 
models. Extracellular vesicles displaying an PSMA binding aptamer loaded with survivin siRNA 
inhibited prostate cancer mice xenograft; Extracellular vesicles displaying an EGFR binding 
aptamer loaded with survivin siRNA inhibited breast cancer mice orthotopic xenograft; 
Extracellular vesicles displaying folate loaded with survivin siRNA inhibited patient derived 
colorectal cancer xenograft. 

References: Pi F, Binzel D, Lee TJ, Li Z, Sun M, Rychahou P, Li H, Haque F, Wang S, Croce CM, 
Guo B, Evers BM,Guo P. Nanoparticle orientation to control RNA loading and ligand display on 
extracellular vesicles for cancer regression. Nature Nanotechnology. 2018 Jan; 13(1):82-89. 
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Oral Presentation 62:  

"Joint Ventures" - Delivery Strategies of siRNA and Protein for 
Treating Osteoarthritis 

 
Presenter: Sean Bedingfield; Vanderbilt University, USA 

Abstract: Osteoarthritis (OA) has no cure, and there are no approved disease modifying OA drugs 
(DMOADs). OA is a debilitating, inflammatory disease that is growing in prevalence due to the 
aging and increasingly-obese population. Patients are relegated to pain killer regimens until the 
degenerative disease becomes unbearable at which point full joint replacement becomes 
necessary. OA progression is associated with inflammation and is driven specifically by MMP13-
mediated destruction and loss of collagen type 2 (CII). We potently suppressed MMP13 by RNA 
interference using a polymeric siRNA nanocarrier that selectively binds and is retained at sites of 
early cartilage damage where CII becomes surface-exposed (unlike in healthy cartilage where it 
is hidden under an intact aggrecan layer). Our targeted siRNA nanocarrier is surface-
functionalized with an antibody that selectively binds and is preferentially retained at sites of 
exposed CII (mAbCII), creating a localized drug depot on damaged cartilage. The targeted carrier 
loaded with siRNA against MMP13 (mAbCII-siNP/siMMP13) is better retained within injured joints, 
robustly silences local MMP13 expression, and slows the progression of osteoarthritis severity 
following six weeks of treatment (1x/wk) in mice. Additional efforts in protein delivery, small 
molecules, and extended siRNA delivery using nano-in-micro carrier formulations will also be 
discussed. 
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Oral Presentation 63:  

Development of Nanomaterials for mRNA Therapeutics and 
Genome Editing 

 
Presenter: Yizhou Dong; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: Messenger RNA (mRNA) therapeutics have shown great promise for purpose of 
expressing functional proteins. However, the efficient and safe delivery of mRNA remains a key 
challenge for the clinical application of mRNA based therapeutics. Lipid and lipid-like 
nanoparticles possess the potential for mRNA delivery. Herein, we designed N1,N3,N5-tris(2-
aminoethyl)benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxamide (TT). We applied an orthogonal experimental design to 
investigate the impacts of formulation components on delivery efficiency. TT3 LLNs, a lead 
materials fully recovered the level of human factor IX (hFIX) to normal physiological values in FIX-
knockout mice. In addition, we demonstrated that TT3 LLNs were capable of effectively delivering 
Cas9 mRNA and guide RNA to the mouse liver for genome editing. 
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Oral Presentation 64:  

RNA Nanoparticle Based Targeted Therapy for Glioblastoma 

 
Presenter: Tae Jin Lee; UT Health Medical School, USA 

Abstract: Aberrant expression of certain microRNAs (miRNAs) has been implicated in cancers as 
a promising druggable target due to the fact that a modulation of the deregulated single miRNA 
seems to revert the therapeutically unfavorable gene expressions in cancer cell by targeting 
multiple genes. Systemic administration of therapeutic siRNA/microRNA for targeted treatment of 
glioblastoma, one of the most deadly cancers, requires robust and efficient delivery platform 
without immunogenicity. Here we report newly emerged multivalent naked RNA nanoparticle 
(RNP), named FA-pRNA-3WJ, based on pRNA 3-way-junction (3WJ) from bacteriophage phi29 
to target glioblastoma cells with folate (FA) ligand and deliver siRNA/microRNA for tumor cell 
killing. Systemically injected FA-pRNA-3WJ RNPs successfully targeted and delivered miRNA 
inhibitory sequences into brain tumor cells in mice, and efficiently reduced target gene 
expressions leading to improved survival rate. The RNA nanoparticle-based miRNA modulation 
strategy has been successfully applied to preclinical evaluation for human glioblastoma. 
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Oral Presentation 65:  

Overcoming Therapeutic Resistance of Human Breast Cancer 
by RNA Nanotechnology 

 
Presenter: Xiaoting Zhang; University of Cincinnati, USA 

Abstract: Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer and a leading cause of death among 
Western women. Most breast cancers (75%) express the estrogen receptor (ER), and anti-
estrogens such as tamoxifen have been widely used in ERa-positive breast cancer patients for 
breast cancer treatment. Unfortunately, up to half of all ER-positive tumors either do not respond 
to these endocrine therapies or, after initial successful treatment, the tumors recur as endocrine-
resistant breast cancer. Our recently published studies have established ER coactivator MED1 
as a key mediator in both anti-estrogen resistance of human breast cancer. Clinically, MED1 is 
overexpressed in 40-60% of human breast cancers and its overexpression highly correlates with 
poor survival of breast cancer patients treated with anti-estrogens. Interestingly, most recent 
studies have also reported an increased frequency of MED1 mutations in circulating tumor cells 
of human patients following anti-estrogen treatments. Our studies using both cell and animal 
models have further revealed critical roles for MED1 in breast tumor progression, metastasis, 
cancer stem cell formation and therapeutic resistance. We have now utilized an RNA 
nanotechnology-based innovative approach to generate multifunctional RNA nanoparticles that 
specifically targeted human breast cancer cells to silence and block MED1 functions to overcome 
breast cancer metastasis and therapy resistance. Specifically, we utilized a 3-WJ pRNA 
nanodelivery system to assemble the RNA nanoparticle harboring a HER2-targeting aptamer, 
and siRNAs or RNA aptamer against MED1. Importantly, we found that these highly stable and 
bio-safe RNA nanoparticles could efficiently target breast cancer cells, deplete the expression of 
MED1 and decrease ER-mediated gene transcription and function both in vitro and in vivo. 
Significantly, these RNA nanoparticles not only greatly reduce the growth, metastasis and cancer 
stem cell formation of these breast cancer cells, but are also able to overcome therapeutic 
resistance in vivo. 
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Oral Presentation 66:  

Specific Delivery of Delta-5-desaturase siRNA via RNA 
Nanoparticle supplemented with Dihomo-γ-linolenic Acid for 
Colon Cancer Suppression 

 
Presenter: Steven Y Qian; North Dakota State University, USA 

Abstract: We have previously demonstrated that DGLA treatment along with Delta-5-Desaturase 
(D5D) siRNA in various types of cancer cells enhances the formation of 8-HOA from COX-2-
catalyzed DGLA peroxidation, which in turn inhibits cancer cell growth and migration. However, 
delivery of naked siRNA remains a formidable challenge due to its “off-target” effect. In this study, 
we employed RNA nanotechnology for specific delivery of D5D-siRNA to xenograft colon tumors 
using 3WJ RNA nanoparticles. When a targeting module, i.e., the EpCAM aptamer, was 
incorporated, the 3WJ pRNA nanoparticles were able specifically deliver D5D siRNA to human 
colon cancer HCA-7 cells both in vitro and in vivo, resulting in significant downregulation of D5D 
expression. Co-treatment with DGLA in combination with 3WJ-EpCAM-siRNA induced a higher 
DGLA/AA ratio and enhanced formation of 8-HOA at a threshold level, and in HCA-7 tumor-
bearing mice, induced significant tumor suppression. We further confirmed that 8-HOA formation, 
promoted by COX-2-catalyzed DGLA peroxidation, inhibited HDAC and consequently induced 
apoptosis in tumor cells. Therefore, the 3WJ RNA nanoparticle system holds great promise as a 
suitable therapeutic delivery platform for colon cancer therapy. 
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Oral Presentation 67:  

Circadian Regulation of Alternative Splicing of 
Neurofibromatosis Type 1 Exon 23a in the Mouse Brain 

 
Presenter: Hua Lou; Case Western Reserve University, USA 

Abstract: Alternative splicing occurs in more than 94% of human genes. How alternative splicing 
is regulated in response to environmental signals is not well understood. Our group uses 
neurofibromatosis type 1 (Nf1) as a model to study signaling-induced splicing regulation. Nf1 is a 
tumor suppressor gene that plays an important role in the nervous system development and 
function. Nf1 contains an alternatively spliced exon, 23a, which shows distinct tissue specificity: 
predominantly skipped in the brain but included in many other tissues. Our previous studies 
demonstrate that inclusion of this exon significantly increases Ras/ERK signaling in cells (Hinman 
et al, Mol Cell Biol 2014; Nguyen, Hinman et al Hum Mol Gen 2017). As ERK activity changes 
dynamically during a circadian cycle, we hypothesize that alternative splicing of Nf1 exon 23a 
also undergoes dynamic circadian regulation. To test this hypothesis, we asked if and how 
inclusion of Nf1 exon 23a changes in a light-dark cycle in wild type mice. To examine different 
regions of the brain simultaneously, we carried out BaseScope RNA in situ hybridization (ISH) 
assay, which uses exon junction probes to analyze the splicing pattern (Guo et al., JoVE 2018). 
We analyzed the Nf1 exon 23a splicing patterns in mouse brain slices during a circadian cycle. 
We found that in hippocampus, inclusion of Nf1 23a displays a dynamic fluctuation during a 
circadian cycle, high during the light hours and low in dark hours. Interestingly, a previous study 
reported a dynamic phospho-ERK (pERK) level change in a circadian cycle in mouse 
hippocampus (Eckel-Mahan et al., Nat Neurosci 2008). The study demonstrated a higher pERK 
level during the day than during the night in mouse hippocampus, consistent with the idea that 
Nf1 exon 23s inclusion correlates with higher pERK level. These data demonstrate that dynamic 
changes of the alternative splicing pattern of Nf1 exon 23a occur under physiological conditions 
in vivo, which is correlated with the Ras-ERK activity. We are currently investigating the 
physiological role of the circadian regulation of alternative splicing of Nf1 exon 23a. 
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Oral Presentation 68:  

DNA Nanodevices to Probe and Control Biomolecules and 
Nanomaterials 

 
Presenter: Carlos Castro; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: DNA origami devices have strong potential for manipulating other nanoscale objects 
because they have precisely controlled shape, tunable motion, and mechanical properties, and 
can be functionalized with a number of biomolecules. Potential applications include probing 
molecular structure and dynamics, and the ability to actuate DNA origami devices opens a 
possibility to apply forces that influence the molecular structure and dynamics. Current biophysical 
methods have limitations for nanoscale measurements such as challenges with determining site-
specific deformations, in addition to being challenging and expensive. Dynamic DNA origami can 
address such challenges by providing versatile devices to accommodate shape, conformational 
changes, and force response of biomolecules or nanomaterials on the 10-100nm length scale. I 
will discuss two studies that integrate DNA origami with other nanoscale components. The first 
study leverages DNA origami to develop tools to study biophysical properties of the biomolecular 
complexes. We previously demonstrated the use of DNA nanocalipers to probe the structure and 
stability of nucleosomes3, which are the fundamental packing unit of genomic DNA in cells. Here 
we focus on enhancing the function of DNA nanocalipers to apply tensile and compressive forces 
to incorporated samples. In particular, we demonstrate our ability to apply compressive forces by 
forcing a DNA sample into highly bent states. The second study leverages a similar DNA 
nanostructure to control the organization of nanoparticles. Specifically we form a hierarchical 
assembly of DNA devices to make an array of nanoparticles and leverage thermal actuation of 
the devices to regulate the geometry of the array. These assemblies extend the structural control 
and rapid actuation (~seconds) of DNA origami to the micron-scale. 
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Oral Presentation 69:  

Design of DNA Nanomachine and Nanorobots from a 
Mechanical Engineering Perspective 

 
Presenter: Haijun Su; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: In this talk, I will present how the kinematics and mechanism theories are applied to the 
design of nanometer scale machines and robots using the emerging DNA origami nanotechnology 
which is a self-assembly process for design and fabrication of complex 3D nanostructures using 
DNA as functional materials. We have demonstrated this method by designing and physically 
fabricating a series of nanoscale classic kinematic joints such as revolute, prismatic, cylindrical, 
universal and spherical joints as well as several representative mechanisms including Bennett 4-
bar, crank-slider and compliant bistable mechanisms etc. This work lays out the foundation for 
DNA nanorobots that may be applied to numerous applications such as drug delivery, precision 
medicine. I will also present our recent work on developing a new method called “projection 
kinematics” for analysis of 3D configurations of DNA mechanisms and uncertainty quantification 
of these DNA mechanisms using variational kinematics. 
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Oral Presentation 70:  

Rational Design of Transition Metal Oxides-based Peroxidase 
Mimics 

 
Presenter: Hui Wei; Nanjing University, China 

Abstract: Nanozymes, the nanomaterials with enzymatic activities, have received great attention 
recently due to their distinct advantages over natural enzymes and the conventional artificial 
enzymes. To date, various enzymes have been mimicked by different nanomaterials. Among 
them, peroxidase-like nanozymes have attracted particular attention because of their importance 
for biomedical applications. Despite the substantial progress, the current nanozymes have been 
developed by a “trial-and-error” strategy. To address this issue, herein we report our recent 
progress in rational design of transition metal oxides-based peroxidase mimics. Using perovskite 
oxides as a model, we showed that their peroxidase-like activities could be predicted by the eg 
occupancy of the transition metals. Interestingly, a volcano profile was obtained for the 
peroxidase-like activities versus the eg occupancy (i.e., the perovskites with eg of around 1 had 
high activities while that with eg of 0 and 2 had negligible activities). Moreover, a detailed DFT 
calculations revealed the catalytic mechanism, which in turn rationalized the eg occupancy 
dependent activities. This work may pave a new way to rational design of high performance 
nanozymes for wide applications. 

References: 1. H. Wei, E. K. Wang, “Nanomaterials with enzyme-like characteristics 
(nanozymes): next-generation artificial enzymes”, Chem. Soc. Rev., 2013, 42, 6060-6093. 2. J. 
Wu, X. Wang, Q. Wang, Z. Lou, S. Li, Y. Zhu, L. Qin, H. Wei, “Nanomaterials with enzyme-like 
characteristics (nanozymes): next-generation artificial enzymes (II)”, Chem. Soc. Rev., 2019, 48, 
1004-1076. 3. X. Wang, X. J. Gao, L. Qin, C. Wang, L. Song, Y.-N. Zhou, G. Zhu, W. Cao, S. Lin, 
L. Zhou, K. Wang, H. Zhang, Z. Jin, P. Wang, X. Gao, H. Wei, “eg occupancy as an effective 
descriptor for the catalytic activity of perovskite oxide-based peroxidase mimics”, Nature 
Commun., 2019, 10, 704. 
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Oral Presentation 71:  

Regulating the recruitment of effector proteins to a CRISPR-
Cas complex with an engineered allosteric switch that senses 
DNA binding 

 
Presenter: Jesse Zalatan; University of Washington, USA 

Abstract: Long-range DNA loops appear to play a key role in linking regulatory sites to their target 
genes in eukaryotic cells. To test the functional significance of these loops, we need tools to 
systematically engineer loops between discrete sites in the genome. In principle, programmable 
CRISPR-Cas complexes coupled to protein interaction domains could be used to form loops. In 
practice, however, a contact between two DNA-bound effector proteins will face competition from 
free, unbound effector proteins. To address this problem, we have coupled an allosteric protein 
switch to the CRISPR-Cas complex so that it only recruits its target when the complex is bound 
to DNA. This DNA sensing function depends on colocalization of two modified guide RNAs that 
cooperatively mediate switch assembly. We have prototyped this system in yeast, demonstrating 
that DNA binding triggers activation of the switch and expression of a downstream reporter gene. 
Future work will test whether this system can effectively coordinate the formation of DNA loops. 
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Oral Presentation 72:  

Quadruplex-based technologies for point-of-care DNA 
diagnostics 

 
Presenter: Besik Kankia; The Ohio State University, USA  

Abstract: Due to remarkable self-assembly properties, DNA duplex has been established as the 
excellent material for both static and dynamic nanotechnologies. All current DNA nanodevices 
rely on strand-displacement approach between DNA duplex. I propose to introduce a novel drive 
mechanism for nucleic acid nanodevices employing energy stored in non-canonical DNA 
structures. This approach is based on tertiary structure transformation (TST) between DNA duplex 
and non-canonical structures (i.e., DNA or RNA quadruplex). The advantages of TST and 
application in signal amplification will be discussed 
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Oral Presentation 73:  

The RNA Nanomachines of Gene Expression Dissected at the 
Single Molecule Level 

 
Presenter: Nils Walter; University of Michigan, USA 

Abstract: Over two decades, the Walter lab has addressed the overarching hypothesis that 
dynamic RNA structures are a major determinant of the outcomes of gene expression, often in 
ways that have been overlooked by a field that historically was rooted in genetics. Encapsulating 
the power of our pursuit, we recently combined single-molecule, biochemical and computational 
simulation approaches to show that transcriptional pausing at a site immediately downstream of 
a riboswitch requires a ligand-free pseudoknot in the nascent RNA, a precisely spaced consensus 
pause sequence, and electrostatic and steric interactions with the exit channel of bacterial RNA 
polymerase. We posit that many more examples of such intimate structural and kinetic coupling 
between RNA folding and gene expression remain to be discovered, leading to the exquisite 
regulatory control and kinetic proofreading enabling all life processes. Going forward, we are 
developing tools to observe single RNA nanomachines in action within their natural habitat, inside 
living cells.  
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Oral Presentation 74:  

Dynamics and Regulation of an RNA Conformational Switch 
Critical for HIV-1 Replication 

 
Presenter: Karin Musier-Forsyth; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: The highly conserved 5′UTR of the HIV-1 RNA genome is central to the regulation of 
virus replication. Biochemical and NMR experiments support a model in which the 5′UTR can 
transition between at least two conformational states. In one state, the genome remains a 
monomer, as the palindromic dimerization initiation site (DIS) is sequestered via base pairing to 
upstream sequences. In the second state, the DIS is exposed and the genome is competent for 
dimerization and packaging into assembling virions. According to this model the conformation of 
the 5′UTR determines the fate of the genome. In this work, the dynamics of this proposed 
conformational switch and the factors that regulate it were probed using multiple single-molecule 
and ensemble FRET assays. We find that the monomeric 5′UTR can spontaneously transition 
between two conformations, which have distinct intra-molecular base pairing. One of the observed 
conformations is competent for dimerization with a second 5′UTR molecule. Our results are 
consistent with the previously proposed model in which dimerization initiates by way of localized 
inter-molecular kissing-loop base pairing. The inter-molecular interface then extends, giving rise 
to the putative extended dimer. Our results show that annealing of tRNALys3, the primer for 
initiation of reverse transcription, can promote the kissing dimer, but not the extended dimer. In 
contrast, HIV-1 NC promotes formation of the extended dimer both in the absence and presence 
of tRNALys3. Thus, the HIV-1 5′UTR intrinsically samples conformations that are stabilized by 
both viral and host factor binding. Our data are consistent with an ordered series of events that 
involves primer annealing, genome dimerization, and virion assembly. 
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Oral Presentation 75:  

NIR-activated Mitochondria-targeting Hybrid Nanoparticles for 
Regulating ATP-driven Transmembrane Efflux Pumps to 
Overcome Cancer Drug Resistance 

 
Presenter: Xiaoming He; University of Maryland, USA 

Abstract: Multidrug resistance is a major challenge to cancer chemotherapy and is a major 
contributor to cancer relapse after chemotherapy. The multidrug resistance phenotype is 
associated with the overexpression of the adenosine triphosphate (ATP)-driven transmembrane 
efflux pumps in cancer cells. We designed a lipid membrane-coated silica-carbon (LSC) hybrid 
nanoparticle that targets mitochondria through pyruvate, to specifically produce reactive oxygen 
species (ROS) in mitochondria under near-infrared (NIR) laser irradiation. The ROS can oxidize 
the NADH into NAD+ in mitochondria, which minimizes the ATP production in mitochondria. This 
further minimizes the amount of ATP available for the efflux pumps to function. The treatment with 
LSC nanoparticles and NIR laser irradiation also reduces the expression and increases the 
intracellular distribution of the efflux pumps. Consequently, multidrug resistant cancer cells and 
their cancer stem cells (CSCs) lose their multidrug resistance capability for at least five days, 
creating a therapeutic window for chemotherapy. Our in vivo data show that the drug-laden LSC 
nanoparticles in combination with NIR laser treatment can effectively inhibit the growth of 
multidrug resistant tumors produced with their CSCs with no evident systemic toxicity. 
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Oral Presentation 76:  

Exosomes facilitate therapeutic targeting of survivin in 
NSCLC 

 
Presenter: Linlin Yang; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: Application of extracellular vesicles (EVs), especially exosomes as specific delivery 
vehicle for cancer therapy has received considerable attention in recent past years. Survivin 
(BIRC5) plays a key role in regulating cell cycle and apoptosis, and is highly expressed in the 
majority of malignant tumors. It is reported that downregulation of survivin increases 
chemotherapy induced apoptosis in non-small-cell-lung cancer (NSCLC) cells. In this study, we 
seek to test systemic delivery of exosomes targeting survivin in NSCLC cells as a novel 
therapeutic strategy. In this study, cushion ultracentrifugation coupled with equilibrium density 
gradient ultracentrifugation were used for purifying exosomes from HEK293T cells. Exosomes 
were characterized by NanoSight assay which revealed a median size of exosomes to be around 
160 nm. Western blotting confirmed expression of exosomal markers CD63 and TSG101 in 
purified exosomes. Survivin-siRNA (siSurvivin) was then loaded to exosomes. Exosomes 
exhibited high binding ability to NSCLC cells as determined by flow cytometry. In vitro survivin 
gene knockdown by the exosome/siSurvivin complexes was comparable to standard transfection 
techniques at both the mRNA and protein levels. By various biological functional assays, we found 
exosomes/siSurvivin complexes can suppress cell proliferation and increase cisplatin-induced 
cell apoptosis in NSCLC cells. Recently, it was reported that pRNA-3WJ can decorate human-
derived exosomes with cell targeting ligands for specific delivery of siRNA to tumors. In our study, 
EGFR aptamer was displayed on the outer surface of exosomes for targeted delivery of survivin 
siRNA to NSCLC cells. Compared to exosome/siSurvin, we observed that 
EGFRapt/exosome/siSurvivin complexes have higher binding ability to NSCLC cells, and could 
further suppress survivin expression, cell growth, and could also increase cisplatin-mediated 
cytotoxicity to induce more cell apoptosis. In conclusion, our study demonstrated an approach for 
direct and specific targeting of survivin in NSCLC using exosomes, implicating a broad application 
of exosomes as a delivery system of RNA interference strategies in NSCLC therapy. 
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Oral Presentation 77:  

RNA Nanoparticles Improve Paclitaxel Solubilization and 
Loading Capacity in Breast Cancer Therapy with Undetectable 
Toxicity 

 
Presenter: Mario Vieweger; ExoNanoRNA, USA 

Abstract: Paclitaxel has been widely used for the treatment of various cancers. However, its poor 
water-solubility and toxicity have been of serious concern in clinical applications. Polyethoxylated 
castor oil has been used to solubilize paclitaxel causing severe side effects and immunotoxicity 
in patients. RNA nanoparticles based on the phi29 motor pRNA-3WJ have been extensively 
explored as vehicles to carry drug for cancer therapy. Here we report the novel design and 
application of RNA four-way junction (4WJ-X) nanoparticles with ultra-thermodynamic stability, 
far superior to pRNA-3WJ, to solubilize and load paclitaxel at high yield for targeted cancer 
therapy. Each RNA nanoparticle was able to covalently load twenty-four copies of paclitaxel 
prodrug without dissociating or unfolding. More surprisingly, compared to the paclitaxel-free 
control, the RNA-paclitaxel complex displays higher structural stability and contrast as revealed 
by Cryo-EM, resulting in the improvement of resolution from 9 Å for paclitaxel-free RNA 
nanoparticles to 7 Å for the RNA-paclitaxel complex. These are the highest resolution Cryo-EM 
images of RNA molecules ever reported. The use of RNA nanoparticles as carrier, increased the 
water-solubility of paclitaxel by about 32,000-fold in comparison to free drug. After intravenous 
administration, paclitaxel was released from RNA nanoparticles harboring specific cancer 
targeting ligands (anti-EGFR aptamer), and dramatically inhibited breast cancer growth. The 
toxicity in organs and immune response in mice were almost undetectable. Due to increased 
safety and lowered side effects, no deaths were observed at a paclitaxel dose equal to reported 
LD50 of free drug; 12 mg/kg of free paclitaxel in mice was tested. In comparison to paclitaxel in 
castor oil, the cytokine induction for TNF-α, IL-6, IFN-α, and IFN-γ were reduced ten to hundred-
fold. The use of ultra-thermostable RNA nanoparticles addresses not only issues with RNA 
unfolding and RNA nanoparticle dissociation after high-density loading with chemotherapeutic 
drugs, but also provides a new nano-platform with favorable safety profile for specific chemo-drug 
delivery and effective cancer therapy. 

References: 1. Guo P. The emerging field of RNA nanotechnology. Nature Nanotechnology. 
2010. 5:833-42. 2. Shu D, Shu Y, Haque F, Guo P. Thermodynamically stable RNA three-way 
junction for constructing multifunctional nanoparticles for delivery of therapeutics. Nature 
Nanotechnology. 2011. 6:658-67. 
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Oral Presentation 78:  

RNA Nanoparticles Cooperated with Exosome as Efficient in 
vivo RNAi Delivery for Cancer Treatment 

 
Presenter: Zhefeng Li; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: Purpose: Develop a versatile platform for efficient target specific delivery of siRNAs for 
cancer treatment. Methods: We design membrane-anchoring arrowtail 3WJ RNA nanoparticles 
to display tumor targeting ligand (PSMA RNA aptamer or EGFR RNA aptamer or folate) on BIRC5 
siRNAs loaded exosomes (Fig.1). Nanoparticles were characterized by Nanoparticles Tracking 
Analysis (NTA), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). Exosomes were produced by Hollowfiber bioreactor and purify 
by Tangential Flow Filtration (TFF) follow by ultracentrifugation. Cell binding were evaluated by 
flowcytometry and confocal microscopy and gene knockdown effect were assay by quantity 
reverse transcription-PCR (qRT-PCR). Formulated exosomes were introduced to tumor (prostate, 
triple negative breast cancer, colon PDX) xenograft mice by tail-vein injection and evaluate in vivo 
tumor inhibition. Results: 1) We found the orientation of arrow-shaped RNA can be used to control 
ligand display on exosomes membranes for specific cell targeting. 2) By placing membrane-
anchoring cholesterol at the tail of the arrow results in display of RNA aptamer or folate on the 
outer surface of the exosomes and enhance cancer cell binding and uptake. 3) Taking advantage 
of the RNA ligand for specific targeting and exosomes for efficient cytosolic delivery, the resulting 
ligand-displaying exosomes or plant derived exosomes-like nanovesicles were capable of specific 
delivery of siRNA to cells, and efficiently blocked tumor growth in three cancer models. 
Conclusions: We developed an RNA-Exosomes based nanoparticles platform and shown the 
flexibility for different cancer type treatment. 
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Oral Presentation 79:  

The Ribosome: an Ancient Nano-Factory? 

 
Presenter: Luc Jaeger; University of California, USA 

Abstract: Through an extensive structural analysis of the ribosomal RNAs, we have garnered a 
great amount of information on the way RNA self-assemble and fold into complex three-
dimensional architectures. Organized three-dimensional networks of interactions often take 
advantage of recurrent structural modules (or motifs) that specify localized arrangements of 
conserved and semi-conserved nucleotides. Within ribosomal RNAs, structural modules are 
found in a variety of combinations to form distinctive and specialized local architectures (or native 
folds) able to perform specific operations including intermolecular recognition, catalytic, or 
mechanical functions. We have used these structural modules as molecular signatures for 
understanding the evolution of the ribosome before the emergence of the last Universal Common 
Ancestor (LUCA). As such, we have identified multiple instances of duplication and recombination 
of RNA structural modules within the ribosomal RNAs. While few of these modules are late 
additions to the pre-LUCA ribosome, more than two third of them are involved in rRNA regions 
that are among the most conserved and ancient parts of the ribosome. Our structural analysis of 
the ribosomal RNAs sheds new lights on the way the translational apparatus emerged and 
suggests that it evolved from a multifunctional nano-factory before the rise of LUCA. 
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Oral Presentation 80:  

A Mass Spectrometry-based Method for Identification of Post-
transcriptional RNA Modifications 

 
Presenter: Liqing He; University of Louisville, USA 

Abstract: Emerging evidences show the great importance of RNA modifications in multiple 
biological processes. However, the current analysis methods used for RNA modifications 
detection yields a high rate of false identifications. We present a liquid chromatography–mass 
spectrometry (LC-MS) based method for identification of RNA post-transcriptional modifications, 
where RNAs are first digested into oligonucleotides by RNases and the mixture of 
oligonucleotides are analyzed by LC-MS. We also developed an in-house software RNAFinder 
for identification of oligonucleotides and RNAs from the LC-MS data. For method development, a 
total of 18 synthesized non-modified oligonucleotides and 4 modified oligonucleotides were 
analyzed by LC-MS. RNAFinder correctly identified all oligonucleotides from the LC-MS data. To 
further test the performance of the LC-MS platform and the RNAFinder software, E. coli tRNAphe 
were digested by RNase T1. The digested oligonucleotides were analyzed by LC-MS. A total of 
12 oligonucleotides were identified from the LC-MS data, of which 6 were modified 
oligonucleotides. All of these 6 modified oligonucleotides agreed with the modifications of E. coli 
tRNAphe recorded in MODOMICS database. To further test the performance of the system, total 
tRNAs extracted from mouse liver were also digested by RNase T1 and the digested 
oligonucleotides were analyzed by LC-MS. A total of 179 oligonucleotides were identified, of 
which 22 were modified oligonucleotides. Among the modified oligonucleotides, 12 of them 
agreed with the modifications of 4 tRNAs (tRNAIle, tRNAMet, tRNALys and tRNAPhe) recorded 
in MODOMICS database. While the remaining modified oligonucleotides could not be matched in 
MODOMICS, some of these identified RNA modifications might be new discovery, some of them 
might be false identifications which means our method need to be improved. 
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Oral Presentation 81:  

A Novel but Simple Method to Obtain Highly Purified 
Exosomes with One-Step Ultracentrifugation 

 
Presenter: Yi Wang; ExoNanoRNA, China 

Abstract: Exosomes, which typically range from 20 to 150 nm in size, are membrane-derived 
nano- extracellular vesicles secreted by cells, and they have been found abundantly in biofluids. 
Originally exosomes were thought to act as cellular garbage disposals. Recent studies showed 
that exosomes not only can serve as biomarkers for diagnosis, but also can be used as an ideal 
delivery vehicle for drugs in therapeutics. To further explore the potentials of exosomes being as 
the therapeutic delivery vehicle, it is an essential step to purify them in high quality with high 
recovery and specificity. Here, we report a novel method to obtain intact round shape, high- quality 
and purity exosomes from cell culture media with one-step ultracentrifugation by using a 
compound ‘Exojuice’ as a cushion. Data of negative-stained electron microscopy, nanoparticle 
tracking analysis (NTA) and western blotting showed Exojuice can yield exosomes with the same 
size and high purity compared to the ones obtained by previous method of cushion 
ultracentrifugation using Optiprep (Pi et al., 2018 Nature Nanotechnology). Our method can be 
also extended to purify exosomes from other biofluids. 
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Oral Presentation 82:  

Allosteric Mechanisms of the Ring-shape Regulatory Protein 
TRAP via Statistical Thermodynamic Modeling 

 
Presenter: Weicheng Li; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: Allsotery is a potent mechanism for fine-tuning the activity of regulatory molecules. 
However, incomplete understanding of structural and energetic linkages make it difficult to predict 
allosteric behavior and to make use of it in protein and drug design. We investigate allostery in 
the ring-shaped homo-oligomeric protein TRAP (trp RNA-binding Attenuation Protein) from 
Bacillus halodurans (Bha). Bha TRAP assembles into a dodecameric (12-mer) protein ring that 
can bind up to 12 tryptophan molecules (Trp), which activates the protein to bind specifically to 
RNA sequences in the 5’ leader region of the trp operon, thereby attenuating Trp biosynthesis. 
To quantitatively decipher the homotropic allostery (Trp-Trp) in Bha TRAP, we establish a 
statistical thermodynamic model that itemizes the probability of each of its 2^12 = 4,096 Trp(n)-
TRAP(12)  configurations, and parameterize it by globally fitting ITC data recorded over a range 
of temperatures. This model is based on the assumption that Trp allosteric communication is 
dominated by nearest neighbor (NN) effects. To validate the model and refine its parameters, we 
eliminate the NN-effect on the TRAP rings by constructing fusion proteins that link wild type 
protomer with a Trp binding deficient protomer. Thus, in this engineered dTRAP, each Trp binding 
site is neighbored by two unbound sites. We then characterize these engineered proteins via ITC, 
NMR, and native mass spectrometry. Our findings indicate that the NN effect is essential to enable 
to Trp-Trp homotropic communication. We then examine heterotrophic Trp-RNA allostery using 
a similar approach. Combined with high-resolution structural data, the NN thermodynamic model 
allows quantitation of structure-energy linkages 
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Oral Presentation 83:  

An Innovative Technique to Deliver Nanomedicines Locally to 
the Disease Site to Treat Early Stage Pancreatic Cancer—
EOCT-guided Therapy 

 
Presenter: Lanchun Lu; The Ohio State University, USA 

Abstract: We propose a novel technique – EOCT-guided Therapy to deliver nanomedicines locally 
focusing to early stage pancreatic cancerous tumors. Pancreatic cancer is one of the most lethal 
cancers with the 5-year survival rate being only ~7%. The key to curing and prolonging the life of 
pancreatic cancer patients is early detection and treatment. We have developed and patented an 
innovative technique using ultra-high resolution endoscopic Optical Coherence Tomography 
(EOCT) to detect early stage pancreatic cancer and to ablate it locally with a focus radiation/drug 
dose under the guidance of the EOCT. Nanomedicine is considered to be a promising new 
modality to treat cancers, while most Nano-drugs are still at preclinical stages that are limited to 
mouse experiments. Major concerns for Nano-drugs are the toxicity and the efficacy of cancer-
cell killing because many Nano-drugs are intravenously injected. We hypothesize that locally 
delivered Nano-drugs will greatly reduce the toxicity and enhance the efficacy of the cancer-cell 
killing while maximizing sparing the healthy tissues/organs. We will use our patented technique 
to test several Nano-drugs developed by Dr. Peixuan Guo’s Lab to treat early stage pancreatic 
cancer or other lumen-type cancers. OCT is an imaging technique with ultra-high spatial 
resolution (~5 μm) to obtain real time images of biological tissue in vivo. We built such an 
endoscopic OCT (EOCT) imaging system to detect the μm-size tumors arising from the inside 
wall of the pancreatic duct, especially the region near the pancreas head and the bile duct. The 
imaging system is mainly composed of: (1) an EOCT probe with a detector of 0.8 mm in diameter 
and 2 mm in length attached to an optical fiber that transfers the signals to the spectrometer and 
the data processing system, (2) a transparent catheter of 1 mm inner-diameter that allows the 
EOCT probe to travel through to the disease site for imaging, and (3) the computer to display live 
or offline EOCT images and store the imaging data. To image pancreatic cancers, we first insert 
a catheter tube into the pancreatic duct, then insert the EOCT probe into the tube and connect 
the EOCT probe to the EOCT machine for imaging. When a tumor is found and the position of it 
is located, the EOCT probe is pulled out, and a Nano-drug will be delivered through the catheter 
tube to the tumor and ablate it. The catheter tube is used as the common pathway for both EOCT 
imaging probe to detect and locate tumors and for the Nanomedicines be sent to treat the 
discovered tumors. Using the device we were able to image the pancreatic duct and detected the 
cancerous structures in the resected pancreas from a patient. The proposed technique had been 
granted an US patent in March 2019. The next step is to test the Nano-drugs on the mice 
burdened with tumors of pancreatic cancer. If a Nano-drug is effective on treating the mice 
burdened with pancreatic cancer, we will grow pancreatic cancer on a large animal’s pancreas 
such as a swine’s pancreas and perform in vivo experiments on live swine to prove the reliability 
of the technique and the effects of the Nano-drugs, and then eventually to the human beings 
clinical trials. The technique can also be applied to other cancers such as esophagus, bronchus, 
and other lumen-type organs that are compatible with an endoscopic device.  
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Oral Presentation 84:  

The Precise Diagnosis of Cancer Invasion/Metastasis via 2D 
Laser Ablation Mass Mapping of Metalloproteinase in Primary 
Cancer Tissue 

 
Presenter: Xueyun Gao; Beijing University of Technology, China 

Abstract: Cancer invasion and metastasis remain the major causes of over 90% of patient deaths. 
Molecular imaging methods such as computed tomography (CT)/magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) can precisely assess primary regional lymph node invasion and distant organ metastasis 
via body scanning; however, such diagnostic methods are often utilized too late for cancer 
therapy. To date, pathologic methods mainly provide information on differentiation/proliferation 
and potential drug therapy biomarkers of primary tumors rather than precisely reveal tumor 
regional invasion and distant metastasis in the body. We hypothesized that quantification of 
membrane type-1 matrix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP) levels in primary tumor tissue will provide 
a precise assessment of tumor regional lymph node invasion and remote organ metastasis. In 
this work, we developed peptide-coated Au clusters with intrinsic red fluorescence and a specific 
mass signal. When these clusters labeled MT1-MMP in tumor tissue sections derived from the 
xenograft lung carcinoma model, human lung carcinoma and human renal carcinoma, we could 
directly observe MT1-MMP via optical fluorescence microscopy and quantitatively detect the MT1-
MMP expression level via laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry 2D 
mapping (2D-LA-Mass Mapping). By observing and quantifying the MT1-MMP expression level 
in primary human lung carcinoma and human renal carcinoma tissue sections, we precisely 
assessed the risk of primary tumor invasion/metastasis. Importantly, the accuracy of this 
pathologic method was verified by CT/MRI molecular imaging of cancer patients and traditional 
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining/immunohistochemistry (IHC)/immunofluorescence (IF) 
pathologic studies of primary tumor tissues. 
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Poster Abstract: 1 
Effect of Rotavirus vp6 Nanotubes on the Humoral Immune 
Response against Zika virus Envelope Protein 
 
Arturo Liñan, Ana Ruth Pastor, Octavio T. Ramírez, Laura A. Palomares 
 
Departamento de Medicina Molecular y Bioprocesos, Instituto de Biotecnología, 
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM) 
 
The Zika virus (ZikV) infection can cause congenital malformations and Guillain-Barré 
syndrome as more serious consequences. To date, there is no vaccine available against 
the ZikV. Several studies on vaccine candidates against ZikV have been reported and the 
envelope protein (E protein) has been selected as the main antigenic determinant for 
these candidates. On the other hand, the VP6 protein of rotavirus can self-assemble into 
tubular polymeric structures under certain conditions of pH and ionic strength when 
expressed in vitro. Recent studies have shown that VP6 nanotubes (VP6NT) have an 
adjuvant effect on the immunogenicity of norovirus (NoV) virus-like particles (VLPs) in 
mice. The main goal of this work is to evaluate the adjuvant activity of VP6NT on the 
recombinant ZikV E protein. In order to test this, VP6NT were produced in the insect cell-
baculovirus expression system and purified as previously reported by our group. BALB/c 
mice were immunized intramuscularly with 10 μg of commercial ZikV E protein either 
alone or in combination with 5 or 10 μg of VP6NT. Serum samples were collected and 
evaluated to detect ZikV E protein-specific IgG antibodies through ELISA test. We found 
that VP6NT increase the ZikV E protein-specific IgG titers of the group that received 10 
μg of ZikV E protein and 10 μg of VP6NT compared to the group that received 10 μg of 
ZikV E protein and 5 μg of VP6NT. Also, we found that mice immunized with 10 μg of 
ZikV E protein alone had a IgG titers higher than mice immunized with ZikV E protein plus 
VP6NT. 
 
References: 
Lin et al. (2018). Zika virus structural biology and progress in vaccine development. 
Biotechnology advances, 36(1), 47-53. Rodríguez-Galván et al. (2008). Scanning 
Tunneling Microscopy of Rotavirus VP6 Protein Self-Assembled into Nanotubes and 
Nanospheres. Journal of Scanning Probe Microscopy, 3(1-2), 25-31. Blazevic et al. 
(2011). Norovirus VLPs and rotavirus VP6 protein as combined vaccine for childhood 
gastroenteritis. Vaccine, 29(45), 8126-8133. Blazevic et al. (2016). Rotavirus capsid VP6 
protein acts as an adjuvant in vivo for norovirus virus-like particles in a combination 
vaccine. Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics, 12(3), 740-748. Plascencia-Villa et al. 
(2011). Strategies for the purification and characterization of protein scaffolds for the 
production of hybrid nanobiomaterials. Journal of Chromatography B, 879(15-16), 1105-
1111. 
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The Mechanics of ATP Binding and Hydrolysis by MutS 
Homologs 
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DNA Mismatch repair (MMR) is a highly conserved system that primarily recognizes and 
repairs replication associated misincorporation errors in DNA replication. MMR increases 
the fidelity of DNA replication up to 1000-fold. Mutations in the human MutS homolog 
(MSH) HsMSH2 or MutL homolog (MLH) HsMLH1 are the most common causes of the 
cancer predisposition Lynch syndrome or hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer. 
MSH clamps undergo a conformational change from searching clamps to stable sliding 
clamps upon mismatch binding and ADP-ATP exchange. A cycle of ATP hydrolysis must 
occur to return to the ADP bound searching clamp form. Previously, steady-state ATP 
hydrolysis of the MSH proteins on mismatched DNA has been shown to depend on ionic 
strength. We hypothesized the stability of MSH sliding clamps was similarly dependent 
upon ionic strength. We tested the formation, lifetime, frequency, and phosphate release 
of MSH sliding clamps through bulk biochemical analysis of both surface plasmon 
resonance (SPR) and stopped flow kinetics as well as single molecule total internal 
reflection fluorescence (smTIRF) microscopy. smTIRF analysis of labeled E.coli MutS 
was used to probe the stability and frequency of sliding clamps on an 18 kb λ-DNA 
containing a single mismatch. We observed no change in the lifetime of MutS sliding 
clamps while varying ionic strength. Bulk analysis was performed using short DNA oligos 
containing a mismatch with both blocked-end and open-ended DNAs. We saw no change 
in the binding or dissociation kinetics of the proteins. However, a clear difference was 
observed in the catalytic constant of phosphate release of blocked-end verses open-
ended DNAs. Previous experiments performed using open-ended DNA substrates may 
have unknowingly biased the data by allowing MSH clamps to slide off the DNA and 
hydrolyze in solution. Trapped protein on blocked-end DNAs allows us to measure 
physiologically relevant hydrolysis on DNA. The recycling of MSH clamps is regulated by 
ionic strength. 
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Chemotherapy Drugs Derived Nanoparticles Encapsulating 
mRNA Encoding Tumor Suppressor Proteins to Treat triple-
negative Breast Cancer 
 
Chengxiang Zhang1, §, Xinfu Zhang 1, §,†, Weiyu Zhao 1, §, Chunxi Zeng1, Wenqing Li1, 
Bin Li1, Xiao Luo1, Junan Li2, Justin Jiang1, Binbin Deng3, David W. McComb3, and 
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State University, Columbus, OH 43210, USA 2 College of Pharmacy, The Ohio State 
University, Columbus, OH 43210, USA 3 Center for Electron Microscopy and Analysis, 
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, The Ohio State University, Columbus, 
OH 43212, USA 4 Department of Biomedical Engineering, The Ohio State University, 
Columbus, OH 43210, USA 5 The Center for Clinical and Translational Science, The Ohio 
State University, Columbus, OH 43210, USA 6 The Comprehensive Cancer Center, The 
Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210, USA 7 Dorothy M. Davis Heart & Lung 
Research Institute, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210, USA 8 Department 
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address: State Key Laboratory of Fine Chemicals, Dalian University of Technology, 
Dalian 116024, China § Chengxiang Zhang, Xinfu Zhang, and Weiyu Zhao contributed 
equally to this work. 
 
Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is one type of the most aggressive breast cancers 
with poor prognosis. It is of great urgency to develop new therapeutics for treating TNBC. 
Based on current treatment guideline and genetic information of TNBC, a combinational 
therapy platform integrating chemotherapy drugs and mRNA encoding tumor suppressor 
proteins may become an efficacious strategy. In this study, we developed paclitaxel 
amino lipid (PAL) derived nanoparticles (NPs) to incorporate both chemotherapy drugs 
and P53 mRNA. The PAL P53 mRNA NPs showed superior properties compared to 
Abraxane® and Lipusu® used in the clinic including high paclitaxel loading capacity (24 
wt.%, calculated by paclitaxel in PAL), PAL encapsulation efficiency (94.7% ± 6.8%) and 
mRNA encapsulation efficiency (88.7% ± 0.7%). Meanwhile, these NPs displayed 
synergetic cytotoxicity of paclitaxel and P53 mRNA in cultured TNBC cells. More 
importantly, we demonstrated in vivo anti-tumor efficacy of PAL P53 mRNA NPs in an 
orthotopic TNBC mouse model. Overall, these chemotherapy drugs derived mRNA NPs 
provide a new platform to integrate chemotherapy and personalized medicine using tumor 
genetic information, and therefore represent a promising approach for TNBC treatment. 
 
References: 
Zhang, C., Zhang, X., Zhao, W. et al. Nano Res. (2019). https://doi.org/10.1007/s12274-
019-2308-9 
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Photo-controlled Release of Paclitaxel and Model Drugs from 
RNA Pyramids 
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Stimuli-responsive release of drugs from nanocarrier in spatial-, temporal- and dosage-
controlled fashions is of great interest in pharmaceutics industry. Paclitaxel is one of the 
most effective and popular chemotherapeutic drugs against a number of cancers such as 
metastatic or non-metastatic breast cancer, non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), 
refractory ovarian cancer, AIDS-related Kaposi’s sarcoma, head and neck malignancies. 
Here, by taking the advantage of RNA nanotechnology in materials and biomedicine, we 
report the development of a three-dimensional (3D) pyramid-shaped RNA nano-cage for 
photo-controlled release of cargo, using paclitaxel as a model drug. Light-triggered 
release of paclitaxel or fluorophore Cy5 was achieved by the incorporation of photo-
cleavable spacers (PC) within RNA nanoparticles. Upon irradiation by ultraviolet light, 
cargos were rapidly released within 5 min. In vitro breast cancer cell treatment with RNA 
nanoparticles harboring photo-cleavable paclitaxel exhibited higher cytotoxicity compared 
to their counterparts without photo-cleavable spacer. The methodology provides a proof-
of-concept in the application of light-triggered controlled release of drugs in RNA 
nanocages. 
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Sustainability Analysis of Solar/biomass Energy System 
 
Congguang Zhang 
 
The Ohio State University 
 
Domestic heating systems have long been playing a significant role in China’s energy 
structure. The sustainability of a hybrid solar-biogas heating system (SBHS) under 
various feedstock fermentation scenarios was evaluated using emergy analysis. 
Representative emergy indices such as transformities, emergy yield ratio (EYR), 
environmental loading ratio (ELR), emergy sustainability index (ESI), ratio of waste 
treatment (%W), feedback yield ratio (FYR), and emission mitigation intensity (EMI; 
g/1010 sej) were selected to evaluate the sustainability performance of different feedstock 
scenarios including cow dung (CD), swine manure (SM), and poultry manure (PM). The 
results showed that PM fermentation scenario had greater market competitiveness, lower 
environmental pressure, better sustainability, and self-organizing ability than the other 
two options. However, both the emergy efficiency and the CO2 emissions mitigation 
intensity of PM scenario were worse than that of the SM and CD. Moreover, compared 
with other biogas systems and traditional agricultural systems, the hybrid SBHS was 
proved to be a promising mode for the treatment of rural manure waste with favorable 
economic benefits and environmental sustainability. 
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FR3D: A Tool for Finding Recurrent Motifs in RNA 3D 
Structures 
 
William Xi1,Neocles Leontis2. Craig Zirbel3 
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State University. 3Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Bowling Green State 
University 
 
FR3D (Find RNA 3D) is a methodology to find recurrent motifs of up to around 15 
nucleotides in RNA 3D structures. Motifs can be described in three ways: 1. Geometric, 
where the user lists a set of nucleotides and the program finds other sets of nucleotides 
with similar geometry; 2. Symbolic, where the user tells the number of nucleotides in the 
motif and enough pairwise relationships between them (a specific basepairing type, 
stacking, adjacency in the nucleotide sequence, and many others) and the program finds 
all sets of nucleotides satisfying all of the constraints; 3. Mixed, where the user lists 
nucleotides and supplements with a list of symbolic constraints. The instances that are 
found can be compared and grouped geometrically, and the pairwise interactions that 
they make can be tabulated. The program was originally released as Matlab code [1], 
then a webserver was released [2], and now a standalone Python version and a new 
webserver are available. The new programs are considerably faster for searching across 
many 3D structure files and have new capabilities which will be described. 
 
References: 
1. FR3D: Finding Local and Composite Recurrent Structural Motifs in RNA 3D Structures, 
by Michael Sarver, Craig L. Zirbel, Jesse Stombaugh, Ali Mokdad, Neocles B. Leontis. 
Journal of Mathematical Biology. 56, Nos. 1-2, January 2008. 2.WebFR3D - a server for 
finding, aligning and analyzing recurrent RNA 3D motifs, by Anton I. Petrov, Craig L. 
Zirbel, Neocles B. Leontis. Nucleic Acids Research, 2011. 
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RNA Nanotechnology for Specific Delivery of Anti-miRNA for 
Suppression of Breast, Prostate and Brain Cancer 
 
Dan Shu1*, Daniel Binzel1, Tae Jin Lee1, Hongran Yin1, Yi Shu2, Hui Li1, Ren Xu2, Bin 
Guo3, Carlo M. Croce1 & Peixuan Guo1* 
 

1The Ohio State University, USA; 2University of Kentucky, USA; 3University of Houston, 
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MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are non-coding RNA molecules that regulating post-transcriptional 
gene expression and cellular differentiation, proliferation and apoptosis. The oncogenic 
microRNA-21 gene (miR-21) has been identified commonly overexpressed in solid 
tumors such as breast, lung, prostate, colon, brain cancers etc. Knocked down miR-21 
expression by anti-miR21 has been proposed to treat solid tumors by up-regulating tumor 
suppressors, PTEN and PDCD4. However, delivery of anti-miR21 to the tumor without 
collateral damage requires an efficient and robust platform. Here, we report the 
application of RNA nanotechnology using three-way-junction (3WJ) nanoparticles derived 
from phi29 DNA packaging motor for specific delivery of anti-miR21 and to inhibit the 
growth of breast cancer, prostate cancer and brain cancer. Utilizing the thermodynamic 
ultra-stable 3WJ motif, multivalent RNA nanoparticles were constructed incorporating 
target ligands (such as Folate or PSMA and EGFR RNA aptamers) and high 
thermodynamic stable anti-miR21 seed as therapeutic module. The RNase resistant and 
thermos-dynamically stable RNA nanoparticles remained intact after systemic injection in 
mice and strongly bind to tumors with little accumulation in health organs eight hours’ 
post-injection. The use of 20nM RNA nanoparticles with 54nt 3WJ, 8nt anti-miRNA seed 
and 30-40nt RNA targeting aptamers will enhance tumor regression effect.  RNA 
nanotechnology exhibits clinical potentials as a platform for targeted cancer treatment. 
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Nano-Channel of Viral DNA Packaging Motor for the 
Differentiation of Peptides 

Zhouxiang Ji, Dana Driver, & Peixuan Guo* 
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Medicine, Dorothy M. Davis Heart and Lung Research Institute and James 
Comprehensive Cancer Center; The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA. 
 
The sequencing of proteins remains challenging due to the diversity of protein size, 
shape, charge, and versatile composition. That being said, development of technology 
for the detection, differentiation, and sequencing of proteins is important in both research 
and clinics. The channel of a viral DNA packaging motor, T7, was utilized to differentiate 
peptides with a single amino acid difference. In addition, T7 channel is able to discriminate 
between peptides based on their positive or negative charge at difference locations. 
Explicit fingerprints or signatures were obtained based on the current blockage and dwell 
time of individual peptides. Data from the clear mapping of small proteins after protease 
digestion suggests the potential of using T7 motor channel for proteomics including 
protein sequencing. 
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Large Scale Production of Self-Assembling RNA 
Nanoparticles via Biological Approach, Automated 
Processing, and Column Gel Purification 
 
Daniel W. Binzel, Daniel Jasinski, Peixuan Guo* 
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43210, USA. 
 
RNAs have proven their importance in gene regulation and cellular activities. Thus it has 
been predicted the third milestone in drug development is RNA as drugs or drugs 
targeting RNA behind chemical and protein drugs. Currently the yield and cost of RNA 
nanoparticle or RNA drug production has been a barricade for the advancement of the 
RNA field in both research and clinical translation due to the multiple tedious 
manufacturing steps. The pRNA-3WJ, of the Phi29 DNA packaging motor, has been 
developed into a nanoparticle platform and its folding mechanics was examined by 
Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR). Kinetic studies found the 3WJ self-assembled at a 
rapid rate creating a single-step three component collision with a lack of dimer 
intermediate forming. This strong folding allowed for the continuous production of RNA 
nanoparticles by rolling circle transcription (RCT) using circular dsDNA templates. Self-
assembled RNA nanoparticles were self-processed and cleaved from long concatemers 
through the inclusion of RNA ribozymes. RNA nanoparticles produced in a large scale 
were purified by column gel electrophoresis, significantly improving the purity of products 
while retaining the folding of RNA nanoparticles. As a result pure RNA nanoparticles were 
produced with a significantly increased yield of production, in a single step, allowing for 
the scaled up production of RNA nanoparticles by in vitro processes. This work aids in 
realizing the prediction of RNA serving as a third milestone in drug development. 
 
References: 
1. Binzel DW, et al, Guo P. Mechanism of three-component collision to produce 
ultrastable pRNA three-way junction of Phi29 DNA-packaging motor by kinetic 
assessment. RNA. 2016;22:1710-18. 2. Jasinski DL, Binzel DW, Guo P. One-Pot 
Production of RNA Nanoparticles via Automated Processing and Self-Assembly. ACS 
Nano. 2019;13:4603-12. 3. Shu Y, et al, Guo P. Stable RNA nanoparticles as potential 
new generation drugs for cancer therapy. Adv Drug Deliv Rev. 2014;66C:74-89. 4. Guo 
P. The emerging field of RNA nanotechnology. Nat Nanotechnol. 2010;5:833. 
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Comparative Analysis of Translational and Transcriptional S-
box Riboswitches 
 
Divyaa Bhagdikar, Frank J. Grundy, Tina M. Henkin 
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S-box riboswitches are found primarily in Gram-positive bacteria and regulate the 
expression of genes involved in methionine and cysteine metabolism in response to S-
adenosylmethionine (SAM). Most S-box riboswitches operate at the level of transcription 
attenuation, such that a terminator helix is stabilized when SAM binds the aptamer 
domain of the riboswitch. In silico analyses suggested that a rarer class of S-box 
riboswitches regulate at the level of translation initiation; these include the metI gene from 
Desulfurispirilum indicum, which encodes cystathionine gamma-synthase. We performed 
binding assays to show that the aptamer domain of D. indicum metI RNA has SAM binding 
properties similar to those of the Bacillus subtilis transcriptional metI and other previously 
characterized S-box riboswitches. Binding of SAM to the D. indicum metI RNA resulted 
in sequestration of the Shine-Dalgarno (SD) region, consistent with the translational 
regulation model. Additionally, binding of 30S ribosomal subunits to the RNA was reduced 
in the presence of SAM, demonstrating that the riboswitch regulates at the level of 
translation initiation. Binding studies showed that the half-life of the translational metI-
SAM complex was significantly shorter than that of the transcriptional metI RNA. This 
suggests that in contrast to the transcriptional B. subtilis metI RNA, the D. indicum 
translational metI riboswitch can make multiple reversible regulatory decisions and is 
thermodynamically driven. Comparison of the variable regions in the aptamer domains of 
both RNAs showed that the second internal loop of helix P3, which predominantly has 
two adenine residues, consists of a rare single C residue in the translational metI RNA. 
This sequence is found only in two other S-box RNAs, both of which are predicted to 
regulate their genes translationally. Mutation of the translational metI RNA to resemble 
the predominant sequence led to a significant increase in the RNA-SAM complex stability, 
while an opposite mutation in the transcriptional RNA led to a significant decrease in the 
RNA-SAM complex half-life. These results indicate that the internal loop sequence plays 
an important role in determining the stability of the RNA-SAM complex in both 
transcriptional and translational metI RNAs, and therefore affects the molecular 
mechanism of riboswitch function. 
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DNA Quadruplexes for Non-enzymatic Nucleic acid 
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Polymerase chain reaction (PCR), which allows amplification of DNA from specimens 
containing minute quantities of a nucleic acid target, is commonly used for detection of 
pathogenic microorganisms and genetic diseases. However, conventional PCR-based 
assays depend on the enzymatic activity of DNA polymerases, which have a very short 
shelf-life and are not suited for point-of-care diagnostics in developing countries. Although 
a number of non-enzymatic diagnostic tools have been developed, they suffer from 
background activity (false positives) and low sensitivity due to the fact that they all rely 
exclusively on DNA duplex formation. These significant limitations can be addressed by 
tertiary structure transformation (TST) between a canonical duplex and a non-canonical 
DNA structure such as a quadruplex. The TST approach is fundamentally different from 
existing approaches, which use strand-displacement and duplex-to-duplex 
transformations driven by a DNA target that simply accelerates an already spontaneous 
reaction. Here, we demonstrate that a non-spontaneous TST reaction can transform 
stable duplex reactants into kinetically-trapped alternative structures that form only upon 
binding the specific target sequence. We will (i) discuss thermodynamic and kinetic 
properties of TST substrates based on two quadruplex domains, and (ii) demonstrate 
isothermal signal amplification without any extra components. The results of this work 
have important implications for the development of new point-of-care diagnostics. 
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A multiplexed, high throughput single-molecule force sensor and transducer concept has 
been developed that converts fluorescence signal into force information via single 
molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET). A double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) 
loop has been formed by bridging the ends of a ~100 base pair (bp) long dsDNA with a 
nucleic acid secondary structure (NAS), such as a hairpin or a G-quadruplex (GQ). The 
looped dsDNA generates a tension across the NAS and unfolds it when the tension is 
high enough. The FRET efficiency between donor and acceptor (D&A) fluorophores 
placed across the NAS reports on its folding state. As proof-of-principle measurements, 
70 bp, 90 bp and 110 bp long dsDNA constructs were bridged by a DNA hairpin and KCl 
was titrated to change the tension across the DNA hairpin. Later, the interactions of a GQ 
structure formed by thrombin binding aptamer (TBA) with a destabilizing protein, 
Replication Protein A (RPA), and a stabilizing small molecule, an oxazole telomestatin 
derivative, were studied while the TBA-GQ is maintained under tension by a 110-bp long 
looped dsDNA. The force required to unfold TBA-GQ was independently investigated with 
high-resolution optical tweezers (OT) measurements that established the relevant force 
to be a few pN, which is consistent with the force generated by the looped dsDNA. Since 
hundreds of such molecules could potentially be imaged simultaneously, it is possible to 
perform high-throughput force measurements with single molecule sensitivity. The 
proposed method enables studying NAS, protein, and small molecule interactions using 
a highly-parallel FRET-based assay while the NAS is kept under an approximately 
constant force. 
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RNase P is a ribonucleoprotein (RNP) that catalyzes cleavage of the 5ʹ-leader in 
precursor tRNAs. While RNase P is present in all domains of life, its composition varies 
between Bacteria, Archaea, and Eukarya. In Archaea, RNase P is composed of a catalytic 
RNA subunit (RNase P RNA; RPR) and up to five proteins (RNase P proteins; RPPs), 
including RPP21, RPP29, RPP30, POP5, and L7Ae. In vitro reconstitution studies have 
demonstrated that the RPP21-RPP29 binary complex enhances substrate affinity and the 
POP5-RPP30 binary complex increases the RPR’s cleavage rate. L7Ae has been found 
in other RNPs, and its functional role in archaeal RNase P remains to be defined. 
Although structures of the RPPs are available, the RNA-contacting residues and the 
dynamic changes that accompany assembly of the RPPs to form the RNase P complex 
have not been characterized. Little is known about the binding modes of the RPPs, except 
for L7Ae that binds an RNA structural motif called a kink-turn. In this study, we sought to 
covalently modify, either in the absence or presence of the RPR, the abundant lysine 
residues in RPPs and detect the modification sites by bottom-up tandem mass 
spectrometry (MS). To separate the RNase P RNP sub-assemblies from free RPPs, we 
engineered a sequence at the 5’-end of the RPR and used a biotinylated DNA 
oligonucleotide that is complementary to this sequence to pull-down the RNase P 
assembly using streptavidin-coated magnetic beads. The advantage of this MS-based 
approach over other higher resolution structural techniques is that its high-throughput 
allows examination of all the RNase P sub-assemblies en route to the final holoenzyme. 
Using archaeal RNase P as a model, we demonstrate the utility of chemical modification, 
affinity purification, and tandem MS to identify RNA-contacting residues on proteins in 
multi-subunit RNP complexes. 
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HER family members are interdependent and functionally compensatory. Simultaneously 
targeting EGFR/HER2/HER3 by antibody combinations has demonstrated superior 
treatment efficacy over targeting one HER receptor. However,antibody combinations 
have their limitations, with high immunogenicity and high cost. In this study, we have 
developed a three-in-one nucleic acid aptamer-small interfering RNA (siRNA) chimera, 
which targets EGFR/HER2/HER3 in one molecule. This inhibitory molecule was 
constructed such that a single EGFR siRNA is positioned between the HER2 and HER3 
aptamers to create a HER2 aptamer-EGFR siRNAHER3 aptamer chimera (H2EH3). 
EGFR siRNA was delivered into HER2-expressing cells by HER2/HER3 aptamer-induced 
internalization. HER2/HER3 aptamers act as antagonist molecules for blocking HER2 and 
HER3 signaling pathways and also as tumor-targeting agents for siRNA delivery. H2EH3 
enables down-modulation of the expression of all three receptors, thereby triggering cell 
apoptosis. In breast cancer xenograft models, H2EH3 is able to bind to breast tumors 
with high specificity and significantly inhibits tumor growth via either systemic or 
intratumoral administration. Owing to low immunogenicity, ease of production, and high 
thermostability, H2EH3 is a promising therapeutic to supplement current single HER 
inhibitors and may act as a treatment for HER2+ breast cancer with intrinsic or acquired 
resistance to current drugs. 
 
References: 
Mol Ther Nucleic Acids. 2018 Mar 2;10:317-330. doi: 10.1016/j.omtn.2017.12.015. Epub 
2017 Dec 30. 
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Nanoparticles have been reported to have great potential in cancer therapy due to the 
EPR effect that promotes the homing of nanoparticles to cancers. However, 
biodistribution and toxicity concerns of nanoparticles has been raised due to their 
accumulation in health organs, such as the liver and spleen, which leads to toxicity and 
side effects. RNA nanotechnology had shown advantages for cancer targeting while 
overcoming the problem of organ accumulation. A variety of RNA nanoparticles with 
controllable shape, size, and well-defined stoichiometry had been proven to deliver 
therapeutics such as siRNA and anti-miRNA to suppress tumor growth in several animal 
models. Previous studies mainly relied on the use of fluorescent dye for in vivo imaging. 
But concerns of nonspecific auto-fluorescence had been raised. Here we investigated the 
biodistribution of the targeted RNA nanoparticles in tumor xenograft mice model by 
measuring the radioactivity from harvested organs, as well by fluorescence in vivo 
imaging system. Different animal model showed quickly clearance in health organs and 
a relatively high accumulation of nanoparticles in tumor compared with liver and kidney 
and less accumulation in heart, lungs, spleen and brain after 4h injection. These data 
further explain the low toxicity and high therapeutic potency of RNA nanoparticles. The 
results demonstrate that RNA nanoparticles with favorable biodistribution profile are ideal 
delivery platform for tumor specific drug delivery and gene therapy. 
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RNase P catalyzes Mg2+-aided 5'-maturation of tRNAs in all life forms. The 
ribonucleoprotein (RNP) form of RNase P consists of a catalytic RNase P RNA (RPR) 
and a variable number of RNase P Protein (RPP) cofactors: one in bacteria, and up to 
five in archaea and ten in eukaryotes. We employ archaeal RNase P as a model to 
understand how multiple proteins independently and collectively modulate the functional 
scope of ribozymes, especially under physiological conditions. This objective gains 
significance given the increased appreciation of the roles of RNPs in tissue complexity 
and human diseases. Because the archaeal RPR alone is weakly active at 0.5 M Mg2+ 
and requires RPPs to function robustly at physiological Mg2+ levels, we postulated that 
structural remodeling of RPR by RPPs likely mirrors some of the changes promoted by 
high [Mg2+]. To test this hypothesis, we leveraged the powerful suite of RNase P assays, 
SHAPE-Seq and FRET studies to discern functional and structural changes in 
Pyrococcus furiosus (Pfu) RPR. First, we measured the Pfu RPR’s activity from 10 to 600 
mM Mg2+ and established the Mg2+ required for function. Second, we exploited SHAPE-
Seq to assess spatial disorder at nucleotide resolution at varying Mg2+ and gained 
insights into RPR structure (including new inter-domain tertiary contacts). Finally, using 
dual-labeled Pfu RPR (in preparation), we seek to perform ensemble FRET experiments 
to determine the [Mg2+] required to establish long-range contacts . This multi-pronged 
strategy helps parse two phases: one where diffusely-bound Mg2+ promotes RPR 
structure, and another where site-specific Mg2+ enables RPR catalysis. Collectively, our 
results suggest a model to link RPR structural changes to functional outcomes and 
establish a baseline to evaluate how archaeal RPPs forge a functional holoenzyme 
through concerted RPR structural changes. 
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Single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) binding proteins (SSBs) rapidly bind and protect 
transiently formed ssDNA intermediates during genomic maintenance and replication 
processes. E. coli SSB (EcSSB), a homotetramer that wraps the ssDNA in multiple 
topologies, is a model protein used to study SSB function. Here, we characterize the 
collective binding dynamics of EcSSB to a long ssDNA template using optical tweezers. 
We show that EcSSB binds to ssDNA in a biphasic manner where EcSSB initially wraps 
the ssDNA, and then unwraps from the ssDNA as the substrate becomes saturated with 
protein. A general two-step kinetic model in which the binding state of EcSSB is regulated 
through ssDNA occupancy describes the observed competitive binding dynamics. Our 
results uncover an unwrapped SSB binding mode that is confirmed using AFM imaging. 
In this mode EcSSB binds ssDNA segments as short as 8 nt and is thus signified as 
(SSB)8. Furthermore, while EcSSB slowly dissociates from ssDNA through increased 
ssDNA tension, salt concentration, and displacement by RecA filaments, EcSSB 
wrapping stimulates rapid dissociation of neighboring proteins on a saturated ssDNA 
substrate. Taken together, our results suggest a mechanism by which tightly wrapped 
EcSSB dissociate from ssDNA to self-regulate the protein density ensuring its transient 
role during genomic maintenance and replication. In addition, the proposed mechanism 
provides insights on biological implications of the distinct EcSSB binding topologies 
significantly enhancing the understanding of SSB function. 
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The majority of known RNAs exert their functions in complexes with other molecules 
(proteins and/or small molecules). Many RNAs are known to or have been predicted to 
interact with small molecule ligands, which emphasizes their importance as potential 
therapeutic targets. However, in order to discern the molecular functions of such 
interactions, it is important to understand the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the RNA 
molecules, in the presence and the absence of the ligands. Due to the difficulties 
associated with the experimental determination of high-resolution RNA structures, 
experimental data-aided computational modeling has become an important approach in 
generating high-quality theoretical models1. The inherent flexibility of RNA molecules 
allows them to sample a large conformational space. This hints at the fact that the RNA 
3D structure is best represented by an ensemble of atomistic structures rather than a 
single structural model. The small angle X-ray scattering technique describes the 
distribution of electron density in a molecule and hence can be used to interpret the low-
resolution envelope of a biomolecule. My group has developed a computational workflow 
for SAXS data-driven modeling of RNA 3D structures and their ensembles. The workflow 
involves exploration of the conformational space with the SimRNA program (using a 
coarse-grained representation and a statistical potential to generate physically realistic 
structures)2 to generate large sets of plausible conformations of the target RNA structure. 
The large sets of generated decoys are scored against experimental SAXS data using 
CRYSOL3,4, followed by clustering, ensemble optimization5, and refinement with 
QRNAS. The structural ensemble collectively explains the scattering pattern of the RNA 
molecule. The workflow also allows the use of data from other sources, such as 
information about RNA secondary structure from computational predictions or 
experimental probing6. Our method is capable of modeling 3D structures of RNA 
molecules, as well as those of RNA-protein and RNA-ligand complexes. In case of 
complexes, this method in conjunction with experimental restraints from other techniques, 
also allows us to identify a predominant binding mode of the RNA and its partner. We 
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have applied our methods to case studies involving various viral RNA molecules and 
complexes of different size. 
 
References: 
1 Ponce-Salvatierra, A. et al. Biosci. Rep. 39, BSR20180430 (2019) 2 Boniecki, M. J. et 
al. Nucleic Acids Res. 44, e63 (2016) 3 Svergun, D. et al. J. Appl. Crystallogr. 28, 768–
773 (1995) 4 Konarev, P. V. et al. J. Appl. Crystallogr. 39, 277–286 (2006) 5 Tria, G. et 
al. IUCrJ 2, 207–217 (2015) 6 Patel, T. R. et al. Methods 118-119, 146–162 (2017) 
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The in vivo xenograft animal models are normally used for screening the putative 
antitumor drug candidates prior to clinical trial. However, two major factors including the 
immunocompromised or immunodeficient animals and time consuming limit this pre-
clinical therapeutic in vivo assessment. In this presentation, I would like to introduce an 
electrospinning product the microtube array membrane (MTAM) used for a fast in vivo 
drug screening system for antitumor candidates to characterize their therapeutic efficacy 
coupled with candidate-mediated cytotoxicity on major organs of experimental animals. 
Using this drug screening platform, we successful acquired a candidate to inhibit triple 
negative breast cancer cell (TNBCs) proliferation and reduced 
vascularization/angiogenesis in less than 2 weeks. It demonstrated that the drug 
screening platform will reduce the cost; the numbers of experimental animals used and 
save time for in vivo assessments. In addition to drug screening platform, the other 
applications of electrospinning MTAM will be also addresses in this presentation. 
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Emerging evidences show the great importance of RNA modifications in multiple 
biological processes. However, the current analysis methods used for RNA modifications 
detection yields a high rate of false identifications. We present a liquid chromatography–
mass spectrometry (LC-MS) based method for identification of RNA post-transcriptional 
modifications, where RNAs are first digested into oligonucleotides by RNases and the 
mixture of oligonucleotides are analyzed by LC-MS. We also developed an in-house 
software RNAFinder for identification of oligonucleotides and RNAs from the LC-MS data. 
For method development, a total of 18 synthesized non-modified oligonucleotides and 4 
modified oligonucleotides were analyzed by LC-MS. RNAFinder correctly identified all 
oligonucleotides from the LC-MS data. To further test the performance of the LC-MS 
platform and the RNAFinder software, E. coli tRNAphe were digested by RNase T1. The 
digested oligonucleotides were analyzed by LC-MS. A total of 12 oligonucleotides were 
identified from the LC-MS data, of which 6 were modified oligonucleotides. All of these 6 
modified oligonucleotides agreed with the modifications of E. coli tRNAphe recorded in 
MODOMICS database. To further test the performance of the system, total tRNAs 
extracted from mouse liver were also digested by RNase T1 and the digested 
oligonucleotides were analyzed by LC-MS. A total of 179 oligonucleotides were identified, 
of which 22 were modified oligonucleotides. Among the modified oligonucleotides, 12 of 
them agreed with the modifications of 4 tRNAs (tRNAIle, tRNAMet, tRNALys and 
tRNAPhe) recorded in MODOMICS database. While the remaining modified 
oligonucleotides could not be matched in MODOMICS, some of these identified RNA 
modifications might be new discovery, some of them might be false identifications which 
means our method need to be improved. 
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The formation of the novel anti-cancer byproduct 8-hydroxyoctanoic acid (8-HOA) from 
cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2)-catalyzed dihomo-γ-linolenic acid (DGLA, ω-6 fatty acid) 
peroxidation can be promoted by knocking down delta-5-desaturase (D5D), the rate 
limiting enzyme converting upstream ω−6 (DGLA) to arachidonic acid (AA). Our previous 
studies showed that the COX-2 overexpressed colon and pancreatic tumor can be 
suppressed by genetically knocking down D5D (Xiaoyu Y. et al, Redox Biology, 2017; Yi 
X. et al, FRBM, 2016). However, delivery of naked siRNA to knock down D5D in cancer 
cell could be hindered by its “off-target” effects. As our recent study, the three-way-
junction (3WJ) RNA motif derived from pRNA has been found the potential as an ultra-
stable core for specifically delivering D5D-siRNA to colon cancer cell (Yi X. et al, Redox 
Biology, 2019). In the present study, we aim to investigate whether the 3WJ RNA 
nanoparticles could also specifically deliver D5D siRNA and lead to the formation of 
therapeutic level of 8-HOA in lung tumor (high COX-2 expression). The results shown 
that once 3WJ-D5D siRNA nanoparticles reach the lung cancer cells, the co-treatment of 
DGLA could induce the higher DGLA/AA ratio and 8-HOA (novel HDAC inhibitor) level in 
xenograft A549 lung tumor. It results the suppression of lung tumor growth and 
proliferation, and enhancement of apoptosis. Therefore, the 3WJ RNA nanoparticles 
(harbored D5D siRNA) with DGLA supplementation could potentially suppress lung tumor 
progression. 
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Due to their unique scaffolding properties, nucleic acid constructs can be programmed to 
incorporate in one nanoparticle several functional moieties for therapeutic, diagnostic 
and/or imaging purposes. Complementary hybrid DNA/RNA constructs can be designed 
to release embedded functional RNA solely upon re-association through their toeholds. 
By manipulating the DNA length, hybrids can be programmed to re-associate through 
either DNA or RNA toeholds, according to the desired purpose. Generally, these hybrid 
constructs present several advantages over double stranded RNA: the release of active 
RNAs is conditional to their re-association, and they present low cytotoxicity and lower 
immunogenicity than either DNA or RNA. Here, we present RNA/DNA hybrid constructs 
with RNA toeholds functionalized for therapeutic purposes. We validated the hybrids in 
vitro, in cell culture, and in vivo. Hybrids formation, re-association, and release of 
functional RNA, as well as hybrid stability in serum, were characterized in vitro by 
electrophoretic mobility shift assays. To study the potential of these hybrids as therapeutic 
agents, we incorporated Dicer substrate RNAs (DsiRNAs) targeting over-expressed 
genes in the apoptotic pathways: Polo-like kinase 1 (PLK1), B-cell lymphoma 2 (BCL2), 
and Survivin. The release of DsiRNAs should knock down gene expression, arrest cell 
cycle, and restore apoptosis. We chose the human colorectal adenocarcinoma, cell line 
HT29, as a cancer model for validating them in cell culture and in vivo. Hybrid toxicity and 
efficacy in HT29 cell culture was determined by flow cytometry, cell cycle and cell viability 
assays. We used xenograft mouse models to assess the hybrid toxicity and efficacy in 
vivo. The preliminary studies revealed that hybrids are not toxic at the studied doses and 
slow down significantly tumor growth compared to untreated mice. We confirmed the 
down-regulation of targeted genes and induction of apoptosis through antibody staining 
and TUNEL assays ex vivo. We conclude that overall, hybrids with RNA toeholds are 
more efficient than hybrids with DNA toeholds and can successfully reduce tumor growth 
in vivo. The therapeutic potential of this technology can be explored further by 
incorporating a variety of therapeutic RNAs according to the overexpressed gene 
signature of any particular disease or cancer type. 
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The ribosome is a complex biological nanomachine that produces proteins in all cells 
through a process called translation. Previous studies of ribosome dynamics have 
focused on the large scale movements of the ribosome, including inter-subunit rotation of 
the small ribosomal subunit (SSU) relative to the large ribosomal subunit (LSU) and 
“swivel” of the SSU head domain relative the body. In addition to global motions, local 
conformational changes occur in specific rRNA 3D motifs as the ribosome transitions 
between functional states and tRNAs are transported across the interface between the 
subunits. These local conformational changes have not been studied systematically, to 
correlate them with the global motions. We will present a new on-line tool we call the 
“Correspondence Server” which allows us to visualize and compare all instances of the 
same RNA 3D motifs from ribosome structures belonging to the same Equivalence Class 
(EC) of atomic resolution structures from PDB. Our group maintains a data pipeline that 
compares, analyzes and organizes all RNA-containing 3D structures from PDB/NDB 
(https://www.bgsu.edu/research/rna/databases.html). Each Equivalence Class (EC) 
contains the RNA molecule (for example, 16S rRNA) from the same organism. A 
representative structure is selected from each EC to populate the RNA 3D Motif Atlas. 
Using the Correspondence Server, we have generated pages for each hairpin, internal, 
and multi-helix junction motif in 16S rRNA of E. coli. For each motif instance, the server 
lists all annotated interactions formed by the nucleotides of the motif, allowing users to 
easily identify which interactions are conserved and which vary in structures 
corresponding to different states. Heatmaps are generated to visualize geometric 
changes between motif instances. Specific examples of conformational changes in rRNA 
3D motifs from 16S E. coli will be described to illustrate the utility of this tool. 
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Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an opportunistic gram-negative pathogen capable of 
extensive colonization and aggregation into biofilms that pose a serious threat to human 
health. There is considerable interest in phage therapy as a possible therapeutic 
approach to eradicate Pseudomonas infections, which can be especially difficult to treat 
with classical antibiotics. Here, we have undertaken biochemical and structural studies 
aimed at deciphering the architecture and assembly of the terminase subunits from 
Pseudomonas phage PaP3. We found the large terminase (TerL) exists predominantly 
as a monomer in solution, which oligomerizes in the presence of small terminase (TerS). 
The latter assembles into a large oligomeric ring that binds DNA and whose structure is 
investigated in this work. 
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We performed single molecule studies to investigate the impact of several prominent 
small molecules (oxazole telomestatin derivatives, pyridostatin, and Phen-DC3) on 
intermolecular GQ (i-GQ) formation between two guanine-rich DNA strands that had 1-3 
GGG repeats. Such structures are not only physiologically significant but have recently 
found use in a large number of biotechnology applications ranging from DNA-based wires 
to chemical sensors. Understanding the extent of stability imparted by small molecules 
on i-GQ structures has implications for these applications. The small molecules resulted 
in different levels of enhancement in i-GQ formation, ranging from no effect to an order of 
magnitude enhancement, depending on how the GGG repeats are arranged. By 
demonstrating detection of i-GQ formation at the single molecule level, our studies 
illustrate the feasibility to develop more sensitive sensors that could operate with limited 
quantities of materials. 
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Self-assembly of single-stranded nucleic acid sequences can be programmed by using 
complementary base pairing rules to join components together. For example RNAs can 
be directed to self-assemble into a nanoparticle by base pairing, or an engineered 
antisense regulatory RNA can be programmed to bind an mRNA and form a complex that 
alters mRNA translation. However, tolerance for mismatched base pairs can lead to 
incorrect RNA-RNA complex formation, with the consequence of off-target binding, 
diminished particle yield and selectivity, and potential side effects in the cell. To address 
this mismatch pairing problem we developed a modular stem-loop structured-antisense 
motif derived from a bacterial small regulatory sRNA. This RNA “fingerloop” motif can be 
directed to pair with an arbitrary target RNA by base pairing rules. We assayed fingerloops 
by expressing these sequences in a bacterial regulatory sRNA scaffold. The antisense 
regulatory sRNA base pairs with an mRNA that encodes a fluorescent reporter and 
antagonizes reporter translation, decreasing the fluorescent signal.(1,2) Using this assay 
system, we further demonstrated that base mismatches in the target mRNA are tolerated 
by an unstructured antisense sequence, but that mismatches corresponding to the loop 
region of a fingerloop strongly reduce RNA-RNA complex formation. We also established 
tunability of the fingerloop interaction in vivo by expressing fingerloops with different loop 
lengths and stem stabilities. Extending this observation to other nucleic acids, we used 
an in vitro binding and gel-migration assay to determine that the mismatch-exclusion 
feature of RNA fingerloop helices also holds true for DNA fingerloop-ssDNA interactions. 
As our understanding of the biophysical properties of fingerloops develops, we anticipate 
applications in detection technologies such as PCR and molecular beacons, and 
enhanced fidelity of nucleic acid nanoparticle self-assembly. 
 
References: 
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acting sRNA for multiple mRNA transcript regulation. ACS Synth. Biol. 6:648-658. DOI: 
10.1021/acssynbio.6b00261 (2) Stimple, S.D., Lahiry, A., Taris, J.E., Wood, D.W. and 
Lease, R.A. (2018) A Modular Genetic System for High-Throughput Profiling and 
Engineering of Multi-Target Small RNAs  In Arluison, V. and Valverde, C. (Eds.), Bacterial 
Regulatory RNA: Methods and Protocols. Meth. Mol. Biol. 1737:373-391 (ISBN 978-1-
4939-7633-1; DOI: 10.1007/978-1-4939-7634-8_21). 
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Nanocavities in cellular compartments or molecular assemblies are commonplace in 
nature. Nanoconfinement has demonstrated significant effects on the folding of 
biomolecules, which is mediated by hydration waters. However, it is challenging to probe 
the activity of water inside the nanoconfinement. Herein, we estimated water activities 
inside the DNA nanocages of different size from the water molecules released during 
folding of G-quadruplex. We observed water activities decrease with reducing cage size. 
With this set of nanocages, we were able to retrieve the change in water molecules 
throughout the folding trajectory of tetraplexes (G-quadruplex or i-motif). We found that 
water molecules absorbed from the unfolded to the transition states are much less than 
those released from the transition to the folded states. The overall loss of water therefore 
drives the folding of G-quadruplex or i-motif in nanocages with reduced water activities. 
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MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are non-coding RNA molecules that regulating post-transcriptional 
gene expression and cellular differentiation, proliferation and apoptosis. The oncogenic 
microRNA-21 gene (miR-21) has been identified commonly overexpressed in solid 
tumors such as breast, lung, prostate, colon, brain cancers etc. Knocked down miR-21 
expression by anti-miR21 has been proposed to treat solid tumors by up-regulating tumor 
suppressors, PTEN and PDCD4. However, delivery of anti-miR21 to the tumor without 
collateral damage requires an efficient and robust platform. Here, we report the 
application of RNA nanotechnology using three-way-junction(3WJ) nanoparticles derived 
from phi29 DNA packaging motor for specific delivery of anti-miR21 and to inhibit the 
growth of thyroid cancer, breast cancer, prostate cancer and brain cancer. Utilizing the 
thermodynamic ultra-stable 3WJ motif, multivalent RNA nanoparticles were constructed 
incorporating target ligands (such as Folate or PSMA and EGFR RNA aptamers) and high 
thermodynamic stable anti-miR21 seed as therapeutic module. The RNase resistant and 
thermos-dynamically stable RNA nanoparticles remained intact after systemic injection in 
mice and strongly bind to tumors with little accumulation in health organs eight hours’ 
post-injection. The use of 20nM RNA nanoparticles with 54nt 3WJ, 8nt anti-miRNA seed 
and 30-40nt RNA targeting aptamers will enhance tumor regression effect. RNA 
nanotechnology exhibits clinical potentials as a platform for targeted cancer treatment. 
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A common aspect of many diseases and traumatic injuries affecting skeletal muscle is 
the necrotic death of muscle fibers. Necrotic death of muscle fibers involves the 
breakdown of the sarcolemmal membrane that can be exacerbated by increased fragility 
of the membrane or by compromised endogenous sarcolemmal membrane repair 
processes. Increasing these repair mechanisms could act as a therapeutic approach for 
a number of muscle diseases and injuries. Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a fatal 
X-linked inherited neuromuscular disorder caused by mutations in the dystrophin gene 
that provides a model for muscle injury and the effects of membrane repair. The 
dystrophin protein normally serves as a shock absorber for mechanical stress and as a 
signaling platform protein in muscle fibers. When dystrophin is lacking, patients 
experience an accumulation of membrane damage that muscle fibers cannot adequately 
repair. As a result, there is an increase in fiber necrosis that exceeds the regenerative 
capacity of the muscle. This causes DMD patients to develop striated muscle 
deterioration that leads to eventual death in the third decade of life. There is currently no 
cure for DMD and treatments that stimulate the membrane repair process in muscle fibers 
have been greatly overlooked and underutilized as a potential therapeutic approach. This 
project investigates a novel membrane repair signaling cascade in skeletal muscle that 
utilizes glucose storage vesicles (GSVs) and their key regulators Akt Substrate 160 kDa 
(AS160) and rab G proteins as a means to close membrane wounds. Based on our 
preliminary data, we hypothesize that AS160 phosphorylation and activation of 
associating rab G proteins facilitate the translocation of intracellular GSVs to disruption 
sites in the sarcolemma membrane for wound closure. Thus, modulating the function of 
these proteins may stimulate repair and have therapeutic benefits for DMD. Through the 
use of mutant plasmids and live cell imaging, we have observed that GSVs containing the 
glucose transport protein GLUT4, as well as affiliated rabs, translocate to injury cites in 
C2C12 myoblasts and isolated mouse muscle fibers. We have also identified that AS160 
phosphorylation from the phosphoinositide-3 kinase (PI3K)/Akt1 signaling axis regulates 
membrane repair in cultured muscle cells. Importantly, we have screened GSV 
associating rab G proteins and have found that specific rab proteins are involved in 
sarcolemma membrane repair in vivo, and that activating rab10 significantly improves 
membrane resealing in vivo in the muscle of a Duchenne muscular dystrophy mouse 
model (MDX). This project explores a novel signaling cascade controlling membrane 
repair that could be leveraged to develop new therapies for muscle disease and injury. 
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Allsotery is a potent mechanism for fine-tuning the activity of regulatory molecules. 
However, incomplete understanding of structural and energetic linkages make it difficult 
to predict allosteric behavior and to make use of it in protein and drug design. We 
investigate allostery in the ring-shaped homo-oligomeric protein TRAP (trp RNA-binding 
Attenuation Protein) from Bacillus halodurans (Bha). Bha TRAP assembles into a 
dodecameric (12-mer) protein ring that can bind up to 12 tryptophan molecules (Trp), 
which activates the protein to bind specifically to RNA sequences in the 5’ leader region 
of the trp operon, thereby attenuating Trp biosynthesis. To quantitatively decipher the 
homotropic allostery (Trp-Trp) in Bha TRAP, we establish a statistical thermodynamic 
model that itemizes the probability of each of its 2^12 = 4,096 Trp(n)-
TRAP(12)  configurations, and parameterize it by globally fitting ITC data recorded over 
a range of temperatures. This model is based on the assumption that Trp allosteric 
communication is dominated by nearest neighbor (NN) effects. To validate the model and 
refine its parameters, we eliminate the NN-effect on the TRAP rings by constructing fusion 
proteins that link wild type protomer with a Trp binding deficient protomer. Thus, in this 
engineered dTRAP, each Trp binding site is neighbored by two unbound sites. We then 
characterize these engineered proteins via ITC, NMR, and native mass spectrometry. Our 
findings indicate that the NN effect is essential to enable to Trp-Trp homotropic 
communication. We then examine heterotrophic Trp-RNA allostery using a similar 
approach. Combined with high-resolution structural data, the NN thermodynamic model 
allows quantitation of structure-energy linkages. 
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Nucleic acid–based assemblies that interact with each other and further communicate 
with the cellular machinery in a controlled manner represent a new class of reconfigurable 
materials that is able to overcome limitations of traditional approaches and improve the 
potential therapeutic utility of nucleic acids. This strategy enables the development of 
novel biocompatible ‘smart’ devices and biosensors with precisely controlled 
physicochemical and biological properties. We extend this novel concept by designing 
RNA–DNA fibers and polygons that are able to cooperate in different human cell lines 
and that have defined immune-stimulatory properties confirmed by ex vivo experiments. 
The mutual intracellular interactions of constructs result in the release of a large number 
of siRNAs while giving a fluorescent response through FRET and activating NF-kB decoy 
DNA oligonucleotides. Our system offers multiple advantages, including: (i) very simple 
design and assembly protocols that significantly lower the production costs and shorten 
the experimental time; (ii) released dsDNAs that are no longer nonfunctional byproducts, 
as well as embedded NF-kB decoys that restrain the immune stimulatory responses; (iii) 
the ability to change the shapes of the hybrids from long fibers to closed polygons by 
simply changing the orientation of DNA–DNA interacting parts, which in turn leads to 
distinguished physiochemical and immunological properties. In addition, such a novel 
strategy provides controlled rates of reassociation, stabilities in human blood serum, and 
immunorecognition. 
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Hypochlorous acid (HClO) is a promising diagnostic marker for inflammation and relevant 
diseases. Although many probes were previously developed for HClO imaging, 
development of organ targeting probes is still lacking. Herein, we designed and 
synthesized a series of cyanine derivatives as ratiometric fluorescent probes (ClO1-ClO6) 
to detect the endogenous HClO in the lungs with inflammation. By installing diverse lipid 
chains and amino groups on cyanine, we identified that ClO1, with one n-octadecane 
chain and two 2-[[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]methylamino]-ethyl groups, was a superior 
probe to target the lungs over other major organs in mice. ClO1 was able to sense the 
exogenous HClO in A549 (human lung epithelial) cells through fluorescence ratiometric 
imaging. In a lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-induced lung inflammation mouse model, ClO1 
effectively captured endogenous HClO in the lungs after intravenous administration. 
Overall, these cyanine-derived probes merit further development as organ targeting HClO 
sensors. 
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We are optimizing a computational protocol in which the strengths of the available ligand 
docking programs are combined with all-atom Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations, 
additionally constrained by the available experimental data, to predicting docking poses 
of ligands to RNA structural motif and to characterize their impact on the shape and the 
dynamics of targeted structures. The RNA receptor of interest can be an experimentally 
obtained or de novo modeled structure. Subjecting it to MD simulations prior to docking 
expands the space of target conformations. After potential docking poses are generated 
and scored, the best complex choices can be subjected to MD simulations again, in order 
to explore their stabilities. We have found that even well-scored docking poses can 
experience rapid conformational change and dissociation of a ligand in MD, thus pruning 
the number of viable docking complexes. Experimental information, such as chemical 
shift data, can also be used to compare the predicted and the observed impact of a ligand 
on the target RNA, further eliminating poses inconsistent with experiments. This 
methodology attempts to utilize strengths of the existing computational tools while 
minimizing the impact of their limitations by not relying completely on any single 
evaluation criterion. We review the relatively new field of computational ligand docking to 
nucleic acids and its applications in the design of RNA-based nanostructures that can be 
triggered to self-assemble or be locked in a desired state by a ligand. Funded in part by 
HHSN261200800001E 
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A series of RNA dendrimers was constructed utilizing building blocks derived from the 
ultrastable three-way junction (3WJ) motif of the pRNA of bacteriophage phi29 DNA 
packaging motor. These nanostructures were designed by extending the 3WJ (G0) into 
G1, G2, G3 and G4 using sticky-end overhangs to connect adjacent layers by 
hybridization with high Tm (melting temperature) via one-pot self-assembly. Cancer 
receptor binding RNA aptamers, chemical ligands, fluorophores, as well as hydrophobic 
or hydrophilic drugs or chemicals were incorporated into dendrimers. Various dendrimers 
from G0 to G4 with sizes ranging from 2.8 nm to 26 nm were characterized by DLS. Their 
stepwise dissociation property was demonstrated by TGGE, in which out-layer fall off 
while the more stable core stays intact at high temperature. Cell assay revealed their high 
cancer cell binding and internalization ability. Tumor targeting and accumulation was 
shown in biodistribution study. Both thermodynamic and enzymatic studies lead to the 
identification of RNA dendrimers with high potential for in vivo application for the delivery 
of miRNA or drugs to tumors. The size, shape, component, stability, as well as the number 
of terminal ends of the dendrimer can be controlled by manipulating the building block, 
the connecting length, and the number of layers (generation) as well as the Tm of 
individual 3WJs. The unique features of multivalency, biocompatibility, targeting 
capability, as well as the controllability of size and shape for favorable biodistribution 
make our RNA dendrimers a suitable platform for use in cancer diagnosis and therapy. 
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Titanium dioxide (TiO2) and zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles(NPs) are frequently 
employed in sunscreens as inorganic physical sun blockers. However, Recent studies 
show ZnO nanoparticle are predominantly mediated by formation of superoxide anion 
radicals and hydroxyl radicals in the presence of light. The free radicals damage 
organelles, particularly the mitochondria, resulting in energy depletion, accumulation of 
cytotoxic mediators and cause the NLRP3 inflammasome activation, lead to inflammation, 
and eventually cause cell death. Many studies indicated the anti-inflammatory effects of 
pterostilbene, but the detail mechanism of anti-inflammatory function is still unclear. The 
present study is to investigate the inhibition of inflammasome activation by pterostilbene 
leading to protection of skin damage induced by UVB radiation combined with ZnONPs. 
In the in vivo study, SKH:HR-1 mice are exposed with ZnONPs on skin after the sunburn 
induction by 150mJ/cm2 UVB irradiation. The TEWL degrees is increased and the injury 
is more severe when combined with ZnONPs. Conversely, the administration of 
pterostilbene effectively prevents skin damage induced by UVB and ZnONPs. In in vitro 
study, the cell viability of HaCaT cells is significantly decreased when combined exposure 
of UVB and ZnONPs. Interesting, pterostilbene reverses the decrease of cell viability 
therefore protects cell survival. Cell oxidative stress and mitochondria ROS are increased 
when combined exposure of UVB and ZnONPs and eventually leading to NLRP3 
inflammasome activation and the caspase-1-depentdent pyroptosis. Administration of 
Pterostilbene diminishes those effects by reducing the ROS production. Accordingly, the 
skin damage caused by UVB irradiation and ZnONPs is correlated with increased 
production of oxidative stress, therefore triggered skin inflammation and caspase-1-
depentdent pyroptosis. The administration of pterostilbene significantly reduces ROS and 
oxidative stress therefore attenuates skin damage. 
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Purpose: Develop a versatile platform for efficient target specific delivery of siRNAs for 
cancer treatment. Methods: We design membrane-anchoring arrowtail 3WJ RNA 
nanoparticles to display tumor targeting ligand (PSMA RNA aptamer or EGFR RNA 
aptamer or folate) on BIRC5 siRNAs loaded exosomes (Fig.1). Nanoparticles were 
characterized by Nanoparticles Tracking Analysis (NTA), Transmission Electron 
Microscopy (TEM), Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). 
Exosomes were produced by Hollowfiber bioreactor and purify by Tangential Flow 
Filtration (TFF) follow by ultracentrifugation. Cell binding were evaluated by flowcytometry 
and confocal microscopy and gene knockdown effect were assay by quantity reverse 
transcription-PCR (qRT-PCR). Formulated exosomes were introduced to tumor (prostate, 
triple negative breast cancer, colon PDX) xenograft mice by tail-vein injection and 
evaluate in vivo tumor inhibition. Results: 1) We found the orientation of arrow-shaped 
RNA can be used to control ligand display on exosomes membranes for specific cell 
targeting. 2) By placing membrane-anchoring cholesterol at the tail of the arrow results in 
display of RNA aptamer or folate on the outer surface of the exosomes and enhance 
cancer cell binding and uptake. 3) Taking advantage of the RNA ligand for specific 
targeting and exosomes for efficient cytosolic delivery, the resulting ligand-displaying 
exosomes or plant derived exosomes-like nanovesicles were capable of specific delivery 
of siRNA to cells, and efficiently blocked tumor growth in three cancer models. 
Conclusions: We developed an RNA-Exosomes based nanoparticles platform and shown 
the flexibility for different cancer type treatment.
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Glen Research is the recognized leader providing the most comprehensive range of reagents for 
synthesis of DNA and RNA oligonucleotides at the highest yield and quality—the first time and every 
time. For more than 30 years, Glen Research has been providing key products for oligonucleotide 
synthesis including phosphoramidites and supports, modifiers, and oligonucleotide purification.  

Contact Information: Margaret Harris. margaret.harris@glenresearch.com. (401) 542-1234. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Biosset Ltd. is a research-and-production company founded in 1994. Biosset develops, designs, and 
produces innovative instruments for DNA and RNA synthesis. Our mission is the improvement of people’s 
lives by developing high-performance instruments for scientific and practical purposes based on the latest 
achievements in molecular biology and biotechnologies. The company has developed a range of 
DNA/RNA synthesizers: ASM-102U, ASM-700, ASM-800, ASM-1000, ASM-2000, and oligonucleotides 
purification system OPS-201 and OPS-1000. It has been done for more than 250 instruments with 
technical features that correspond to the best world-wide analogues. Production of the company is in 
good demand from the researchers and successfully operates in 26 countries. 

Contact information: Anton Bryksin, PhD. Application Scientist. anton.bryksin@ibb.gatech.edu. (404) 
661-0966.  
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Agilent InfinityLab is an optimized portfolio of LC instruments, columns, and supplies designed to 
maximize the efficiency of your LC workflows. The Agilent 1260 Infinity II Prime LC is the latest 
addition to the portfolio. Featuring high-performance instrumentation and automated solutions for 
mobile phase blending and method transfer, it’s the most capable LC for your everyday analyses. 
Plus, it’s the ideal choice for LC/MS—delivering convenience that gives you an advantage in your 
daily work.  

Learn more: www.agilent .com/chem/primelc 

Contact Information: Mike Purcell. (513) 702-4007. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Oxford Nanopore Technologies has developed the world's first nanopore DNA and RNA 
sequencing devices, scalable to your requirements. The MinION is a portable, real-time, long-
read, low-cost device designed to bring simple biological analyses to anyone, whether in scientific 
research, education or real-world applications, from outbreak surveillance and environmental 
monitoring to population genomics and microgravity biology. The GridION and PromethION 
devices serve users with larger projects or more samples. Delivering a range of biological 
analyses, from single-cells to tissues, the technology is proven with a variety of input material 
such as genomic DNA, amplified DNA, cDNA and RNA. Perform direct DNA and RNA sequencing 
with sequencing platforms from Oxford Nanopore Technologies, enabling the detection of 
epigenetic modifications alongside nucleotide sequence, whilst additionally eliminating PCR bias. 
Experience streamlined, rapid end-to-end solutions with library preparation in as little as 10 
minutes, and faster access to results with real-time analysis. Oxford Nanopore Technologies 
products are currently for Research Use Only.  

Contact Information: Rosie Calderbank. Rosie.Calderbank@nanoporetech.com 
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For over 18  years,  BioAutomation  has  been  the industry  leader  in  producing  the  most  
flexible  and highest quality DNA/RNA synthesizers on the market, for   the   University,   
Pharmaceutical   and private Biotech Industry. Over the past 16 years we have introduced seven 
different types of DNA/RNA synthesizers, based on the customer’s needs and the ever-changing 
Oligonucleotide market. By providing the different types of Synthesizers, we are better able to 
help the customer with their synthesis needs.  From low throughput, low scale, to high throughput 
and large scale; we have a synthesizer for your application. Based on customer request, we 
started selling the Consumables that were used on our machines 12 years ago. We sell Amidites 
from Hongene (World Leader), Solvents from EMD (World Leader) and Synthesis columns. This 
has provided our customers with the “one stop shop”  for  all Synthesizer or Synthesizer products, 
needed to make Oligos. Since 2015 BioAutomation is ISO 9001:2008 Certified. This achievement 
allows us to provide our customers with a guaranteed supply chain of quality products that other 
suppliers may be unable to provide at the same level as BioAutomation. Finally, we have the best 
Tech Team in the Industry. We have 6 full time Techs, that are here to help you with Synthesis 
questions, post  processing  questions  or  Synthesizer  questions. This is part of the “Full Service” 
you get, when working with BioAutomation. We are here to help with your Synthesis needs. 
 

Contact Information: Jeff Scheumack. jscheumack@bioautomation.com 
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